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FOREWORD
Ageless Lust (An Improbable Love Affair) is an authentic lust-morphed-love romance novel
about a steep even inglorious age-gap relationship. In this passionate memoir, a widower in his
70’s and a surgeon by trade was ready to retire and leave the United States.
Five months earlier, on December 2009, his life intersected with a drop-dead gorgeous
lass. She, the 42-year-old Vronica (an e-less Veronica), was a single mother of two kindergartenage children. Here, it must be reveled that the surgeon is I.
The sexual attraction between us was meteoric. The revolting age difference (31 years)
was not even noticed or discussed.
Fast forward to five months of passionate sexapade of lust and love, the time for the
farewell goodbye arrived.
Before heading for the airport, Vronica handed me a send- off card dated, May 23rd,
2010. The card ended with a few words of enchantress wisdom. “Darling, we both know that this
will not be a final goodbye! I am leaving it open-ended and breathlessly wait for your return!”
Fourteen hours later, I was standing on the grounds of the Promised Land, 7500 miles
away from my heart, which I left behind in Los Angeles. My sexual bonanza morphed into
feelings of deep love - doomed, so it seemed, by an unbridgeable separation.
After weeks of phone calls, text messages, emails, and Skype-sex, Vronica came to TelAviv for my 74th birthday. The twelve days of an insane honeymoon ended with her returning to
her motherly duties.
Finding myself in a deep slump, I did not want to live without her.
After lengthy deliberations, Vronica agreed with my plan to join her for a trial period.
Later that summer, I re-crossed a sea, an ocean, and two continents to reunite with her in the City
of Angels. My brief visit became permanent, and the rest is timeless history.
On December 20th, 2019, we celebrated a decade of love, lust, and togetherness. Neither
time, nor space, nor 31-years of age difference, succeeded in separating us. Her prophetic
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premonition, expressed in her farewell card, proved her right.
P.S. Scribbled sentences on paper or screen were never my cup of tea. I believe Vronica and I
have a unique story of devotion and lust that attest to the fact that genuine love has no age limit.
Therefore, it should not be surprising that I could not resist sharing this truly romantic and
incredibly unbelievable tale with the world. Hence, the concept of this book was born.
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CHAPTER 1

Two Fateful Days in December
Day One
It was almost 3 P.M. on a pleasant and sunny Sunday afternoon on December 20, 2009. Known
to be a foppish guy, I shaved and dressed in more than casual attire, but passed on a tie at the last
minute. Hey, you’re not going to a concert, I thought. You’re just going on a date, and a blind
one too.
Regardless if the date was blind or not, I needed to make a good first impression, especially
since I was three decades older than she. I assumed age and looks would represent a thorny
handicap for her to overcome.
I chose black pants, black shoes, a long-sleeve white shirt, and a striking brick-red jacket. It
was so distinct that not even a blind person could miss it. Before leaving my residence, I took
one last look at myself in the bathroom mirror and embraced what I saw. With aviator-type
sunglasses, I looked quite presentable, enigmatic, and somewhat James Bond-ish too. Yes, I
admit, Bond had a full head of hair; I was bald. He was smoking, and I was not. Besides, truth be
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told, I never saw him in a splashy-colored coat like mine. However, I must admit that even the
soft analogy made me feel good and desirable. Aside from these external embellishments, and
with a little help from the man above, I intended to not only surprise but compel admiration in
my date—inglorious age-gap or not.
Punctual as always, I entered the dimly lit restaurant named ‘Sports Bar.’
To my astonishment, the place was empty. It must be because it’s early on a Sunday afternoon, I
thought.
The chosen venue for this upcoming date, located on one of the busiest streets of the San
Fernando Valley, was just minutes away from my home.
A few televisions beamed several sporting events, but I couldn’t care less. I was never a
weekend sport spectator. I gave it up a long time ago. Quality time with family and friends was
much more important to me.
I lived almost 30 years in the City of Angels, yet I never attended a live Lakers, Dodgers,
Raiders, Rams, or Kings game—not even out of curiosity. Besides, crowds were not my cup of
tea. American football and ice-hockey were too brutal for my palate, and I considered baseball to
be slow and boring—well, most of the time. For a notable Lakers championship game (in
Kareem and Magic times), I would sometimes give in, but I would still just watch it in the
comfort of my home.
For a high-stakes box fight, an international soccer match, a Grand Slam tennis championship,
or an Olympic level swim or athletic competition, I may have done the same.
However, active sports were part of my entire life. In high school (in Eastern Europe), I
played soccer, I was part of the school’s gymnastics team, and for years, I was also a competitive
swimmer.
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The ensuing decades have not slowed me down. I continue to be a daily early morning gymrat.
I bike and still swim mainly on weekends, which keeps me fit, way above average, for my
age.
I’ve been a non-smoker for decades. I’ve also been a social drinker, and seldom a hard liquor
consumer. Bars and pubs were never my cup of tea either. Both my parents smoked but I seldom
saw them drink.
On occasion, among friends or colleagues, I had no choice but to prove I was one of them. On
such rare occasions, I would ask for a stiff drink.
My favorite was a Bloody Mary! But whenever I could, I would whisper to the waiter, “No
vodka, please.” But, in a loud voice, I would add, “On the rocks, and don’t forget the celery
stick.”
This Sunday afternoon, however, I needed to dazzle the much younger lady I was to meet.
Therefore, I ordered a cognac—Hennessey. I knew the name, but I never had one before. At
least, I can’t recall the occasion.
The ‘sexplicit’ website-negotiated encounter required me to show up at her place of choice.
The choice sounded odd, but I refrained from asking questions during the single phone
conversation I had with her. Hostage to my lusting needs, I did not dare to inquire why, or God
forbid, suggest a different venue closer to my taste.
With my drink in hand, I picked a table for two at the back and in the dimmest corner of the
establishment. I sat down facing the narrow entrance.
I was full of expectations, was excited and anxious, and I kept my eyes on the door, while
casually sipping my bitter drink. The flavor was not for my finicky palate, but I hoped that the
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alcohol would have a much-needed relaxing effect on me. There was no question that I needed
it!

Seconds after 3:00 P.M., the mutually agreed time, a tall, elegant, black haired, dark skinned,
young, beautiful, drop-dead gorgeous, exotic-looking sexy lass, entered the facility.
My chin dropped, and I forgot how to breathe for several moments. She was so stunning; I
could gage my racing heart in my throat.
Surprised to my bones, I had to display an illuminating, cheerful grin on my bespectacled
face. No, I didn’t remove my dark glasses; the concocted scenario had to go on, rain or shine!
My famished and frosted loins were on the line.
When I saw her coming through the door, I petitioned the Almighty, “God, do not let me
down. Assure me she is the one I am expecting. If that will be the case, I will obey all your
written and non-written rules.”
With a big beige handbag hanging on her left arm, she seemed poised and sure of herself. A
strong-willed woman, I thought.
She stopped for a moment, then looked around and scoured the place. In a flash, she spotted
me with no difficulties. Nobody else around me donned a red-brick colored jacket and dark
aviator glasses. She knew what I was going to be wearing.
In seconds, she made eye contact, waved, and moments later, stood in front of me. My mouth
was open, and I was dumbfounded. I could not comprehend what my bespeckled eyes were
seeing. Mystified, dismayed, and overwhelmed for a good several seconds, I even lacked
sufficient strength in my legs to stand up and great her.
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It was a “Deja vu,” even “Deja vecu” flashback for him.
Twenty-five years beforehand, he and his first wife—a woman with a drill sergeant headstrong
attitude—had called it quits after 21 years and three children. Just a few months later, he
already decided the time was ripe to start afresh and look for a date.
Cognizant of no better alternatives—the Internet in 1984 was nonexistent—he placed a personal
ad in the complimentary Los Angeles-based Jewish Journal.
In a short ad, he wrote: “Versatile, 47-year-old surgeon is looking for an attractive, intelligent,
caring, and soft-spoken lady for a long-lasting relationship.” His first wife was everything but
soft-spoken!
Attracted by his profession—a Jewish doctor—he received close to 50 replies in a four to five
weeks span. Quite a few included pictures, although he requested none. He mentioned his age,
hoping to be a clear guide for interested parties. It was, in most cases, except two ladies, who
were both in their sixties—almost 20 years older than him. One of them even had a 39-year-old
son, just eight years younger than him! When he dared to ask questions, they both returned the
favor with a rhetorical question of their own. “Why can’t older women date younger men? Why
is only the opposite acceptable?” Touché. Out of respect, he remained close-mouthed.
In one letter, among the many, a 41-year-old woman, who was never married and had no
children disclosed that she worked in the medical field, but that she was neither a nurse nor a
physician. She finished her letter with a phone number and an invitation to call. They connected
the same evening and agreed to meet on a blind date the upcoming Sunday afternoon, May 20,
1984.
With a pipe in hand, and dressed in a beige summery coat, he waited for her in front of a
well-known restaurant close to his residence.
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In minutes, a white roofless sports car stopped, the door opened, and out came a strikinglooking woman, barefoot, holding her high heels in her hands. He later discovered she had come
from a wedding where she had danced too much and abused her feet.
Her name was Brenda, and she was a 41-year-old Canadian (Montreal). She was a dietician
by trade who worked for a colleague he knew very well. She was a charming woman with a
beautiful face and an attractive, sexy body. Brenda, too, left him dazed, paralyzed, and
speechless when they met for the first time. Besides an MS degree in Adult Education, she played
the piano (like him) and spoke fluent French, much better than him.
To his amusement, she admitted that she couldn’t care less about the columns printed in the
Jewish Journal. She was only interested in finding a potential husband.
After two years of dating, Brenda became his second wife and the mother of his fourth child.
After 24 years of blissful togetherness, he lost her to a rare autoimmune disease; his
profession had no adequate remedies. Twelve years later, there was nothing new on the horizon.

With a genuine smile, looking straight at me, she extended her hand, and in a charming
bedroom voice, she introduced herself, “I am your date, Vronica. That is Vronica without
the ‘e’.”
I finally regained some vigor in my lower limbs, stood up, and took her stretched arm into
mine. Never taking my eyes off her, I bent my head, and kissed her hand.
Vronica’s eyes opened wide, and a surprising smile lit up her face by my unexpected greeting.
Her energetic handshake did not surprise me. Based on my personal experiences, only
assertive women with high self-esteem had handshakes like these. She looked like one from the
moment she entered the venue.
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Overwhelmed by her sexiness, and still holding her hand captive, it took me a few extra
moments before I introduced myself.
“G… G… Gabriel,” I said, and recollecting myself, I informed her, “But everybody calls me
by my sobriquet, Gabi, and so should you.”
Pointing to the empty chair across the table, I invited her to sit down.
Vronica looked ravishing. She was much more than I would ever dare to expect. This
smoking-hot sensuous dark-skinned woman turned out to be my type! She was tall and classy
and had a very enticing body. I also imagined her to be an Amazon of a woman who knew what
she wanted and knew how to get it.
I could only dream to land a sensual lass like her. Let alone dare to hope that in some magic
future constellation, I could also become an item of interest on her bucket list, even for a short
time.

Absorbed in those unfeasible options, I realized that the venue where I just met Vronica and
the place I met Brenda 25 years beforehand, were less than one mile apart. To further spice up
the mystery, I met both women on a Sunday, and both on the 20th day of the month. Destiny must
have smiled on me twice as much.
It is true that sometimes, history repeats itself. However, one can seldom expect it to happen
in a 25-year span.
Some may consider the number seven as a fortuitous one. It is true; I was born on the 7th day
of the 7th month of the year, July, named after Julius Caesar. Not one, but two 7s under my belt.
Besides, the 25 years separating these two blind dates, when added together, make another... 7!
Was I born under a lucky star? I do not believe so. I was a lucky bastard.
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At first impression, this awe-inspiring lass looked even younger than her profile stated: 42–
years-of-age. This was a bonus for me, but not for her! Should she consider my looks much too
mature, revealing the abhorring age-difference, the encounter could be over before it even
started. An unfortunate medical terminology, DOA, came to my mind in that instant. It is jargon
used for someone who arrives at the ER too late and is pronounced ‘dead on arrival.’
I did not want that!
Dressed season-appropriate, Vronica’s tasteful choices were obvious. She wore jeans, kneehigh boots, and a long tight body-fitting grey sweater. A wide black belt encircling her waistline
made her even sexier, accenting her beautiful round, curvy, hourglass big-breasted body.
With shoulder level, charcoal, long hair, big black eyes, thick eyebrows, beautiful facial
features, luscious lips, and nipples that were visible through her sweater, she looked exquisite
and tempting.
She revealed to me, and to the world, that she must have a profound interest in the pleasure’s
bedroom games can offer. I hoped to convince her, and as soon as possible too, that I am a
product of the same stock.

Fluent in the language, he was familiar that the French would call such a well-endowed
womanness-oozing specimen a, ‘femme fatale.’ Translated to English, the expression means a
woman who brings disaster to the man she gets involved with. Aware of the above, he decided,
the moment he spotted her entering the premises, that he would play the game, win or lose.
There was no doubt in his dirty old mind that she was one of the most fuckable women he had
ever seen, and that she must be a savage beast in the sack.
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Overwhelmed by her sex appeal, this testosterone-soaked horny bedroom aficionado had in
his fertile visionary mind one prayer, and a very appropriate one for the end-of-the-year. This
time, he found himself petition Santa to deliver this sexuality-basted specimen down his chimney
and hide her under the tree. No room? Under the bed, or even better, under the sheets!

Amidst these romantic visuals that flooded my psyche, I continued devouring her sexy
curvaceous body. I visualized her naked, big boobs with her two pointing nipples, soft-skin, flat
belly, and her vertical slit, the gate to her inner shrine housed between her upper thighs. Full of
desire, drooling, I recognized that when God created an erotic, carnally-oozing woman, the
Almighty intended to show off. These fleeting dirty dreams, and the promise of a skin-to-skin
encounter, brought back flames to my long extinguished, abandoned, moldy, wrinkled, and
almost frozen loins. Inundated with these racy perspectives, miracle of miracles, I sensed
his Majesty was awakening from his deep stupor.
In the aftermath of his second wife passing, he had only two intimate encounters with much
younger women, but none panned out long-term. The first one, a psychologist, was a clear
mental case. The second one lived too far. His critical friends reprimanded him for not trying
harder and for not investing more time and enthusiasm in seeking age-appropriate ladies, rather
than pursuing younger women. He tried to no avail. For the most part, for the divorced or
widowed age-appropriate women, their children and grandchildren were their priority, not
bedroom romps that interested him. The few who still desired intimacy, did not satisfy the sexual
desires he once had with his late wife, including sex toys, diversity of positions, unconventional
love-making venues, light BDSM, just to name a few.
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A same-age septuagenarian friend, after years of propositions, agreed to finally visit a sexshop for the first time in his life. He went home with a small simple beginner’s vibrator. His outof-her-mind wife labeled him a ‘pervert’ and ordered him to get rid of it on the spot. In the end,
not that he needed another buzzer, the toy landed in his chest of pleasure enhancers.
Not pleased with the situation, and determined to end my sexual drought, I decided to put
myself out there for all to see. A quarter of a century beforehand, using a newspaper ad in the
personal column, I landed Brenda, who became my second wife. This time, with distinctive plans
to retire, even move away thousands of miles, I wasn’t interested in a long-lasting relationship. I
was looking for just a loose sexual connection; call it friends with benefits (FWB) or a fuck
buddy (FB). Both great choices for my needs.
With little thought and deliberation, using the convenient digital media, I enlisted the services
of the Internet, and I became a paying member in an exquisite, well-known ‘sexplicit’ website.
The portal catered to people looking for casual partners, a potential win-win alternative. I chose
the screen name ‘Europeangntlmn’ and built a substantial presence.
As I realized that a younger man had better odds to land a fresh-looking partner-in-lust, I
shaved ten years of my age. As a result, my profile disclosed a distinguished ‘63-year’ old
Jewish self-employed surgeon of East European origin. I was never a cheater, but I believed I did
not look my age. Personal overconfidence? Possibly. However, it was often validated by
outsiders, the attractive sex included. I mentioned I was a widower, a father of four independent
grown children, and also mentioned I am well versed in six languages.
I described myself as a romantic, generous male, interested in carnal romps and revealed that
my bedroom skills could be addictive. Arrogant? I don’t think so! But, who cares? To be a
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winner, sometimes, the means justify the ends. I reaffirmed that I was buff, fit for my age, and
mentioned that I went to the gym daily, and that I swam, played tennis, and biked as well.
I also added that I was a non-smoker, a social drinker, and that I never used drugs. I added
several recent photos for those who came across my profile.
Since I was busy with my practice, I would search the database in the evenings, hoping to
come across a suitable intimacy partner between the ages of 40 to 60. Much younger women did
not interest me.
Browsing among the many names, some very original, while others quite explicit, I come
across a profile belonging to ‘Armenianprincess’. The portrayal was short, but it was written in
excellent English, and described a college-educated, 42-year-old woman, a surgical RN,
separated and heading for a divorce. A mother of two small children, with interests similar to
mine, including an NSA (no strings attached) relationship with a mature guy!
The only picture she posted was obscured, which troubled me. Yet, for no detectable reason, it
was intriguing and made me curious. Not divorced, just separated, she must have good motives, I
argued with myself. Not going all out; she protected herself from being noticed by family or
friends. After all, it was a sexplicit website!
I liked her shoulder-length long black hair and big-bosomed curvy figure. Since I am a boobman, it was enough to seal the deal for me.
I reached out using the website’s direct email service and acknowledged that I enjoyed her
lines and invited her to look up my profile. I ended my note, saying that I hoped she would honor
me with a reply, no matter positive or negative.
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After a day or two, ‘Armenianprinces’ replied, revealing that my lines were an engaging read
and that she liked my pictures too. To my satisfaction, she made no comments or asked questions
about possible disparities between the photos and stated age.
She ended her lines with a short two-word sentence rich in substance, “Call me,” and a cellphone number.
Delighted that I may have gained her trust, I waited to call her for several days to conceal my
eagerness and excitement. It was a Saturday late afternoon when I finally dialed her number.
A woman’s voice on the other end of the line said, “Hello?”
“Hi,” I said, “You must be the Armenianprinces!”
“Yes, I am,” she replied. For no good reason, we omitted exchanging our real names.
After several introductory cliché sentences, she suggested, in a charming voice, that we meet up
the following afternoon at 3 P.M. sharp. The proposed restaurant was ten minutes from my
residence and near a sex shop I used to visit from time-to-time. So, I remembered the place well.
She ended the conversation with, “Have no concerns, I have an excellent facial memory, and I
will have no problem recognizing you.”
“OK, but I will make it completely effortless for you. I will wear a red-brick colored jacket
and I will have dark aviator-type sunglasses covering my eyes, a combination that’s impossible
to miss.” A few seconds later, an audible click signaled that the short conversation was over.
Seated and facing each other, Vronica was busy sipping her favorite drink, Captain Morgan, a
rum I never knew existed. She asked for one and I ordered it for her. I mirrored her with my
Hennessy already half-emptied glass.
We engaged in the customary small talk, peppered, here-and-there, with a few jokes. In a
short time, we both sensed that we had known each other for God-knows how long. Vronica told
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me trivial stuff about herself and her life and I returned the favor, describing more-or-less the
same. We were at ease with each other, and when she would express her amazement at
something I said, like, “Oh, you don’t say,” or “No kidding!” “Is that so,” she touched my hand
and left it there for a few seconds. To my surprise, Vronica showed no objections when I
returned the favor to her. Hopeful signs, I thought.

I was eager to close the deal from the moment I laid my eyes on her. However, it takes two to
tango, and I had an insurmountable million-dollar challenge before me.
Will I be able to convince her to take the bait and fall for me, at least once? One time is not
much to ask, I tried to convince myself. Besides, she is interested in a sex partner, like me.
The lack of certainty kept me on my toes. Doubts followed doubts, and questions followed
questions. Is she interested? Does she find me appealing enough despite my years? Does she
consider the chemistry between us to be right and try me? Is she curious enough to permit me to
show her my pussy-worshipping talents?
Oh, yeah, if she knew my level of ‘sexpertise’, she would, and in a flash too, I reassured
myself.
Her decision to meet me on a Sunday afternoon, just one day after our one-and-only phone
conversation, was encouraging, but would it be enough? So many bones of contentions, all
without a straightforward answer, made my head spin.
I tried to put myself in her shoes, and wondered whether the visible age difference between us
was too much for her taste and comfort?
If yes, this dreamlike encounter would crumble like a card-castle I built so many times in my
childhood with my father. One wrong move, and it was over!
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To my delight, my age did not come up for discussion, and I let it float. No question, if the
encounter would end in a positive tone, I intended to divulge the truth. But not at that crucial
moment when the promise of pussy was in my reach.
Content, Vronica asked for one more drink, and our exchange slowly turned businesslike. Vronica inquired if I had already come across someone with ‘benefits’ included.
“Yes, but no benefits, there was no chemistry,” I replied. After a moment of silence, I
continued. “You are the first lovely and sexy lass to take my lure and meet me face-toface.” Looking into her big, dark eyes, I added, “Many thanks, it is much appreciated, and I am
delighted I made your acquaintance.” I reached out, took her hand in mine, and exclaimed, “You
are heaven-sent and stunning.” Delighted, she thanked me for the lauds and did not object
keeping her hands in mine for several seconds. That emboldened me.
After a deep breath, I dared to bring the topic of our exchange closer to the purpose of the
meeting, so I confronted her.
“Can I ask you an intimate question?”
“Sure,” she replied.
“Am I correct in assuming that you enjoy the pleasures of good bedroom
sexcapades?” Without wasting time, I followed my logic, “It was the first thought that crossed
my mind the moment I spotted you entering that door!”
Vronica smiled, and while she did not address my query, she seemed to have liked my
comments.
“Thanks, you are very kind, and observant too,” she said in a warm voice.
Not wanting to embarrass her, I abstained from returning the question of whether she had met
somebody else through the sexplicit website.
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I wanted to see her between the sheets badly, and her old or recent sexual history had no
bearing on my intentions. With her indisputable sex appeal, testosterone-soaked males, so I
thought, must have discovered her too. What I saw in her, other gents must have seen as well.
Whether she shared herself with any of them was not essential.
As expected, in no time, our exchange turned specific. This open, erotic talk should come as
no surprise. There was no point in hiding. We were two mature, experienced people. We met to
find out if there was enough physical compatibility between the two of us to engage in what I
considered and called the calling of the flesh. Sensing interest from her part, I opened up, put the
cards on the table, and allowed the chips to fall as they may. In a calm voice, I asked her to give
me a few minutes to make myself better known and appreciated. She agreed, “Go ahead, I am a
good listener,” she said.
“Vronica, as I stare at gorgeous young you, I know of the pressure our age difference is
placing on your shoulders. Please note, I consider myself a sexual guy and I am eager to meet my
female twin. It seems to me you that you fit the picture like two drops of water.”
I kept going strong.
“Advanced age or not, I know myself well enough to boast a little, if you permit me. It is in
my power to offer steamy pleasures to my woman but watch out, my eroticism can be
addictive.” In search of better words, I ended with, “As they say, money-back guarantee.”
Vronica seemed very attentive and showed interest in my narrative. During all this time, to
further impress and bait, I was looking straight into her beautiful, big, dark eyes. Well, from time
to time, not being able to resist my temptations, I would also rest my eyes on her enticing
bosom.
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“I will be honest with you, not having a woman in my life for some time, contrary to the
expected, I seldom perceived the need for sexual release.” That was true, only once in a blue
moon would I take my poor Royal Highness in my hands and choked the chicken as they say, for
selfish needs. As I intended to evoke compassion in her, I kept pressing further.
“My poor neglected Majesty must suffer being shunned not just by a pussy, but by my hands
too. I told him countless times ‘mea culpa,’ my doings, and fault. With me and him neglected for
quite some time, I signed up on that ‘sexplicit’ website and here I am, facing a dream girl.”
Vronica started laughing loud.
“If you permit a comment, I love your name. It is clever and unique. Vronica without the ‘e’. I
only came across an exclusive name once before. It was Verona, a patient of mine.”
After excusing myself for the digression, I continued.
“I am sure you agree that to have a gratifying physical relationship, that vague item called
chemistry or animal magnetism is pivotal.”
“I fully agree with you on that,” she replied, and I kept going.
“Please note that I am the quintessence of kindness toward all women. For my carnal
pleasures, however, I am prejudiced with the physical attributes of the fair sex.”
Without going into details, I mentioned that I would never go to bed with a non-feminine
looking woman, regardless how horny I may be.
“You Vronica, are a crown-jewel prototype of the opposite sex, so none of what I just
said applies to you. In my mind, a man should look rugged; a woman, however, should be
feminine, exposing her arousing curves, valleys, and peaks. These are features you have plenty
of.”
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Content of what her ears perceived, she tilted her face to the side, raised her eyebrows, and
smiled again. Not wasting time, I continued my line of thought, hoping to convince her to try me
at least once. Life could be full of surprises, who knows, after that, things my turn my way.
Pointing to the entrance I said, “The moment I spotted you, that animal, carnal attraction
became undeniable for me. In milliseconds, I was ready to kiss you, undress you, and make love
to you, right here in public. But wait, just one or two more observations and then I will be done
lecturing you.”
After clearing my throat as anxious people might do, I told her, “It crossed my mind that
when God created a carnally-oozing woman, he showed off with you.”

Impressed by my candor, she reached out, took both my hands in hers, and held onto them
until I finished. Eager to conclude with a slam-dunk, I took a few seconds of reprieve before
concluding.
“Vronica, I consider myself an unselfish lover and in my ‘a la carte sexcapades menu’, my
woman’s pleasure comes first. To me, foreplay is the main-play. To kiss, touch, caress, go down,
participate in light BDSM, use sex toys, and role-play is all game and listed on the first page on
my erotic menu. In my humble opinion, by doing so, the excitement and the arousal levels get a
much-desired boost. Yes, I am a hedonist and do not practice sex for procreation, I practice it for
pure pleasure for my woman and me.”
Still not finished, I added, “When I make love, I am looking forward to partaking in my
partner’s cascade of ecstatic waves—waves that I, the master of ceremonies, brought to her with
everything I have and know. It makes me identify with a peacock! My release, the icing on my
cake, is the last item on that tally.”
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She seemed impressed. “Thank you so much for your detailed expose and honesty. I believe it
is my turn now to reciprocate in kind, if interested,” she said.
“I am,” I replied.
Vronica had another sip of her drink before starting.
“First, let me say that I appreciate that you perceived that I am fond of, as you called it, the
‘bedroom-sexcapades’. It is true, I am! Yes, I am very sexual; I love sex, I need sex, but quality,
not quantity.”
After a deep breath, and after another swig of her drink, she carried on.
“I married late in life, so I had enough partners. Some were very great, but others, not so.
Some couldn’t get it up, others would not go down on me, which is one of my preferred forms of
release.”
She ended the sentence on a somber note, “It is Russian roulette out there; you share yourself
with someone, and that someone might let you down. I want to make it clear that this time, I am
choosing an appropriate partner.”
Vronica reiterated that she valued my profile, liked my pictures, but it was sheer curiosity that
drove her to meet me. With a grin and a soft voice, she said, “I wanted to meet that gutsy, sure of
himself well-seasoned gentleman who dares to want to sleep with much younger women. If a
man is considerate, treats me well, is generous, and fulfills my sexual needs, age is unimportant.”
She ended her side of the story, emphasizing that she was interested in an NSA or FWB type
of relationship.
A sigh of relief descended on me. It was the first time Vronica brought up the subject of age.
She reassured me that the revolting age-gap between us was not critical to her if I would meet
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her carnal wants. That was music to my ears as the one and only way to find out was for her to
share herself with me. At least one time!
A promissory note of pussy was in the making, I dared to fantasize.
“Tell me a few details about your late wife and the sex life you guys had together.”
“I will be brief,” I replied.
As a good raconteur, I told her that we also met on a blind date after I put a personal ad in a
weekly journal. I mentioned how attractive and sexual she was and that our chemistry could not
be greater.
“Brenda loved and desired sex and she spoiled me with it.”
I told Vronica that Brenda would never have a headache. From a young age, her clever
mother taught her that if she wanted to have a happy and lasting relationship, she’d say, “If not in
the mood, get in the mood!”
I also mentioned that Brenda detested the typical nighttime bedroom routine, what I call the
lets-just-do-a-quickie-before-falling-asleep routine. Well, it happened occasionally, but she
desired and wanted more.
The place and mixing of positions were our answer to maintaining a fulfilling sexual life
during our marriage.
Yes, the living room, the kitchen counter, the bathroom, the pool, the pool deck, a parking lot,
and a dark street were all erotic stops and part of our repertoire. Often, she planned skin-to-skin
encounters much in advance, as she considered anticipation a very potent aphrodisiac.
I also informed Vronica about the up-down and tilt foot pedal-controlled hydraulic surgical
table that I had in my office. With two dangling stirrups on its two sides, it provided a countless
mix of ecstatic moments.
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I ended with Brenda’s comforting words: “‘Gabi, you will crave pussy well into your
eighties.’ To which I would reply: ‘Amen, from your mouth to God’s ears.’ I am sorry to tell
you, but after 24 years of happiness, I lost her to a rare and still incurable disease.”
“Oh, I am very sorry for your loss. She made you happy, and you made her happy;
sometimes, fate can be cruel and inescapable.”
Vronica, changed the subject 180 degrees, and asked me if I had sex after her passing.
“Yes,” I answered, “with two younger women, but it did not pan out for long.”
“Pease be honest with me,” she said, “When was last time you saw a naked woman?”
“Well, let me think.” I looked down, tilted and lowered my head and right ear toward my
crotch, as I would listen to my abandoned and dangling dweller from within. Seconds later,
frowning and looking up at Vronica’s face, I said, “If I recorded ‘His Highness’ well, too many,
much too many months ago.”
This time, Vronica peered down toward her privates, and correctly asserted, “Wow, you and
him, two pussy famished guys,” she said. Surprised by her body language and tongue, I remained
silent but nodded a big yes with my head.
Vronica asked for a third drink and I obliged again.
“Well, I listened to you, and I liked what you said. You seem to be a sexual man, you are
masculine, you have good manners, and you are elegant. If everything you said, you
also practice, it could benefit us. But, do not jump the gun, we are not there yet.”
Yeah, but we could be halfway there! I thought.
During our sexplicit and arousing exchange, besides frequently touching my hands, Vronica
rubbed my legs with hers at least several times.
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At some point, during our exchange, she opened her bag and retrieved a light red colored
lipstick and a small rounded mirror. With slow, provocative, coquettish, enticing moves, staring
at me more than at the mirror, she refreshed the color of her luscious lips.
“Do you like it?” she challenged me.
“Oh, and how,” I replied. I appreciated her question very much, and if I could, I would have
proved it with a passionate kiss. But I did not dare. I wanted her to start any form of physical
contact.
She peeked in the mirror one more time, and satisfied, she dropped both items back into her
handbag.
Overwhelmed by the speed things may turn, a mild anxiety took over me despite the alcohol I
had ingested.
To show off, as I did, is one thing, but everybody can do that. Implementing the elevated bars,
I set myself up to was what would count. I suspected I might get, if fortuitous, one, only one
single chance to prove myself.
Her explicit questions and overt minor physical contact encouraged me, yet I regarded that the
stakes were still high.
It was easy to detect a sudden good mood; a buzz Vronica radiated all around her.
With the third glass finished, Vronica stood up and guided me through a back door and led me to
the backyard behind the bar. We sat side-by-side on a wooden bench. I quickly found out the
reason for the sudden change of setting. Since the place did not permit smoking, she needed
urgent respiratory treatment to replenish her nicotine-depleted brain cells. This was a surprise I
did not expect.
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As a physician and a fanatic regarding smoking, I would never have a close relationship with
males or females who had the smelly and unhealthy habit.
This time, however, overpowered by my intense physical attraction, I didn’t care. Oh yeah,
good old enslaving pussy-power! I correctly concluded.
After just a few puffs, and maybe because of the three shots of rum or our explicit sex talk,
her body language changed. Vronica became fidgety. She came closer, turned toward me, and
touched my thigh. In a few seconds, she stood up and thrust her big boobs straight into my face.
She reached out, grabbed my head, and pushed her face into mine, and her luscious reddened lips
met my fleshy ones in a passionate show of attraction.
Surprised but much encouraged, I responded in kind and we engaged in a long, eloquent
French kiss for a significant time. Vronica devoured a stunned and mortified me.
She was an all-out woman, sure and proud of her sexuality. What you see is what you get. It
was the centerpiece of her carnality. I remarked that the moment I set my eyes on her. Yet, her
move took me by total surprise. Not in my wildest dreams would I foresee such a turn of events
in such a short amount of time, and with a much, much younger woman. Never! To top it off, she
was initiator, the aggressor, and not me, the male.
Convinced of our bilateral chemistry, I became visibly aroused. As life returned to my icy
loins, she became cognizant of my mushroom showing its full strength, yet still hidden behind
my pants.
Pointing toward the target, she addressed me, “Cowboy,” she asked, “Is this your pipe in your
pocket, or you are happy to see me?” Aware of a famous line attributed to Mae West, I
replied, “Yes, I am thrilled to see you,” and pointing to my visible frontal bulge, I finished
with, “And so is my buddy, His Royal Highness.”
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That was all I needed to understand that an aroused Vronica was interested in me and could be
ready to have sex too. The question was where, when, now, or another time?
Reassured by her physical attraction toward me, I became courageous with her. Pointing to the
displayed risen pole in the highest state of bravery, I asked her in French,“Vronica, ma Cherie,
voulez vous cucher avec moi?” Not sure if she knew this well-known phrase, her swift reply
came quick, loud, and clear, “Oui, mon Cher!” she said.
“Yes?” I asked this time in English just to be sure I understood her well.
An authoritative, “Yes,” rang in my ears for the second time.
“Do you speak French?” I asked her.
“Well, I understand and speak a few words,” and continuing, “My father’s sister lived in
Paris, and I often went to visit her.”
Baffled and overwhelmed, it was difficult to comprehend what was happening to a guy like
me, and in less than two hours into our first and blind date too! I couldn’t believe what my eyes
witnessed when she walked through that door and I saw her for the first time.
Now, I couldn’t believe what my lips sensed, when Vronica, out of her own will and out-ofthe-blue, glued her lips onto mine in a heated kiss.
I also couldn’t believe what my ears understood just seconds beforehand when she twice said
“Oui” and “Yes.” An ineffable dream was coming true!
With my grown-up daughter, who I fathered with my late wife still living with me, my place
was a no-go. My office looked too miserly to me. I suggested, and she agreed, to head to a closeby hotel. With the tab paid, we each got into our cars and headed to the destination. After
parking the cars, we met in the lobby and I went to the registration desk to get a room.
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“Please,” she asked me, “Get a room at the end of any hallway, and far from the
elevators,” she urged me.
Not understanding the logic behind her request, and being aroused, I remained silent and
fulfilled her demand.
With the key in my hand, we headed to a studio room located at the end of a long corridor. It
had a white pristine-looking king-size bed, a table bearing a vase with some artificial flowers and
two chairs. It looked cozy.
Seconds after locking the room’s door behind us, both excited and curious, we were ready to
go at each other. While I sensed that the substantial age difference rested on my shoulders, a
cocky me was already dreaming of future sexcapedes of the kind. I was aware, however, that I
needed to impress Vronica for her to consider anything of the sort.
On our feet, clothed and hugging, we got lost in each other faces for a long time as we
engaged in tongue-trading kisses. Out of the blue, Vronica reached down and groped my erect
hammer pocking through my pants. To reciprocate in kind, still kissing, my hands fondled her
breasts and crotch.
After a long and passionate necking, Vronica, ready to impress her new partner-in-sin, took
charge of the situation.
She dropped to her knees, unzipped my pants, reached inside, and after a brief scuffle with my
boxer shorts, seized and retrieved my flaming red engine of love. She grasped its hard shaft, and
surprised at what she saw, looked up and in a soft voice told me, “Wow, what a nice-looking
piece you’ve got here!”
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Seconds later, Vronica unleashed her tongue and fleshy lips, and started kissing, licking, and
mouthing my mushroom’s plethoric head. Intended to be just a brief tease, two to three minutes
thereafter, she stood up and began to slowly undress in plain view.
Not taking her eyes off me, she removed her sizeable black belt. Dazed, and with trembling
hands, I joined in helping her leisurely remove the rest of her clothes—her sweater, jeans, and
her fitting knee-high boots.
To my delight, she wasn’t wearing a bra and down there only a tiny, almost nonexistent
thong-bikini pretended to cover her almost shaved pussy.
“The drought is over for you, cowboy; watch, touch, and do what you are famished for,” she
said. Not seeing bare, ripe, and firm bosoms for quite some time, let alone touch, I was beside
myself. Starved to eye a naked woman, I did not know what to touch or kiss first. Being a boobman, I reached out, and after caressing them, I buried my face into them, not missing to pinch her
hardened and pointy nipples. A stunned Vronica witnessed the effect that her feminine power
had over me, a sex-hungry lusting seasoned guy.
I am not a sex philosopher, but as planets revolve around the sun, men, myself included, circle
around the most precious real estate known to us—the pussy. One is the Heliocentric and the
other the Pussycentric system. As Vronica realized my passion and the desire emanating from
my pores, she asked me to help her shed her last piece of clothing—her thong-bikini—and I
agreed. I did it with my teeth! With that skimpy, pussy cover, just halfway down her legs, I could
not resist the temptations and lowered myself into a squatting position. With my hands
holding onto her buttocks, I sank my face into her coveted crotch for a long, long time.
Vronica’s love opening was Brazilian-shaved except for a very narrow, short-cut hairy patch
just above her slit.
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Still dressed, I was ready to expand and show-off with my appetizing truffle-sprinkled downunder recipe. Just one item among the many delicious sex-entrees from my ‘á la carte’ foreplay
and lovemaking menu. It was the Aussie-French kiss, a specialty of my house.
I stood up, pushed aside the flower vase resting on the table, and invited her to sit close as
possible to the table’s end. Vronica leaned back and supported herself on her elbows. Slow, in a
teasing move, I grabbed an adjacent chair and sat down facing and level with her
crotch. Vronica, sensing my intentions, spread her legs wide apart and rested them on my
shoulders. Mesmerized for several seconds, with quivering hands, I touched her wet and still
closed opening.
Aroused, my hard-little brother was ripe for action. For a split of a second, I considered
reaching into my already unzipped pants. Yes, take out my battering ram, brandish it to Vronica
in its full glory, plunge it into her sweet cherry, and fuck the wits out of her.
But no, I realized penetrating her would be much too soon. Besides, at this early stage of the
game, I wanted to reciprocate in kind, and taunt her down there as she did to me just seconds
beforehand. Impaling her opening to come much later.
Seated in comfort, I first petted and kissed her soft, sensitive skin between her thighs for
endless seconds in a row. I reached out, grabbed her buttocks, and thrust my face into her crotch.
The emerging warmth, the sweet and dizzying aroma, and the enslaving view made me believe I
was in heaven. With a slow speed and with gusto, I kissed, licked, and sucked her smooth,
clammy pussy, and its round, hooded love-knob for ceaseless heartbeats.
As I was mouthing her womanly goods, Vronica, pleased with my performance, told me in a
soft, soft voice, “You are good, you are very good, you eat pussy well, you worship it, I love it.”
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Eager to savor more, she sat up, grasped my head, and pulled my face further deep into her
crotch.
Excited, showing unmissable pleasure feelings, she started gyrating and forward thrusting her
pelvis. While moaning and groaning, she also mentioned the divine providence, “Oh God.” “My
God.” “So good.” “Don’t stop.” “Eat that pussy!” Aware that she relished my efforts, I kept up
the contact between my mouth and her opening, paying utmost attention to her love-knob.
In alternating moves, I used my lips like a suction cup and my tongue as a basting brush.
Based on my experience, both were excellent pleasure moves focused on women’s little
hooded joy-buzzer. With a rapid side-to-side move over her clit, I knew I would bring Vronica
closer to her point of the inevitable release. Her pelvis whirled as she further pressed her loins
into my face.
A sex connoisseur, I knew that women liked to hear the man praise them and talk dirty to
them during the sexual act. Hence, I would stop for a second and used word of encouragement
that I enjoyed too. “Your pussy is so wet.” “I love its texture.” “It is just great.”
Although Vronica was stimulated enough, I decided, for added pleasure, to explore her
opening too. With my mouth latched onto her crotch, I stopped holding her buttocks with my
right hand. Well juiced up, I inserted my extended two long fingers into her moist muff with no
difficulties. In the beginning, I just probed her soft velvety opening, inlet, and cove. After
repeated, energetic in-and-out moves, I turned my hand palm-up and curled my two digits
imitating the come here gesture. I aimed for that spongy tissue on the upper wall of any woman’s
vagina, the legendary G-spot. Her voicing of ecstasy became louder and clearer.
“Pinch my nipple, hard,” she begged me, in between her moaning and heavy breathing. Not
wavering my pussy exploration, I complied and used my other hand to fulfill her request.
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A few seconds later, “Harder, please harder.” That was an unusual request, as the squeezing
force I used had to be quite painful. She must enjoy this form of sexual practice, I thought, and I
loved hearing her voice her excitement.
By this time, Vronica was heavily grunting, her face flushed, her pussy dripping. She was
gasping, and her nipples further hardened. I also perceived that Vronica’s grip on my head got
mightier too. It made me feel elated that my efforts were not in vain.
Her louder and louder enunciation of bliss signaled me, she was ready to explode and have
her very first Big O with me.
With further gyrating and pelvic-thrusting, tensed body, Vronica declared her joy, as waves of
unspeakable pleasure flooded her entire body. She reached the point she could no longer endure,
a well-deserved gratification, without discharging it. Fired up, she let it lose. “I am
exploding.” “I am coming in your mouth.” “Here it is.” “Don’t stop.” “Oh my God.” “Oh my
God.” “What a release!”
Exhausted, she let go of my head and collapsed on the table. I, however, a dirty-old-man,
wasn’t done yet. Not sure how she would react, I went for a bold and risky move.
I retrieved my pussy juiced-up fingers, and with no inhibition or warning, approached
Vronica, who was still on her back, and greased her pussy-sap on her lips. A pervert (as puritan
people could call me), I bent down, locked lips with her in a passionate kiss, savoring the taste
and texture of her honey-pot dew.
After relaxing on the table, she recovered, and moments later, Vronica was on her feet. Facing
each other, in a provocative move, she pushed her naked tummy into my crotch. She must have
run into my still cloistered erect hardness that created a frontal tent below my bellybutton.
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Attracted by the view, unable to hold back, she grabbed the bulge for a few seconds and
laughing, mumbled, “Poor hungry guy, how excited is he to see me!”
She undressed me. “Please don’t help me,” she said. My shirt, trousers, socks, and shoes all
came off, and I remained just in my briefs. Vronica now had a much better glimpse of my
saluting mushroom erupting under my boxer shorts. Unable to delay her curiosity, in one move,
she pulled my underwear to my ankles. I stepped out of them, and for the first time, I exposed
her to the bare lower front of my body. A shaved, pointing, engorged, manhood’s flaming
redhead, ready for business, greeted her in full splendor.
Impressed with my circumcised, average-sized love machine, it was her time to show me her
real blowjob wizardry. She held my thighs with her hands and buckled her knees, then lowered
herself with her buttocks resting on her heels. Vronica’s face was exactly where it needed to
be—level with my little bro.
She grabbed it, pulled it closer to her face, and expertly started teasing, licking, and vacuum
sucking its congested head. In a wink, she inhaled my entire manhood, a complete and total
disappearing act.
During all this time, she looked up, trying to make eye contact with me. It was a stratagem I
precisely expected her to do while mouthing my Johnson. For me, it was an added and most
welcomed erotic catalyst. She relished my facial expressions mirroring an intense pleasure, while
I enjoyed seeing her head go up-and-down, yo-yoing on my pole.
With gentle moves, as rewards for her expertise, I caressed her well-coifed long black hair.
To further enhance my pleasure, Vronica simultaneously stroked my manhood with two
encircled fingers around the base of my shaft.
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In the porn flicks I had seen, men never voiced their pleasure. They would stay silent. Not me.
Aroused by the physical feelings and the visual feasts, words of ecstasy cane out my
mouth, “Wow, please don’t stop, it is so good.” “Keep it going.” “I love it.” “I never had
anything like that.”
After impressive minutes, and in cloud nine, an apogee of my sexual elation, I sensed that
my point of no return was approaching at a high speed. As I didn’t intend to cross the finish line
yet, I grabbed her by the elbows, pulled her up, and asked her to stop. Both naked, with my
crotch in flames, holding onto her shoulders, I gently escorted her toward that inviting-looking
king size bed. I commanded her to lie down on her back. She obeyed and asked no additional
questions.
On my feet, and by her side, with a fully risen flagpole, I kept staring and admiring her sexy,
attractive body. I could not grasp the plethora of images my eyes offered me. Her exquisite facial
features, black hair and eyes, small nose, plump lips, her soft and shiny skin, and her flat
abdomen were a total feast! Her firm beautiful bouncy breasts and her tempting slit with that
little furry hat just above her clit, represented the icings on the cake for the hungry sexpert I was.
Mesmerized, I touched her, caressed her breasts, legs, inner thighs, and her
beatific confessional booth where women kept men hostage. The pussy power, in full splendor.
Aroused, I displayed her my little brother’s forces in full fervor. I was a show-off, a proud
septuagenarian owner of such a piece of art. Not willing to waste time, I put a small pillow under
her butt, climbed on the bed and on top of her, while kissing her bosoms.
On my elbows on each side of her body, face-to-face, my bursting cock needed no guidance in
ramming himself into her inviting, moist, velvety cockpit. New ripples of incredible pleasure
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flushed over her as I entered and probed her Holy of Holies. As I kept thrusting hard, she
concomitantly pushed her pelvis into me, resulting in deeper penetration and intense sensations.
I relished her excitement, her mumbling of fulfillment, and I observed my little
brother piston-pumping her inlet, a mesmerizing lewd picture I could not get enough of.
For added closeness and pleasure, Vronica crossed and locked her legs over my buttocks. At
the same time, her hands engulfed my torso, holding me tight against her pair of firm bosoms.
From time to time, I withdrew my dick from her pussy and holding it with two fingers only, I
showcased it to her in its full pomp. “Do you like it, you must like my piece,” I asked her as I
spanked and hammered her clit with my flaming red mushroom’s congested head.
At ease with her, and satisfied with my performance, huffing, puffing, and sweaty, I
occasionally threw in an affirmative sentence, “I see you enjoy my seasoned cock.” She must
have, as she offered him an extra treat as a bonus. She could tighten her pussy at will, and
masterly perform Kegel exercises with me inside her. This pleasure-circle around
my hammering pole seemed as though she was trying to hold my dick captive. It was a sensation
second to none that drove me insane.
“Is it good, cowboy?” she asked a few times as she bore down on my cock. The generated
added friction between my dick and her pussy walls created a very intense sensation, making it
difficult to hold on to the approaching inevitable bliss.
Aroused and tired by now, her loud encouragements, “Fuck me hard,” and “Shoot your load
into my pussy, it’s all yours,” put me over the top. I kept pumping and quickly realized, as her
breathing got arduous, shallow, and brisk, that she was ready for another Big One.
“Come with me,” and “Just don’t stop,” she further encouraged me.
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Seconds later, I reached the precipice of arousal and could not hold on much longer. Several
extra vigorous pushes finished me. I called out, howling like an injured animal, “The point of no
return,” and “I am coming, coming hard.”
She followed me at almost the same time, voicing her usual, “Here it is.” “Explosion.” “I am
coming too.”
A shaking Vronica but the corner of her pillow, and gripped the bedsheets, as my ecstatic
spurt met her tides of desire. It was an ideal simultaneous climax neither of us could have
expected in a first encounter, but did!
With my Majesty still inside her, I let go of supporting myself on my knees and elbows.
Exhausted and sweating, I fell flat on top of her. With the little energy left in me, I took a deep
breath, and in a weak, weak voice I told her, “Wow, Vronica, you finished me!”
After that synchronous climax, a moment of tranquility descended upon the both of us. A
drained Vronica closed her eyes, and I let her lay motionless for a few minutes.
My face, however, was all smiles as I felt like a puffed-up peacock. Two times, wow, that’s no
joke, man, I told myself while she lay still alongside me.
I also remembered that she informed me just a few hours beforehand that with a proper
partner, she could be multi-orgasmic. Much encouraged by my performance and her reactions of
pleasure, I was hoping and praying she would express her willingness to see me again.
After she had opened her eyes, I reached out to her, embraced her, and kissed her forehead. I
thanked her for this unbelievable afternoon, turned evening.
We took a shower together and I revealed an age-related clumsiness. I slipped in the bathtub
but without hurting myself. That’s it; I spoiled everything. Great in the sack, yet an old man in
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the bathroom, I thought. She, however, did not react or voiced any comment. She just made sure
I was OK, which I was.
We got dressed, and after leaving the room on the way to the parking lot, we showered each
other with compliments. I praised her for her all-out sexuality, for the gamble she took by setting
herself up for a possible disappointment with a much older man. I acknowledged her beauty, her
sexiness, and recognized that for me, it was one of the best sexual experiences I had. Hey, old
man, you just slept with a woman who is three decades younger than you, and you made her
come twice. This was one of your best fucks, if not the best!
Vronica endorsed me too for not being a selfish lover. She also praised me for my
performance, for my lasting powers, my hand, and my oral and penetration skills. “Mastery that
many much younger guys do not possess,” she said. In appreciation, I hugged her and gave her a
small peck on her forehead.
While I was ecstatic that she praised me, I couldn’t help but wonder how she graded my
performance. Was I good enough? did I pass her expectations? Would she want to see, let alone
fuck me again? What about my advanced age, would it be detrimental? Would it be an
impediment, and if yes, to what extent? Unsurpassable?
As we reached the parking lot, I was expecting to get at least a hint of an encore. But no clue,
no whiff, not even a suggestion ever came. Yes, I wanted it to come from her! It would prove
that I was the sex aficionado I considered myself to be.
Disappointed, I felt let down. Yet, I still hugged Vronica one more time. After a final goodbye
kiss, I pondered whether I would ever see her, let alone spend some sexy times with her again.
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I helped Vronica into her car, an impressive black Lexus sedan. Seated behind the wheel, she
waved one more time, and blew a kiss in my direction. She turned on the ignition and seconds
later, I watched her vanish into the darkness of that fateful night.

Day Two
The following day, after much well-deserved sleep, I woke up basking in a big dose of selfesteem and cocky confidence. My bedroom mirror reflected a satisfied face I much enjoyed
seeing. However, as hours followed hours, clouds of skepticism and doubt lingered on my mind.
Did I leave a satisfactory impression on that ‘sex-goddess’ called Vronica? Did I satisfy her
fleshly desires? I was sure I did, and she voiced it too. However, I wanted evidence. The
expected call me that never came tormented me.
Minutes later, I regained my footing and somehow rehabilitated my mood. This time,
however, I was not mincing in superlatives when talking to myself. Listen and listen well. After
‘pussyless’ drought-stricken months, you had a godsend lay. Just one day ago, you screwed a
lust-percolating young lass, the kind you never dreamed having in your life, let alone in your
senior years. Period!
And continuing the same flattering lines of thought, this bravado act of yours makes up for an
achievement equivalent to a doctoral degree in fucking for a geezer like you. Write yourself a
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diploma, frame it, and hang it on your bedroom-wall to marvel at every night before falling
asleep.
A short time later, however, I reverted again to a more realistic tone. Hey, you schmuck,
consider that Vronica shared herself with you just out of sheer curiosity; you are the oldest
fuckbuddy she ever had. She even said that it was indeed curiosity that made her come to meet
you.
To end the debate with myself, I finished with a somber note. If this assumption is correct, not
today, not tomorrow, never will Vronica be interested in a redo. Get a fucken’ life, come down
from the Olympus, and look for somebody more age-appropriate.
I did not like the gloomy conversation I had with myself. As I was contemplating what to do
next, I pushed all those negative thoughts and beliefs aside. I regained full mental vigor. In
seconds, I became confident enough to dare to dream, and a very pretentious one.
I remembered the saying ‘let the chips fall where they may’ and with not much fuss, I
gambled big time. Perhaps even a more sizable one when—against all odds—I dared contact
Vronica the first time through that sexplicit website.
Before I had to return the room key and settle the hotel bill the following day, I headed for the
impossible, and took the bull by its horns. I called her cell phone and greeted her.
With no ceremony or fuss, I suggested I would keep the room for an extra day if she would
consider a replay of the day before.
After a few seconds of deafening silence, the other end of the line became alive, and my ears
picked up a very slow, “Well,” followed by additional seconds of silence. Then, Vronica, in a
soft sexy voice, said, “Hey, hungry cowboy. I imagined you might call, and I am glad you did.”
After another short period of respite, “At the moment, I am out lunching with my girlfriends, but
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yes, I’ll see you in a few hours, say 4 P.M.-ish. Meet me at the hotel lounge; let’s have a
drink.” She hung up, and the line went dead.
That ego-building phone call changed my outlook. I whispered to myself, loud and clear,
“Wow, if this sex-priestess agreed to bang you again, then you must be a fuck-artist, a genuine
bedroom devotee.” I ended by talking to myself on a well-deserved positive note, “A curious
Vronica the first time, yes a possibility; a back-to-back repeat and in just in 24 hours, no way!”
This time, I remembered another Mae West brainy quote. “I’ll try anything once, twice if I
like it, three times to make it sure.” This would be Vronica’s second time. In a positive mood, I
hoped I would host her just to make it sure a third time too and seal a long-time FWB deal.
A dose of over-confidence took over me. I wanted to believe that any milf in Los Angeles, if
they knew about my in-between-the-sheets sexpertise, would fuck me, no questions asked.
Excited, like a little kid who got the toy he wanted, I started counting the minutes. To occupy
myself and sway my mind away from the upcoming carnal escapade, I sat down at the piano. I
indulged in some Chopin waltzes followed by the central finale theme of Gershwin’s Rhapsody
in Blue. It was a precious piece of music my father, a jazz sax player in his young years, loved so
much to play and listen.
Like many of my friends, I studied the keyboard in my early childhood years, and like most of
my friends, I dropped out after my teenage years. However, after several decades, in my
‘young’ fifties, I took it up again and haven’t stopped since. The piano was my preferred pastime
relaxation outlet besides physical activity.
By a stroke of luck, I was living three minutes away from the hotel, so I allotted not more than
half an hour to ready myself.
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Before leaving, I had a bite, and while showering, I remarked my shrunken, relaxing dick. I
gently took him in my hand and in a stern voice warned my little brother like never before. Hey,
you. Watch out, ‘Your Highness’, you better outdo yourself; otherwise, you will be toast, no more
pussy for you ever. I mean it, you better believe me. If you fail me, I will demote and relegate you
to tinkle only, and you, nor I would like that. I ended the discussion, you better wake up now, it’s
time to go to work.
I refreshed my mouth, shaved, put some lotion on my face, and changed into a well-ironed
open-neck shirt. I put on speedo-type tight underwear, to emphasize my bulge. I slipped into
jeans and for a change, I wore a dark overcoat.
It was again a delightful, sunny afternoon. The expected rainy days of the season have not
arrived yet, and the local forecast remained rainless for days to come.
As usual, I arrived before Vronica and walked straight to the lounge, taking a seat on a couch
facing the entrance like before. I sensed an ineffable joy to see this smoking-hot lass for the
second time in a row and in just 24 hours. Minutes later, a smiling Vronica entered the
premises. She was very punctual, a virtue she inherited from birth, like I did. Dressed in a black
one-piece, cleavage-bearing dress, she looked elegant and sexy. Like the day before, her bosom
was braless. She had a cocktail ring on her hand, wore high heels, red lipstick, and held a
handbag.
I devoured her with my eyes, stood up, and kissed her hand like the previous day. This time,
my gesture did not surprise her. We hugged, exchanged light chin-pecks, and sat down, side-byside, on the dark leather-upholstered settee. A whiff of a suggestive, sweet-scented perfume
shrouded her entire body.
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The hotel’s elegant bar, that early Monday afternoon, lacked patrons and the bartender paid
no attention to us. He looked as though he was solving a crossword puzzle from the newspaper. I
flagged him down with several forced guttural noises and some hand signals. When he showed
up, I ordered two glasses of Paso Robles red wine and thank God, the bar had the requested
Justin ‘Isosceles’ I adored.
Seated near each other, and nonchalantly sipping the tasty drink, we both looked content and
mellow. The subject of our conversation centered on how attractive she looked and praising each
other for the previous day’s rewarding ‘sexperience’.
Appreciated and much discussed was our unexpected simultaneous climax, a rare occurrence
for new bedroom partners. Her presence for a back-to-back romp made me proud, positive,
brash, and confident, and confidence has no competition. The mild performance anxiety, which I
had the preceding day, vanished this time into thin air. Optimistic enough, I thought, Well, with a
little luck and with some help from the ‘Providence’, you may make history. As old as you are,
you may become part of her bucket list, and for a long time too. All you need to do is echo
yesterday’s excellent performance.
We flirted, touched hands, and stared at each other, and then she dropped her shoes and
rubbed her bare foot on my shin. In kind, I touched and rested my hand on her upper thigh,
occasionally venturing to probe her crotch. In seconds, her facial expression showed how much
she enjoyed my fondling her still-concealed cherry.
Not having people around us, and with the bartender busy with his newspaper, Vronica
reposed her hands on my semi-erect pole. It was an appetizing public display, without the public,
that put us in a carnal mood.
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With the glasses in our hands, we took the elevator, and passed by all the rooms until we
reached the one at the end of the hallway.
The previous day I didn’t understand why she had asked for the room at the end of the
hallway, I understood now. Vronica didn’t hold back in the bedroom, and she wanted to avoid
having hotel guests hear her expressions of ecstasy.
In the room, fully clothed, seated side-by-side on the bed, we reengaged in passionate kissing,
hugging, and fondling. Vronica held onto my bulge, while I patted her semi-exposed breasts and
her sheltered pussy.
My full lips, inherited from my father’s side of the family, made me an excellent mouth-tomouth locker and a down-goer too. Vronica, well-endowed in the same sector of her sexy body,
was an insatiable kisser and a master blower.
We were both aroused, so I unzipped myself and dropped my pants and boxers to my knees.
A remarkable alive, hard, and engorged Ambassador was in full military salutation.
Vronica, unable to dismiss the offered temptation, kissed my pole’s engorged head, opened
her mouth and vacuum-sucked His Highness exactly as she did the previous day.
In seconds, my shaft made a disappearing and reappearing act from Vronica’s up and down
gliding mouth. Pleasurable as it may have been, after a short time, I asked her to stop. I had a
much different scenario in mind. “Take your clothes off, leave on your high heels, take a chair,
and sit down facing me,” I addressed her in a polite tone.
Disappointed that I cut her intentions short, she stood up as I started to stroke my mushroom.
Mesmerized, she watched as my hand moved up and down my erect shaft. Whilst I polished my
cane, Vronica stepped out of her body-fitting dress. Like the previous day, she wasn’t wearing a
bra and there was no cover of any kind blocking the view of her clean, shaved pussy. In her
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birthday suit and sumptuous, the peaks and valleys of her body could only be described in
superlatives. I sensed a heavenly joy to see her naked again, and in those high heels. It was a
view to remember.
“What do you have in mind?” she asked.
“Sit down and mirror me, and start playing with yourself as I do,” I commanded her in a stern
voice. Before she would grab the chair and sit down vis-à-vis me, Vronica seized a plastic bottle
from her handbag filled with a colorless gooey fluid. “Wait, try this,” she said, showing me the
small container. It was a personal lubricant. “It’s for sex. It’s fantastic, and you will like it! Give
me your hand,” she asked me. I paid attention to her suggestion, stopped choking my chicken,
extended my cupped right hand, and she decanted a generous amount of that pleasant-smelling
potion. While I delighted myself, examining the pomade’s texture and aroma, Vronica poured
more of the stuff on my dick.
“Have you used anything like that before when self-pleasuring yourself?” she questioned me.
I shook my head from side to side as I replied, “No, never.”
“I’ve been doing it for a long time, and it is a game-changer!” she replied. “Well, try it now
and see the difference!”
Not wasting a moment, using my lubed hand, I started re-polishing my cane. “Oh yeah,” I told
her, and in appreciation, “It is a beauty, it is just great, thanks so much.”
As I kept to my plan, I restarted working hard on my penetrator. From time to time, I would
stop, grip its base, shake it hard, and point it at Vronica, saying, “Isn’t he a nice piece?”
“It is quite a nice one,” she replied.” “Please do it with gusto, I enjoy the swishy sound too.
Hearing it as you polish your cane elevates my level of arousal.”
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From this point on, I haven’t had to guide Vronica any further. Seated, she poured the
oleaginous fluid on her breasts, her belly, and her crotch. The shiny looking, soft oiled skin on
her boobs and abdomen induced a fresh surge of horniness in me.
Vronica, in plain view, started playing with herself. In a teasing, slow movement, she caressed
her breasts and her nipples several times. Meticulously and slowly, she traced her lubricated
fingers further down her tummy and stopped at her pussy. We watched each other’s routines. I
used mainly the right hand, sometimes in a plodding pace, sometimes not. I enjoyed
masturbating for my pleasure, even when a pussy was available. For me, it was sex with
someone you know well and love with no conditions. Doing it for show, as I was doing at that
moment for Vronica, was extra sensual.
When I felt rushed toward ejaculatory unavoidability, I had no choice but to slow down, even
stop. However, the moment the peril vanished, I would apply only the thumb and index finger,
bobbling up and down on my monkey before using my full hand again.
Vronica was mainly using the left middle finger to rub her clit in a rapid movement. From
time to time, however, she would insert her finger deep into her pussy and finger herself.
We enjoyed watching each other. Overwhelmed by these lewd images, a non-cajoled Vronica
elevated the arousal bar. She removed her finger from her honey pot and gave me the honor to
lick it off like a lollipop and taste her nectar. Occasionally, she would do the same to herself.
Emboldened by her casual attitude, I did not require further cheering and decided it was now
Vronica’s turn to delight herself in my bodily escapes. I stopped polishing my pole and milked
my mushroom from its base up. My efforts expressed a few drops of clear, sticky prostatic fluid
that would accumulate on my cock’s head. I scooped it up, reached out, pulled Vronica’s face
closer and basted the collected moisture on her zaftig lips and mouth.
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At ease with each other, the level of passion climbed further up a notch. With little ado,
Vronica pushed my hand away and started playing with my hammering rod for some time.
Delighted in what I witnessed, I told her, “You do well, keep going,” and a short breath later,
“Please be gentle, I don’t want to jump the gun, not yet.”
Vronica, being close to the accumulated carnal excitement told me, “Please insert your fingers
into my pussy.” I correctly assumed that Vronica was close to climax. Her laborious breathing, a
mixture of passion and hurt, was obvious. As I moved my two left fingers in and out and upward,
kneading her G-spot, she touched herself and fingered her clit faster and harder.
“Keep frisking your dick too,” she implored me, “I am watching and listening.” By then, she
was heavily grunting and moaning, and her face became redder, her nipples became harder, and
her entire body quivered. I cut in, exclaiming in a loud voice, “Vronica, wow, your pussy, your
Kegel contractions are clamped down hard on my fingers.” My encouragement was the last straw
she needed to go down the ecstasy lane.
Just moments later, she exploded in her usual voiced expressions of bliss. “I will come now.”
“Feel it.” “Don’t stop, don’t stop.” And seconds later, without interruption, “Here it is.” “I am
letting it go.” “I am coming.” “Wow, what a release!”
As I watched Vronica’s exhilaration, I continued to play with my stiffness, avoiding reaching
the point of no return. I knew that Vronica, a multi-orgasmic gal, would want at least another go,
so I had to preserve His Royal Highness’ livelihood.
When I was young, I could come twice, sometimes three times without a single respite in
between—a promise long gone. What improved, however, with age, was my stamina; I
lasted much, much longer.
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Vronica climbed on the bed and after only a short breather, was ready for another one. On her
back, she spread her legs and pointing down there in a soft voice told me, “I want you on me.”
With my pole in full greeting mode, on my knees, I positioned myself between her legs,
facing her crotch, eager to fulfill her wants. Ready to drive the largeness of my machine into her
moist mouth-watering opening, she spoke one more time. “Not yet, just touch, rub, and taunt my
pussy and my clit with your well-greased cock.”
After positioning my hammer, I started pleasuring her well-oiled pussy the way she had asked
me to. To make life easier and comply with her wishes, I supported myself with my two hands
placed alongside her body. This way, I could glide up and down her slippery belly and bosoms
with ease. My erect dick would skate over and over on her love opening and joy knob.
Vronica’s suggestion turned out to be a very erotic scene for both of us. I was not only an
executor of her demands but peering down on the action, I was a rewarded onlooker too. But so
was she. She would lift her head and watch my penetrator gliding over her precious real estate,
and encouraged me, “You do good. Keep it going.”
After minutes of rubbing my dick on her opening, clit, and belly, my hardened teaser was ripe
for insertion and for a well-deserved release. Vronica realized that my time has arrived, pushed
me off her, turned around, put her shoulders and face on the bed sheet, and on her knees, offered
me her rearview. In an uncompromising voice, she said, “Don’t move, cowboy, stay where you
are and fuck me now!”
I grabbed my cock and plunged into her soaking wet love opening, not a difficult task. With
my hands on her shoulders, I rhythmically pulled her body toward me, as I thrusted my manhood
deep into her eager pussy.
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Unimaginable, mind-boggling pleasure waves rolled over a panting, trembling
Vronica. Her usual loud, inarticulate sounds of moaning, grunting, and groaning came out of her
mouth. As her ecstasy intensified, she said, “You are so hard.” “Oh, it’s so deep.” “Don’t stop.”
“Fuck me hard, Gabi.” “I am all yours.”
It was the first time she called me by my first name and her gest took me by surprise. She
addressed me several times by the generic ‘cowboy’. By calling me by my first name in
moments of ecstasy, I presumed and hoped that it had a profound meaning.
I kept fucking her for a few minutes, expecting an explosive bliss to engulf both of us and
again in the same breath. It did not take her too much time to scream again, “Here it is, I am
coming, I am coming.” “Oh God, so intense.” “I am still coming,” and finally, “Come with me,
shoot your load in my pussy.”
The tightening grip of her vagina, even rhythmic contractions, the passion in her eyes, her red
face and neck, her shaking body was all I could take. The time for my release had finally arrived.
“Point of no return.” “I am coming in your pussy,” was all I was capable of uttering in my
moment of bliss. Making noises only a wounded animal in rapture produced, I let go of my
massive pulsating load deep inside her. My ecstatic spurt met her climacteric pleasures for the
second time in just 24 hours.
It was a downright spontaneous, spell-bounding tandem release. We discharged our ecstatic rush
together, an unexpected and incredible accolade for afresh-found lovers, especially with such a
sizable age-disparity. Was this proof of our sexual compatibility? At least, one person in the
room thought so. In my applicable advanced age, being able to satisfy a woman in her best years
of life—her sexual peak—made me jubilant like a peafowl. Since it takes two-to-tango, however,
I would not want to toast myself, in any possible glory, at least not yet.
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Exhausted, happy, and satisfied, resting side-by-side, relaxing, a well-deserved post-coital
glow collapsed on both of us. We exchanged a few encouraging words to each other, while
Vronica rested her head on my chest, revealing more closeness to me than the preceding
afternoon. Overwhelmed, sensing a mix of arrogance, pride, and satisfaction, I planted a few
kisses on her face and forehead, while my arms hugged her shoulders.
I praised her again and again how amazing these two encounters made me feel. “Holy Moses,
two days of the Promised Land. I could never dream, let alone experience it,” I told her in a soft
whispering voice.
Vronica admitted, “Yes, two delightful and memorable sessions of lust for me too.”
We tidied up the room and ourselves. Not sure if I would ever see her again, I sensed the urge
to caress those perky, firm bosoms one more time before they disappeared in her dress. A
smiling Vronica obliged, and even took my eager hands and placed them on her boobies.
Moments later, dressed and holding hands, we left the room and took the elevator down to the
hotel’s parking lot. Before closing the door, however, I looked around and took a good mental
picture of the four walls that, for two consecutive afternoons, hosted a lascivious ‘fuckfest.’
I accompanied Vronica to her car, as the previous evening, helped her onto the driver seat and
made sure she locked the door. Yes, good old-fashioned chivalry.
Through the open window, we hugged, exchanged tender kisses, and said goodbye to each
other. Further romantic dates remained in limbo again, and I, like the night before, did not
bring the subject up.
I was aching, yearning to bed this priestess of love again and again, and who wouldn’t? Yet, I
was adamant that she had to propose any future ‘sexcapedes’ of the kind.
Frustrated, with slumped shoulders and broken spirits, I strolled back toward my vehicle. In
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the last spark of mental and physical strength, I turned around to see Vronica one more time. As I
stood by the side of my vehicle, I waved and blew kisses in her direction.
Vronica rolled toward the exit, passed a few feet from me, slowed down, and seconds later,
stopped altogether and opened the passenger window. She looked straight into my eyes and in a
soft, raspy bedroom voice called out my name for the second time, “Hey, Gabi, you horny wellseasoned gentleman,” and in a firm staccato voice, added, “I am expecting a call from you.” She
blew me a kiss, stepped on the gas, and seconds later, she vanished into the jampacked boulevard’s Monday evening’s traffic.
Stunned, not believing what my ears and eyes witnessed, I stood by my car, frozen and
motionless like a stone for almost a minute. Dazed and ecstatic, I lifted my right-hand high above
my head and curled my fingers into a tight fist. Seconds later, I pulled my fist down to my chest,
shouting in a full sign of victory, not once, not twice, but three times, “YES! YES! YES!” Hey,
old geezer, you are on her bucket list, I thought.
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CHAPTER 2

Carnal Gluttony
The days following our second memorable encounter, Vronica was on my mind night and day.
How could she not be? I tried to measure up the chances a venerable gentleman like me would
have in landing, even just for one single night, such a young, hot, and fabulous lass. I gave
myself a pat on the back and thought, but wait, you forgot, you had her under your sheets not
once but twice, and in two consecutive days too!
Seconds later, further amending my thinking, I thought, you also missed to consider Vronica’s
desire to stay in touch and keep it going. Not sure what the real chances would be for something
like that to happen, but I guessed, 1 in 50; 1 in 100; 1 in 200; 1 in 1000? I couldn’t care less, and
I considered myself privileged being, in this case, the lucky number one. But wait, my friend, I
pleaded further with myself, don’t miss out, she is not just any womanness-percolating female,
but also 31-springs younger than you, geezer.
Consumed by the facts, I replayed the events of the last two days like an endless loop.
However, it was painful to remember the disappointment I sensed when things almost turned
sour for the second time. Vronica, already seated behind the wheel, was ready to evaporate into
thin air, with no additional encounters planned.
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Then, in the last, last moment, everything turned around 180 degrees, and in the direction I
wanted. It happened when Vronica’s car passed by me, slowed down, and made a full stop.
Through the open passenger window, she, for the second time, called out to me by my first
name. The lines, “Hey, Gabi... I am expecting a call from you,” morphed into soul music and
food for me. Without waiting for a reply, she vanished a split-second later.
Her muted words rang in my ears and kept reverberating for days to come. After a lot of
apprehensions, I finally dared to conclude that Vronica must have considered that my under-thesheets performance matched her wants and needs. Otherwise, she wouldn’t extend such an older
guy, the invitation to call. As I was dwelling on these topics, I had no choice but to pinch myself
from time-to-time to separate fantasy from truth.
Not keen to reveal my eagerness too soon, I let three to four days pass before redialing her
number. When I finally called, she was glad I did. After several minutes of small-talk, Vronica
made a blunt confession. She told me that the previous night when she was in bed and ready to
sleep, she rubbed herself a big O, as she often does, to enter la-la land.
“At these occasions,” she explained, “I look up a short porn flick on the net as I tease, touch,
and stroke my ‘joy knob’ until I explode.” She also confessed that she had replayed one of our
sex scenes and that the results were notable. Without hesitation, she asked, in a deep, soft
voice, “Do you want to know which one?” Not waiting for my reply, she continued. “I was lying
on my back, and you were standing alongside me. You were fingering me with your right hand.
Minutes later, you bent down and started mouthing my clit too. It was an arousing scene that
made me cum hard, much harder than usual, and I fell asleep like a baby. I can tell you that it
was strong, and I had to hold back my usual loud articulation of ecstasy. It was still early in the
evening, and my kids were not asleep in their adjacent room yet.”
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“Vronica, I am sorry, but I do not recall such a scene. But it’s a scenario worth repeating next
time we meet,” I said and ended with, “I am desirous, and I am looking forward to being with
you again.” As expected, Vronica expressed her readiness to see me, no preconditions expressed.
But where? My 23-year-old daughter was still nesting in my home, so my place was not an
option. However, neither was her place. Separated from her husband and heading for a divorce,
she had two small children, aged three and four, living under her roof.
Short of using a motel or hotel room every time, my medical office became the only real
alternative. It was not ideal, but it was the only handy and valuable venue to consummate our
future mutually gratifying sexual get-togethers.
The existing three couches, two in the waiting room and one in my big consultation room,
were not long enough and were too narrow to support our carnal wants. Guided by the saying,
‘When there is a will, there is a way’, and being a known makeshift person, a thought quickly
stormed into my brain. I purchased a queen-sized inflatable bed I would pump up before each
planned amorous session we planned to have twice a week.
To our luck, my office included not one but two extra lusting platforms that only a surgeon’s
or gynecologist’s office could have. The two up-down-and-tilt foot pedal controlled hydraulic
OR tables. Both had two dangling stirrups on the sides, used to support my patients’ legs when a
compression bandage was crucial.
These sex props provided my late wife with many intimate routines and styles and assured
countless ecstatic moments.
The inflatable bed and the pair of OR tables would accommodate our sexual needs and desires
for the next three months.
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After 47 years of medical practice, and four months before I met Vronica, I decided it was
time to take down the shingles, close the office, and sell my home. I intended to live out the last
chapter of my life 7500 miles away in the Land of Milk and Honey that I had left 30 years
beforehand.
To make things ironclad irreversible, ten days after we met, I was already satisfying a 12month contractual obligation to secure a two-bedroom apartment. It was walking distance from
a country club and expected to satisfy my planned daily sporting activities. My future home and
the club were both located in a posh Tel-Aviv neighborhood.
With my secretary and nurse both gone by 5 P.M., it would become Vronica’s time to show
up. To make sure all was clear, we agreed she would call from her car, signaling she was on her
way. By the time she arrived, the inflated mattress was blown up and covered a wall-to-wall
carpet in my consultation room. I stocked the small refrigerator with soft drinks and a few bottles
of wine that we would indulge in before engaging in sensual activities.
Sometimes, Vronica would bring junk food for us to consume after our passionate
lovemaking. The generated high levels of endorphins after an enjoyable romp in the sack brought
edible cravings. The delicious snacks had a welcomed pleasurable effect, especially when
consumed on a messed-up airbed and with both of us naked too.
These flawlessly designed F&F dates guaranteed and fulfilled the two main denouement
humans strive for in life, that is “fuck and feed”, and we were no exception to the rule.
Almost a month had passed since we ran into each other, and we both enjoyed the agreed to
twice a week routine. One day, a cozy Vronica concocted something new and surprising, which
caught me off guard.
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Out of her initiative, she decided to stage and impersonate a patient-doctor fantasy to end with
sexy times. It was a reverie she had in her mind ever since she became FWB (friends with
benefits) with a real-life medical doctor. On top of everything else, the encounter executed in a
medical office would represent an added and valuable erotic value for us both.
She decided that the medical problem she would tell ‘the doctor’ would be, of course, sex
related. It would be concocted and improvised on the spot and on-demand so that the chips could
fall as they may.
It was not our usual bed-bouncing day, but I could not leave early. Busy with some
administrative work, I had not transferred the phone lines to my exchange, which was a normal
routine before closing shop. With the line still connected to the office, Vronica’s unusual
call came through, making sure that I was still at the office. Before I could express my
astonishment, she cut in, “Doc, I hope you are still open and ready to see me,” and without
stopping for a moment, she kept ongoing, “I am ‘Alicia’, a 42-year-old RN, and I need urgent
medical attention, notwithstanding the late hour of the day. I am in the area, and a Google and
Yelp search directed me to your office.” Just a respite later, “Doc, believe me, I am quite
uncomfortable, worse by the hour, so much so, I need to see you now, if possible, please.” In the
same breath, she informed me that in the past few days, she detected some discomfort, including
bothersome dryness ‘down there’. To make sure that the doctor of an older generation
understood her, she clarified, “You know, the love opening, my pussy, Doc.”
Witty, I connected the nebulous dots. I was always interested in erotic, salacious stories,
which might end in a promise of a pussy. I was ready to enact the role Alicia bestowed on me.
Besides, as a doctor, I had to accommodate a person in need. Willing to find out what else she
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had cooked up in her mind, I challenged her for additional data. “Nurse, can you be more
specific, please?” I asked.
“Well, I am worried that if I keep ignoring the problem, it may prevent me from having
intimate relations.” To exaggerate the problem, she continued, “You know, Doc, I am blessed
with a high sexual drive. Without sex, well, food too, life would be not worth living, but
torture.”
She also disclosed having a much younger, handsome but inexperienced boy-toy in her life,
and said he was not the best lover. “He is on borrowed time, the moment something better comes
along, he is toast. Therefore, Doc, my pussy has to be ready, in tip-top shape, the sooner, the
better. You never know what fate can offer you in the next moment.” After a few seconds of
silence, she pleaded with me again, “Doc, could I come, would you see me this late in the
afternoon?” And further elaborated, “Money is not a problem, I will pay cash, I need your help,
please!”
I sensed that new erotic opportunities in the form of a patient-doctor fantasy could be in the
making, and since I would never refuse pussy, I was ready and game. If well-acted, it could
further spice up our already fabulous sex life. In the role of her new doctor and
a gynecologist too, I said to her, “OK, nurse, I will make a special effort, call it an exemption.
Yes, I am ready to see you, but try not to be too late.”
She wasn’t. Five minutes later, she was standing in my office.
I greeted her as I greeted all my new patients. I shook her hand, and even introduced myself to
act out my role; she was a new patient, and I, her new doctor.
Facing a great-looking, sexy female, I complimented her physical attributes. “Wow Alicia,
your boyfriend is fortunate, and I envy him. A fledgling young man and a smoking hot
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experienced woman is a dream combination of any adolescent male.” In normal conditions, I
would never do such a thing! Yet, when the media would report on a mature female teacher who
was caught having sex with a high school boy, I told myself, what a lucky son-of-a-gun.
To create a genuine climate of authenticity, I asked Alicia to sit down in the waiting room,
take her time, and fill out a short registration form. Witty as she was, it took her less than two
minutes to finish the task. Seated in the receptionist’s chair, I waited for the racy events to
unfold.
The registration form disclosed her name, DOB, address, phone number, email address,
marital status (separated), two children, and a non-practicing registered nurse (RN), and a stay
home mom.
With the form in my hands, I seized a blank patient chart and guided her to my private
consultation room. Pointing to an empty chair, I offered her to sit across a massive, black
managerial desk that my late wife, the decorator of the office, considered a must-have.
Like a genuine doctor, as I would do with my actual patients, I asked Alicia several relevant
medical history questions. In her case, they included intimate queries about her gynecological
and sexual past and present, and I looked forward to hearing salacious answers—the more the
better. She replied in plenty with even more unsolicited details. Me, a dirty old man, enjoyed
hearing a few unknown lewd parts of her past, and some spicy stories never heard before.
Alicia mentioned that she discovered rubbing her clit from the ginger age of ten or eleven. She
became active as a teenager, first time doing it on a bench in a park, at age 16.
Alicia also stated that it was only in her late twenties that she understood what great sex was,
and how to make the best of it for herself and her partner. She owed her assorted carnal
education—her sexual awakening as she called it—to a much older, virile lusting lover, a going-
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down-under champion of champions. Until getting married, much later than most women (she
was 36), she disclosed having multiple lovers, but only a few long-term relationships.
When asked if she was monogamous, she replied, “Well, yes, however, with occasional
glitches, contingent upon opportunities and temptations.” She concluded, “Doctor, we are sexual
animals. It is difficult to say no when jolted by fabulous chemistry.”
Gaining confidence in her newly found gynecologist, she volunteered to stress again that she
has a high sex drive. “As foreplay, I need a good and long oral session for at least one, if
possible, two clitoral orgasms.” Yes, she disclosed, that she craved penetrating sex too, and said
she preferred doggy style for a much rewarding vaginal big ‘O’ release.
Alicia further disclosed what I already knew—that she was a multi-orgasmic female. Her
current boy-toy was mainly interested in getting his rocks off and cared less about her
pleasure. “I am looking forward to meeting a more mature, unselfish lover, with whom my needs
should be the center of his attention,” she said. “So, Doc, I want my pussy problems gone before
I meet a much-desired sex partner.”
I tried to remain calm and keep acting the role of a real professional doctor, but it was
difficult. The described abundance of sexual details she was unloading on me started to arouse
me.
My loins got warmer, slowly even catching flames. With my crotch and its company behind
the desk, Alicia couldn’t see my noticeable ‘frontal bulge’ created by my awakened stiff cock.
She got to the point, “Doc, a few days ago when I wasn’t stimulated enough, I demanded that
he penetrate me with a sex toy. It was an oversized phallus that must have irritated the insides of
my pussy. This is my problem!”
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With her medical history-taking accomplished, I reassured her that just from her history, I
already has a sense of what her problem might be. In an affirmative voice, I told her, “If the
clinical examination should confirm my suspicions, we can fix your problem with no
difficulties.”
Alicia intended to fuck me, which was obvious. I realized I had to guide the story in that
direction. “My treatment should permit you to engage in sexual activity even later in the
evening.” With a muffled soft voice, directed more to myself than to her, I added, “With a
much-experienced lover too.”
A detectable grin appeared on her face, and she said, “Thank you, Doc, my pussy and I are
craving a good release.” She ended her line with, “I hope you do not mind my blatant style of
speech.”
I kept my composure, and let her sentence pass by my ears, and kept the game alive and
going. I invited her to follow me and guided her to the examining room. Once there, I requested
her to sit upon the examining table and undress, which she did in a slow and provocative way.
First, she pulled her blouse off over her head. It revealed a lot of skin, perky, provoking bosoms
with prominent nipples still covered with a translucent, lace bra.
Alicia bent down and removed her shoes one by one, unbuckled her jeans, and pulled them
down and off her feet. Sexy, tiny sheer panties attempted to cover her shaved pussy, her slit
visible and inviting. When she was done, I handed her an examining gown. “Please stand up and
change into this.” Standing upright, Alicia revealed her classic hourglass figure, which startled
me and made me drool every time I was exposed to it.
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Ardent to keep her luscious front visible, I told her to put the gown on backward. This way,
the open front exposed her bare, erotic goods, leaving little to the imagination, exactly what my
dirty mind intended.
Being a nurse, Alicia recognized my shtick and knew I would get stimulated by her exposed
frontal nudity. The devil that she was, Alicia looked forward to watching my slobbering facial
expressions and complied with my request.
With a real patient, I would always exit the room and return only when the patient would open
the door for me. If the nurse stayed with the patient, she would inform me that the patient had
changed and was ready for the examination. This time, however, on purpose, I remained in the
room and enjoyed watching the patient change in my presence. By revealing her arousing assets,
slowly and one-by-one, enabled me to devour every move, every peak, and every valley of her
fuckable body.
“I will perform a befitting examination on you, my dear, so please remove your bra,” I told
her in a stern professional voice.
Alicia appeared to have a problem opening the frontal clasp, so she asked me to do it. To
maintain the role of a professional doctor, I asked, “Are you sure that’s what you want?”
She responded with a clear, “Yes, go ahead, Doc. You saw, it got stuck, I can’t do it by
myself.”
Now, it was my turn to play the inept bra handler. On purpose, I did everything in my power
to prolong the pleasurable task. I would, by accident, touch Alicia’s beautiful breasts, which I
could never get enough of it.
Face to face, she could see my risen ‘merits’ pointing through my scrubs. Curious and frisky,
she tried to push and rub her bare abdomen against my bulge.
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Moments later, I suggested that Alicia relax and put both her hands on my shoulders. As a
young surgical resident, and later, as a practicing general surgeon, I did the same on women
visiting the hospital’s breast clinic.
My fingers would gently explore the breast tissue, searching for suspicious lumps. I took my
time, and much longer than needed for such an investigation. Here, what I was doing resembled
more caressing and fondling than a regular clinical assessment.
Again, I let my ‘ethical guard’ down as I complimented her for the firmness, ripeness, and
look of her bosoms. With a real patient, I would never dare.
With passion written on my face, Alicia remarked, “I like what you are doing, how meticulous
you are!” And continued, saying, “I do not remember ever having such a thorough
examination.” Coquettishly she added, “It is quite pleasurable too, Doc, just keep doing your
job.”
Fastidious and knowing that she liked her nipples pinched, I squeezed them for a moment—a
standard procedure when looking for any nipple discharge in a clinical setting.
Aroused as well, she came onto her newly found doctor in sin. Her hands lifted both her tits,
pushed them together and forward, looking as an offering to him. She had to notice my facial
expression, and said, “Doc, I can see you dig my breasts, which is fine; however, my problem is
not up here but down there,” and she pointed to her crotch.
To make the case, Alicia took my right hand, and with no hesitation, inhibition, or ceremony,
forced me to touch her cloistered opening. “Doctor, look and touch and tell me whether you
think my pussy is dry,” she said.
“Well, your panties seem soggy to me, but I’ll tell you in a second. I am not finished, the
examination is not complete,” I replied.
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At this stage, I asked her to take off her modest underwear, climb on the foot pedal controlled
adjustable hydraulic OR table, and lie on her back. Before fulfilling my commands, with panties
still in her hands, she had a remark. “Wow, I was dry for the last few days, I can’t believe it, you
are right, my undies are moist. How is this possible, Doc?”
I did not comment. Instead, I stayed silent and I was glad she was obeying my instructions.
With her panties off, her inviting nakedness was in my full view. I took her legs and anchored
them, one by one, into the two hanging stirrups, a classic protocol in any gynecological office or
delivery room.
I was a surgeon and not a gynecologist, yet both my examining rooms had ceiling hanging
straps along with my two OR tables. The in-comfort resting limbs enabled me to apply a pressure
dressing or compression stocking when required.
With her limbs well supported, I grabbed a stool and sat down facing Alicia’s shaved lovebox and its dainty landing strip—an irresistible spectacle.
What an excellent position to give her divinity a juicy tongue bath, I thought. However, keeping
up with my role as a real professional gynecologist, as her fantasy demanded, I remained a good
boy and restrained myself.
It was difficult, but I made the pleasurable erotic play go on much longer. The time arrived for
the real stuff, examining her Holy of Holies, with me trying to act like a professional.
Seated in front of her opening, I advised her to close her eyes, take a few deep breaths, and try
to relax.
I adjusted the table’s level to grant a complete and effortless inspection but deviated from the
norm for the third time. On purpose, I did not adorn latex gloves as was customary.
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With Alicia on her back, I applied my left hand flat on her abdomen. The two long fingers of
my right hand entered her slit to explore her secret cove. It is, however, traditional to use
bountiful lubricating gel for this delicate examination as most women will have a dry inlet and
that could be uncomfortable.
Alicia was aroused and visibly wet, so I did not use any oil and had no difficulty probing her
inlet. The short distance between my mouth and her love opening was tantalizing. I struggled not
to reach out and go down on her and mouth her pussy. I remained composed as her erotic reverie
demanded of me. But only for a short time, since the temptations were high.
I conducted a thorough but lengthy assessment on purpose. I curled my two inserted fingers
upward, touching and massaging her G-spot, while at the same time, my left thumb started
rubbing her joy-knob. Stimulated in the right places, Alicia started breathing, panting, moaning,
groaning, huffing, and grunting but remained silent. Not allowing her to climax, I stopped in
time, removed my soaked wet fingers, and approached her. I showed them to her and said, “My
dear nurse, as I expected, I found no dryness at all. See for yourself.”
A curious Alicia opened her eyes and saw my shiny, soggy fingers in her face. She reached
out, grabbed my hand, and stuck the soaked digits in her mouth, and licked off her clear and
viscid pussy-juice. I looked deep into her open eyes in an authoritative tone, and said to her, “In
conclusion my dear Alicia, you saw it, even tasted it; I have found your pussy dripping, not dry
at all.” Moments later, I concluded, “My dear, you must have an inexperienced young guy in
your life who, as you mentioned, does not know what to do, how to do it, for you and with you.”
After two to three seconds of silence, still in a rigid voice, I said, “Besides, what kind of guy
in his right mind would probe an inlet with a large dildo? On top of it, on a woman who was not
aroused! Did he use any lubricant?” I asked.
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“No, he didn’t.”
“Well, that is crazy, you better drop him, and get a different, more understanding lover,” I
said. “I know a seasoned lover for you, my dear. It is me, yes, me, me, me!” I was standing by
her face, so she could see me pointing to my chest. To strengthen my position, I added, “You
have just seen it. First, I got you excited and made your pussy so wet that I examined
you without using oiled fingers.” With no interruption, I continued, “If I had kept up my
fingering, you would have climaxed just from my routine pelvic assessment.”
Forced to play out her own concocted scenario, she responded. “You are an accomplished
doctor! The moment I entered your office, I perceived that animal magnetism between us. I am
in your hands, Doc, you have my permission and trust. Finish me up, believe me, I need that!”
“OK, since I have your endorsement, I will show you what a good lover can do and should
do.”
Before returning to face her loins, I bent down, and for seconds, passionately kissed her
plump, sappy lips.
This time, however, I remained standing between her two suspended legs. I stepped on the
foot pedal and pumped the hydraulic table high enough until Alicia’s crotch became level with
my face. Not a second later, famished as we both were, holding onto her boobs, I latched my
mouth on her inviting, dripping love-box.
The animalistic essence of her body and pussy’s sweet aroma induced a storm of passion in
me. I recalled a famous line attributed to Napoleon, who must have been a pussy worshiper as I
was. The story was that days before returning to Paris, he sent an emissary with a letter to his
mistress, Josephine. In the note, he wrote, “Je reviens en trois jours, ne te laves pas.” That is, “I
am returning in three days, don’t bathe.”
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As my hands were fondling her bosoms, I gave her a full taste of how to go down on a woman
she (as Vronica) was by now used to.
Seconds later, she gave out a pleasure shriek, lifted herself in a semi-sitting position, seized
my head, and pulled it even firmer into her crotch.
Aroused to the highest possible level, Alicia was gyrating and forward thrusting her crotch in
my face. She was shaking, twitching, and grimacing, and reached the point, unable to hold back
such a heighten level of bottled up sexual tension.
With a few more tongue bastings of her inlet and clit, I put her over the edge. Vronica had
almost not enough time to utter her usual, “Here it is, I am exploding.” “Yeah, yeah, don’t stop
now, keep it going.” “Yes, yes, yes, take it for me, Doc, it is all yours.” “Here I come, and in
your mouth.” “Take it!’
Afterward, savoring a welcomed rolling wave of ecstasy, she crashed flat on her back. “I
will faint,” she said and closed her eyes, then covered her overly sensitive clit with one hand and
remained still and motionless for a few befittingly warranted moments.
Unable to further control myself, I stepped one more time on the foot pedal and lowered
it. Alicia’s love opening became perfectly aligned, this time with my loins.
I unzipped myself and His Royal Highness finally saw the light of the day. The Highness, as
expected, was lumber-stiff, congested, red, and already dripping. With her well-stimulated and
wet pussy, it was a quick and effortless penetration. After several rapid rhythmic thrusts, I too
couldn’t suppress the inevitable any longer. I arrived at my moment of truth.
This time, however, I remained selfish. Aroused to the highest possible level, I disregarded
my sex-book teachings to keep going and enable a multi-orgasmic woman to climax again. I
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could not hold on anymore, and she realized it too, so she encouraged me, “Come on my tits, I
want to see how you squirt your seeds on me!”
A superb sexology student, I obeyed her wants, and I removed my cock from her cockpit just
in time. With an on looking Alicia howling like an injured animal, I rhythmically pumped my
white-yellow sticky spunk over her abdomen and boobs.
Exhausted, with pants down to my ankles, toes curling in my clogs, my upper body collapsed on
her for a well-deserved second. She sat up, reached out, and in appreciation, touched my
head. After regaining strength to stand straight, I hugged and kissed her with passion. “Well
done, my dear. I enjoyed your clever scenario. Let’s do some role-playing again some time. It
will be my turn,” I said.
I helped remove her legs from the contraptions and she got off the table. She started dressing
and I pulled up my boxers and pants. My lifeless, sleepy Majesty went to rest, in its usual place
in my boxers until he was called into action again.
Sensitive and romantic, I made sure not to omit a tender aftercare after each sex-romp. This
time, before parting ways, we relaxed on the waiting room’s sofa, exchanging flattering
sentences. “Baby, thanks for this great idea. What an amazing and fabulous scenario you came
up with this evening. It was fabulous.” And ending, “I enjoyed my transformation from an
amateur gynecologist into the role of a real one. Well done, my darling. I enjoyed every moment
of it.”
For the last time, impersonating the role of Alicia, Vronica looked straight into my eyes, and
said, “Hey, Doc, you know how to satisfy your woman. I will call your office in the morning and
make a follow-up appointment.” She was on her way out, but not before saying, “Bye-bye, and
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thank you for everything, I will see you soon.” Vronica stepped out into the hallway and closed
the door behind her.
Seconds later, the door reopened. She popped her head in and said, “Hey, Doc, by the way, I
just decided that my young lover is toast, and the vacancy is for you to keep.”
She blew a kiss in my direction, closed the door for the last time, and departed.
As expected, encounter followed encounter on an average of eight to ten times a month. Often,
and during no specific time of day, I caught myself daydreaming of our erotic encounters. For
good reasons, the going-down scene, the Aussie-French kiss, was the most arousing for us both.
It was not foreplay, but main play. In these instances, the generated timely rush of blood into my
loins would always wake up my hibernating Royal Highness. A septuagenarian, with
an on command erectable cock, made me a much proud male.
One day, between patients, I was sitting behind my desk and surfing the net and sipping my
daily coffee. I was thinking of Vronica and was fantasizing and looking forward to what our
upcoming evening encounter might bring to the table. I got horny, so I stood up and locked the
office door.
The out-of-the-blue heightened sense of arousal made me powerless to resist my naughty
urges of touching and fondling my dormant little buddy, buried deep in my slacks.
In comfort, reclining as much as my executive chair permitted, I unzipped myself and took
out my already hardened mushroom. Ready to enjoy the pleasures offered by handling my pole, I
played with His Majesty but only for a short time. Two more patients were still on the daily
roaster and due to arrive soon. In addition, Vronica’s expected entrance was only two hours
away. There was no need for me to rush into a selfish happy ending—a sort of antipasti before
chef Vronica would deliver the entire dish.
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I repositioned my stiff Highness, which had produced a noticeable teepee, and it humored the
front of my trousers for few more minutes. It deflated just in time; the first of the last two
patients just arrived.
As usual, around 6 P.M., the gorgeous Vronica called from her car. Minutes later, poised and
sexy, she stood in front of me, waiting for a hug and a kiss. As for all our planned flesh-to-flesh
meetups, I made sure my office morphed into a sexodrome. The inflated mattress on the floor in
my spacious consult room and the two hydraulic OR tables were ready to accommodate
our sexcapades.
After greeting and kissing, she dropped her light garment covering her shoulders. With no
makeup, she wore blue jeans as usual. Already in the mood, she opened a see-through blouse,
exposing her cleavage and her lovely, firm, and pointing breasts. Unable to take my eyes off her,
salivating, I was ready too.
I pinned Vronica to the wall, pressing my awakened crotch into her belly.
She perceived my eagerness. Like in similar conditions, it took her seconds to ignite the beast in
her from zero to boiling hot. This is exactly what happened this time too. Excited, as an
appetizer, she grabbed and held on my promising bulge, a stiff Royal Highness for some time.
She needed no encouragement to open my fly, a routine moves of her I held dear. With slacks
cracked open, she took out my glorious shaft. “Baby, I am already aroused and wet for you,” she
told me, ending with, “Let me play with your hefty cock for a while.” A slow, teasing, gentle
medley of hand and blowjobs followed, and I could not get enough.
Out in the open, turned on, and so early in the game, His Majesty was already brandished, and
the usual speck of clear, sticky fluid appeared on its head. With no further coaching,
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Vronica, like always, scooped up the sap with one finger, pasted it on her lips, leaned forward,
and whispered, “Baby, come, kiss me, kiss me hard.” I followed her command.
Aroused by our contagious attraction for each other, an over-stimulated Vronica wanted me
badly, and not a moment later. Not willing to lose time and interrupt her urges, using the inflated
mattress ready in the adjacent room, she lowered her jeans and thong to her ankles. In a flash,
she dropped to her knees on that hard, cold, vinyl floor, and offered me her pussy, doggy
style. “Enter me, please, and fuck me as hard as you can.”
With a raging erection, her inviting love-opening soaked in her intimate juices, granted a
smooth penetration, which for a champion marksman like me, was a piece of cake.
During my vigorous pelvic thrusts, I encountered the volunteer rhythmic tightening of her
vagina’s pleasure-ring all around my ‘visiting’ pole. A fabulous hostess, in full control of her
pelvic muscles, she could perform the Kegel exercises, offering the ‘guest’ a milking sensation
second to none. We both started moaning and groaning in synch and from the top of our lungs.
Our unfathomable carnal urges demanded release and on the spot. There was no way back!
Like always, Vronica was also encouraging me too, while voicing her own ecstatic
moments. “Fuck me, Gabi, till I come!” “I am going to come!” “I am coming now!” “Oh my
God!” “Come with me!” “Come into my pussy!” “Here I come!” “Coming now!” It all ended in
a roar, “Yes! Yes! Yes!” Seconds later, grunting and howling, I let it go too. It was another
tandem triumphant ‘flesh-to-flesh’ encounter.
I admired and adored the visibly uninhibited ready to get down and dirty sexuality exuding
from all Vronica’s pores. It was fully discernible when she would surrender everything carnal
within herself. Vronica, a sex Goddess, was every man’s dream, and my reverie too.
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During these early weeks of our relationship, I suspected that I was not her only lover. She
was a gorgeous and sexy woman, and men paid her special attention wherever she went.
She told me she enjoyed being admired and noticed, but what woman didn’t? She even called
herself an attention whore. She told me that sometimes, even couples would approach her,
inviting her to be part of a threesome. She refused, aspiring to be number one in the eyes and
hands of her man.
By then, I knew Vronica was into herself as a person; therefore, I did not ask specifics. She
did not disclose the reality, but it did not matter much to me. I did not love her; therefore, I didn’t
mind if she were sharing herself with other men, as long as I was one of them. I remained silent.
There was no reason to rattle the arrangement; I could end up holding the short end of the stick.
I recalled that before meeting my late wife, a young 47-year-old who I dated for a short time
confessed to me that the moment the marriage shackles came off, she changed lovers like socks.
One lonely evening, I was playing Rachmaninoff’s piano score, Prelude in C-sharp minor
called the ‘Chimes of Moscow.’ Immersed in the music, it crossed my mind that Vronica and I
had composed a medley of chiming scores as well. Not about a city, but about gratifying lust,
soundtracks transcending any rationale. Indeed, a 42 young, head-snapping attractive lass in her
sexual prime should get anybody she desires. To choose to stay attached to the carnal prowess of
a man who was 31 years older was borderline inglorious.
The week after week blissful carnal encounters went on uninterrupted from January until the
end of March—three entire months.
Not having other choices, with the shingles down, retired, and the home sold, me and my
office ‘sexodrome’ moved to a nearby elegant hotel, a temporary residence for seven short
weeks.
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With a one-way ticket in my hands, the 7500-mile transcontinental journey was planned for
the nefarious May 23rd, and it was fast approaching. The final goodbye to Vronica and US soil
was certain and inescapable.
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CHAPTER 3

A Final Good-bye
My blissful togetherness of almost a quarter century with Brenda, the sexy, elegant, and bright
Canadian-born wife ended 15 months before my life intersected with Vronica’s.
A two-year struggle with a deadly form of a rare medical condition that the best university-based
specialists could not cure or stop, ended in her premature passing.
The fact that I nor my profession could do anything to help was harrowing. Alone and lonely, the
home we shared for over two decades that was filled with memories of our happy times, became
much too big for my lessened needs.
Separated from my children and my grandchildren, I concluded that to continue living without
a distinct purpose in life would become increasingly more painful and disheartening.
A medical doctor for over four decades, a surgeon for over three, I realized that my office and
my patients became less relevant to me.
I had a complete 180-mindset turnaround. Tired, left behind, and deserted by fate, I concluded
that there was nothing challenging left for me in the US.
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Yes, I had a few good friends, all married with large families, who were eager to help. I
sensed I was incomplete and fragmented, and when I was invited to social events or holidays, I
would go by myself.
After at least half a year of grief, the same support group aiming to lift my spirits introduced
me to several age-appropriate women. However, these ladies had medical and family problems
with children, especially grandchildren, which just compounded my own. Why take on added
burdens? I did not need new headaches. Besides, most of these ladies would be not interested in
sex the way I was.
I tried a different route and got involved with two much younger women. One was never
married, and the other was a divorcee who had one married daughter with no kids. However,
both relationships ended quickly.
To somehow exalt my situation, I remained, even increased, my involvement in different
sporting activities, such as going to the gym, swimming, playing tennis, and biking. I also found
the time and kept busy playing the piano, which was my favorite manner of relaxation and was
nourishment for my soul. Still, all this was just patchwork. I admitted and accepted that all these
little pleasures would not be enough to supplant my emotions of aimless solitude.
After I spent a lot of time thinking, I concluded that life did not have to be over for me, at
least not yet. I just needed to stimulate myself and face some new peaks I would have to climb
and conquer.
In principle, and after brainstorming for days, weeks, and months, I decide to retire, sell my
home, close my practice, and move away from Los Angeles. But where?
After added deliberations and many sleepless nights, I saw the light at the end of the
tunnel. Moving to an unknown place in the US was pointless. From time to time, I would still
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remember the pain destiny dropped on me when I lost Brenda, my life-partner for over two
decades.
After many considerations, and looking deep inside myself, I decided to move back to Israel,
which I had left behind 28 years beforehand.
I became reenergized just at the thought of opening a new page in my life. I looked forward to
a fresh, challenging start with many hurdles to overcome.
In the Land of Milk and Honey, I had many friends and colleagues, as well as a legion of
second cousins from my father’s side of the family. I hoped to find a gym close to my residence
to meet my sporting needs. Since I intended to take the keyboard with me, along with the rest of
the household, I assured that my inner well-being would keep thriving.
Hence, in the summer of 2009, a year after my wife passed, and four months before the fateful
meeting with Vronica, I took an exploratory trip to Israel. I knew that the only place for me was
Israel’s largest city, Tel-Aviv.
During that brief visit, listening to the advice of relatives and friends, I chose to live in
an upscale neighborhood of the municipality. It had an outstanding ultra-modern country club
that housed a well-equipped gym, two 25-meter swimming pools (one indoor, one outdoor), four
tennis courts, and a basketball court. As sporting activities were important to me, the club
represented the icing on the cake that made me chose the area.
Close by, several towering, architecturally eye-pleasing apartment buildings offered me a
place to live. In addition, a well-stocked shopping center with supermarkets, restaurants, two
coffee shops, a variety of additional stores, a bank, and a post office was walking distance, and
made the place appealing and practical. Only a movie theater was missing, but that was no big
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deal for me; a car would solve the problem in 10 to15 minutes, depending on traffic. However, it
was the club, not the shopping center, that sealed the deal for me.
Once I made my final decision, I opened a bank account and contacted a local realtor. I also
gave a power of attorney to a cousin of mine who was conveniently living in the same area.
The directives were straightforward; the moment a 2-bedroom rental apartment would become
available, my cousin would sign a one-year lease in my name.
Elated for the first time as a widower, I was full of plans that also included practicing my
surgical craft for two to three days a week. Fortunately, because of local regulations, my medical
license remained active while I was away. A friend, and owner of a surgi-center, offered to help
me reinstate myself, hassle-free, into the local medical scene.
Back in the US, later in the fall and with the dark clouds almost blown away, I was hopeful
that not all was lost. I believed that once I was out of the tunnel, the sun would shine on
me again.
Not knowing when the Israeli adventure would start, I listened to myself and gave in to my
reinvigorated sexual needs. I become a member of a sexplicit website looking for a partner for
skin-to-skin encounters and good times.
Less than two weeks before I ran into Vronica on that carnal website, my Israeli cousin called
me.
A 12th-floor, 2-bedroom apartment became available for immediate occupancy located
exactly where I wanted. “There are additional takers; time is of the essence. The contract needs a
signature. It’s now or never.”
I liked the transmitted photos. It was a beautiful place with an exceptional view. From the
living room windows, one could see the Mediterranean shoreline two miles away. Without
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further deliberations, I gave my cousin the green light to ink the contract for an entire year,
starting on the first of January, less than three weeks away.
I transferred a chunk of money to my newly opened Israeli bank account. My cousin would
pay the monthly rent while in effect, and I would continue to live in the US, only God knew for
how long. Dismantling a practice and selling a home were not easy tasks, and they were both
time-consuming as well. I would lose thousands of dollars, but I didn’t care; I got my wish.
After several weeks into our steamy relationship, I told Vronica about my radical plan. As
expected, the project would not become a game-changer in our passionate routines. Vronica and
I were not boyfriend and girlfriend bound by feelings of love, at least not then. We were only
friends with benefits. The day I would supplant my LA address to the one in Tel-Aviv, our
passionate physical relationship would have to come to a screeching halt.
I stuck to my design. At first, I scaled down and refused to accept new patients, then
finished the leftover treatments for the existing ones, and by the end of March, the office was
closed. Luckily, my home sold in less than two months as well. Way before I would have to turn
the keys over to the new owner, I contracted a local moving company. The contents of my home,
living room, bedroom, office and my keyboard would fill a container, and would find their place
on a cargo ship. The shipping company informed me that it would take over two months for my
belongings to arrive at the destination. To leave the US early and move into an empty apartment
made no sense; besides, I was having the time of my life with Vronica. Why give it up? There
was no rush. Precisely on April Fools’ Day, I turned in the keys and not having a better
alternative, I moved to an elegant bed-and-breakfast boutique hotel.
I designated it to be my home for almost two months until my departure time, close to the end
of May. The date was befitting the ship’s arrival time.
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To live in a hotel further facilitated mine and Vronica’s mutually gratifying encounters, which
became more frequent and much longer lasting. However, until my final farewell, the spacious
hotel room, that included a living area too, became our new ‘sexodrome.’
After taking her children to kindergarten in the morning, Vronica would zoom over and join
me to spend several hours together; a real honeymoon. The only thing we missed was my
versatile lift-tilt hydraulic OR table.
We had, however, a perfect ‘F & F’ relationship. We would fuck first and feed (lunch) later,
or vice versa, at an adjacent Chinese-Japanese fusion restaurant.
Because of the indisputable generation gap, I learned the ‘F & F’ expression, along with a few
others, from Vronica.
During my sojourn in the hotel, with her blanket permission, I videotaped several steamy
encounters. She intended the videos to be a gift from her to me once we were separated by
thousands of miles.
These personal sex-flicks aimed to memorialize the fulfilling, hot, and thrilling times we
shared, exposing our raw and erotic attraction for each other.
We recorded our erotic clips with the camera positioned on a tripod, and sometimes, for an
intended close-up scene, we would each hold the camera.

In one of these memorable video tracks, Vronica undressed provokingly and slowly on
purpose. First, her shoes came off, then her blouse, followed by her jeans, bra, and then extra
gently, her thong.
Naked, she stood in front of me, lowered herself, and knelt on the carpet.
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She kept up the seductive style, as she leisurely unbuckled my belt and pulled my trousers down
to my ankles. Almost at the same time, her right hand snuck in beneath my boxers and took my
soft little dangler in her fondling hand. Miracles of miracles, my privates became alive, brave, on
fire again, and in seconds rose, grew and assumed new levels of hardness.
On my feet, working the camera with my right hand, I captured Vronica in action. With a
fully erect Royal Highness, she grabbed onto my buttocks and inhaled His Majesty almost
entirely. Such a perfectly executed disappearing act was captured for destiny!
Vronica passionately gave me head while concomitantly stroking my shaft with one of her
hands.
As my arousal levels almost hit the roof, I asked her to stop for a moment. As I pulled His
Majesty from the darkness to daylight, the camera recorded a few clear, sticky, dew-like drops
accumulating on my mushroom’s canopy. Vronica stopped pleasuring me for a moment and
plucked up the droplets between her thumb and index finger. Gutsy, she played with the driblets
as one would with a dash of glue.
When her turn came to record something exciting, she particularly relished being in bed and
on her back. Once comfortable, Vronica would prop up her upper body on a few pillows and
spread out her legs, wide apart. Flat on my stomach and positioned between her legs, I would
bury my face in her moist crotch. For her pleasure, my stretched-out hands would fondle both her
boobs and pinch her nipples hard, a sensation she much savored.
Seated almost upright, for a better angle, she recorded the entire scene through the camera
viewer. It would depict my lips, mouth, and tongue servicing her wet pussy and clit. Most of the
time, for extra G-spot stimulation, I would also insert two fingers in her inlet, which would drive
her crazy.
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Naturally, her habitual vocalization of bliss, moaning and groaning, and her words of
encouragement became recorded and enshrined. “Keep eating that pussy.” “Worship that pussy,
it’s all yours.” For me, the enunciation of her enjoyment was an arousing attraction. It reassured
me how good I was at pleasing her.
On other occasions, with both of us kneeling on the bed, we readied ourselves for her much
preferred doggy-style entry position.
We both fancied a mirror covered walk-in-closet door that ran along one side of the bed. With
my left hand holding onto Vronica’s shoulder, my right hand videotaped the action.
With the camera aimed downward, I recorded my shaft going in and out of her velvety love
opening. When I aimed straight, I captured, via the mirror’s reflection, Vronica’s facial grimaces,
a mix of pleasure and misery, and recorded her verbalizations of ecstasy.
Vronica, resting on her elbows, could also see my forceful rhythmic pelvic thrusts in the
mirror as I mounted her from behind.
I imagined that these graphic tapes might come handy one day. I understood that it might take
time before I found someone worthy to date and have a fulfilling sexual relationship with like the
one, I had with Vronica. It was not an easy task to attain and I prepared myself to face long
intervals of a sexual drought.
On these occasions, I would have to touch base with myself and consider taking things into
my own hands. Playing the recorded erotic scenes while masturbating could become valuable
and priceless in having a satisfying solo orgasm.
Approximately two to three weeks before the inevitable goodbye, I slowly realized that I
would miss Vronica, and not just sexually.
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My heart slowly became involved in our just friends-with-benefits relationship, but I kept all
this to myself. Overwhelmed with these emotions, I questioned the rationale of my Israeli plans
and admitted I was going to make a huge mistake leaving Vronica, whom I now loved, behind.
However, there was no way around it. My practice was closed, and my house was sold. Not to
mention, I was already shelling out rent money for the last five months to secure that muchdesired barren apartment while I was still in Los Angeles.
On top of everything else, my entire household was aboard a cargo ship slated to dock in its
final port just a few days after my arrival.
Regrettably, however, I had to conclude that nothing could be done to undo the upcoming
rolling events. There was no turning back; everything was beyond the point of no return. I found
solace in two well-known idioms, meaning almost the same. 'Let the chips fall as they may’ or
‘Let the die be cast,’ a Julius Caesar saying before crossing the Rubicon to sack Rome. It became
ironclad clear; I had no choice but to succumb to the fate I forged for myself.

For our night together, I decided to make it original and unique in content. With a vivid
imagination, this time, I forged an erotic role-playing episode. I would morph into a certain Mr.
Brandon, a businessman from Chicago, and she would impersonate a loose woman from LA.
Vronica signed on to the general plan; however, she did not receive any specific details. We were
left to improvise.
She correctly assumed that I was looking to enact a typical male reverie, and she was right. I
was hoping that the last encounter with Vronica would include her impersonating, a lady of the
night and servicing me.
I called her just a few hours before her scheduled arrival time.
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“Hello,” I said in a deep voice. “My name is Brandon. Do I have the honor of speaking to Ms.
Vronica?”
I could not alter my voice, and she realized that the scenario had already started, and replied,
“Yes, you are right, I am Ms. Vronica.”
“Am I calling at the right time?” Not waiting for her reply, I continued, “I live in Chicago,
and am in LA for a short business trip. You may not remember, but we communicated more than
half a year ago by email; I had your name and number ever since.”
After a few seconds of silence, she replied, “Yes, you are calling at the right time, but I do not
recall ever being in contact with you. What is the reason for your call, what can I do for
you?” she asked.
Vronica became curious about how this conversation will end and where it will lead.
“Well,” I replied, “I hope I don’t disturb you, but if you are free this evening, I would love to
meet you finally. I want to take you out for dinner and have a good time together.” Without
waiting for an answer, I continued, “I am leaving tomorrow, and I am not sure when I will be
back in LA. I am sorry for the short notification, but if you are available, it has to happen
this evening,” I ended.
In seconds, Vronica understood precisely the role I assigned for her to portray. After casual
questions, including my age, she informed me, “OK, Mr. Brandon, I will make myself available
to you this evening, as I am more than curious. You would be the oldest male I ever shared
myself with.” She followed with, “I am convinced you will find me attractive. The question is,
will I feel the same way? Will the chemistry exist between me and you? I want to enjoy the
evening too, and sex-appeal is important for me! But I am ready to gamble.” Well into her role,
she asked, “Where do I meet you?”
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Mr. Brandon, faithful to his character, gave Vronica the hotel name and room number, and
informed her, “I will be back by five this afternoon, and I will leave the door open for you. By
the way, the hotel has a first-class restaurant. You will enjoy the food and my company, both
before and after dinner.”
Vronica said nothing, but she wasn’t done yet. While she fully understood the assigned part,
she took over the controls of the evening, and steered them to her desire and wants. Mr. Brandon
will need to go with her flow.
“OK, Mr. Brandon, but I have several conditions,” Vronica told him, and continued, saying,
“We don’t greet each other, and you can’t speak to me, only I can speak to you, and only if you
will make it necessary. Lastly, you don’t touch me, ever, until I say you can!” She ended with a
warning, “If you don’t comply, I will exit in a wink, leaving you high and dry. Is it clear? Do you
understand me, Mr. Brandon?”
Astonished, and sensing that the command of the evening will be in her hands, I replied,
“Yes, everything is OK with me.”
To end the conversation, she informed him, “Mr. Brandon, give me one extra hour, not much
more, I am punctual, and by six, I shall be at your place.” He heard a click, and the line went
silent.
During this exchange, I prepared myself for our last bed-bouncing event. I even put on a blue
necktie I had to retrieve from an already-closed luggage. With a white short-sleeve shirt, jeans,
and black shoes, I looked like a real businessman from Chicago.
To smell fresh and attractive, I put on aftershave. The mirror suggested combing my short and
thinned-out white hair on the sides of my temples. I made sure the door remained unlocked and
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understood the drafted scenario, at least my part, and was ready to execute it to its fullest extent.
Vronica’s stipulations surprised me and left me curious too.
As a farewell gift, I bought her an expensive Movado watch that I intended to give her the
following day—the morning of my departure. Gift-wrapped, I placed it on the table.
Relaxed, excited, and at the same time, somber too, it was our last 24 hours together. I sat down
in a comfortable armchair, the only one in the room’s living area. With the remote in my hand, I
surfed the local TV channels to make time pass.
At precisely six o’clock, a firm knock shook me into reality. The door opened, and Vronica
made an impressive entry.
As agreed, she didn’t say hello, nor did I greet her. Instead, I flashed an appreciative smile.
She was dressed in a black one-piece elegant knitted blue dress that was closed in front with a
long row of large round and black buttons. She wore fishnet stockings on her long and attractive
legs, and she had four to five-inch stilettos on her feet—CFMs (come fuck me) shoes. She was
perfection in her role. Vronica usually wore makeup, but never enough to distract from her
surroundings, be it indoors or outdoors.
This time, however, it was much, much different. She revealed heavy blue eye shadow, long
(false) eyelashes, and a glossy red lipstick.
With her mouth moving and at times partially open, she revealed her beautiful line of white
teeth.
Two big, round, and silver earrings hung from her ears, and an unusual long and thick custom
necklace decorated her outfit. The long hanging ornament ended in a sizable silver-tinted door
key that reached the level of her crotch. Nice allusion! She played her part well and was a
different Vronica. She also chewed gum with a fierce, provocative intensity.
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In the five months I had known her, I had never seen her this way. With a small dark bag in
her hand, she looked exactly like the image I hoped she would impersonate—the lady of the
night.
In no time, she remarked the gift-wrapped box with her name written on it. She picked it up,
rattled it for a few seconds, and relishing its weight, put it into her bag, smiling. She did not open
it.
Well-adjusted in her fictional role, she had to consider that the person sitting in the armchair
was not her doctor-lover of the last five months. He was Mr. Brandon, a businessman from
Chicago whom she had never met.
With slow, dramatic, hesitant steps, she stopped three feet in front of me. She was in a full
arousing stance, with her legs apart, with one hand on her waist, and with her mouth partially
open. She did not take her eyes off me for a second. She wanted to impress. Her body language,
if translated into words, sounded like, “Well, Mr. Brandon. Here I am, I hope you like what you
see. Whether you fancy me is unimportant. What is important, however, is that I will give you
such a lesson in fucking that you will regret going back to Chicago! I also predict you will want
to return to LA and demand an encore.”
We observed each other for several seconds, and then I instinctively made a move to stand up.
I intended to at least give her a hug, but without saying one word, she pushed me back into the
armchair.
She continued working provocatively on her gum, all the while maintaining eye contact with
me. Vronica dropped her bag to the floor and with her legs still spread apart, she slowly started
to unbutton her dress, one button at the time.
With her dress open, Vronica’s loosely covered womanly goods became noticeable.
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Her sexy, fishnet stocking stopped at her groin. A triangular-shaped black leather thong hid her
secret Inner Sanctum. Vronica’s big boobs, which were still secluded behind a small bra, that did
not leave much to the imagination. With those suggestive CFM shoes, Vronica was exquisite,
attractive, and sexy. She was the poster child of a come-and-fuck-me woman.
To further drive him insane, using alluring moves, she gently fondled her breasts. An instant
later, she repeated to do the same to her masked pussy, occasionally slipping her fingers
underneath her thong.
After a long play with her cherry, she took those wet fingers in her mouth and licked them
off. She replayed the move, but this time, she rammed her pussy sap digits deep into my mouth.
By this time, aroused and with devouring eyes, my groin caught fire, visibly erecting the front
of my pants, evocative of the ripe circumstances within.
Vronica, after a few impressive tantalizing minutes, not taking her eyes off me, reached into
her mouth. She took her gum out of her mouth and casually pasted it onto the wall behind me.
Done with the task, she dropped her opened dress on the floor and slowly took off her bra. The
long necklace, ending in that decorative key, remained put. She lifted both her ripen, firm
breasts, and flaunted them straight into my face, driving me notably further insane. Bound by our
agreement, I could not play or kiss them, which was an arduous task to hold back.
Vronica, however, was still far from being finished taunting me. She lifted her stilettoadorned right foot and placed it on the chair’s armrest, flashing her still covered crotch into my
eyes. To ensure that I would not say a word, she put her right palm over my mouth. Her left hand
grabbed my impressive stiffened Royal Highness.
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Her beaming naked tits, her swaying custom-made necklace, her crotch in my face, and
fondling my Royal Highness was serious torture. With my mouth covered, I only managed to
utter muffled sounds of ecstasy.
As she added fuel to the fire, she started teasingly licking my neck and face. With my mouth
still covered, Vronica’s left hand slowly unzipped my pants. Seconds later, she reached inside,
grabbed, and retrieved his rising pole, which was in the highest state of fearlessness and ready
for business.
For a few minutes, he observed and relished how she expertly performed a hand job. She
stroked my congested shaft gently and unhurriedly on purpose. After several more moments of
flawlessly performed stimulation, she finally removed her right hand from my mouth and
simultaneously stopped playing with my dick. She stood up and removed the last piece of
clothing that covered the most precious patch all women have. It was her Confessional Booth,
the Holy of Holies, the thing men fuck-up their lives for.
My bursting mushroom displayed the usual drops of wetness on its head again. Vronica
scooped the speck up, and with her moistened fingers, she began touching and playing with her
joy-bud.
Vronica then sensed my intentions to stand up, and commanded, “Hey, don’t you dare!”
Her rapid breathing, body twitching, her frowning, moaning, and groaning gave away her
enhanced level of arousal. Seconds later, heavily panting, she started screaming, “Here it is.” “I
am coming.” “Oh my God.” Then, her perceived waves of ecstasy poured out of her. Weak and
dizzy and shaking all over, she dropped to her knees, her hands holding the armchair for support.
During this entire time, I had to hold my words, my hands, and my mouth. It was plain torture!
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Once she had recovered from her brief sex coma, which the French call ‘Le petit mort’ (the
big ‘O’ likened to death), Vronica decided she wanted me to be naked, well, at least from the
chest down. She unbuckled my belt and lowered my trousers and boxers down to my ankles.
With me still seated, Vronica, held onto my thighs, lowered her face, and in no time, my dick
sexpertly made a disappearing act in her mouth.
Since I was not permitted to touch her nor verbalize my state of arousal, I kept pace with her
scenario. All I could do was grunt and mumble incoherently, sweating, and hyperventilating
while Vronica continued mouthing my rod. With her skillful head-giving technique, I was ready
to discharge Vronica’s erotic provocations, but I wanted to prolong the delectable torture.
A muted roar, which intended to be a ‘no’, came out of my throat. I signaled the same with
my head, moving it from side to side. She understood my hints and quit vacuuming my Highness
just in time.
Vronica stood up and took a respite. “I am not yet done with you, Mr. Brandon. Be quiet, and
your time will come.” She turned around, and with her back to my face, she slowly climbed into
the armchair. In a full squatting position, she grabbed my stiff manhood, and lowered herself
onto my lap and guided His Majesty into her moist love hole. It was a perfect reversed cowgirl
position.
With her hands on both armrests of the chair, she was in total command as she lifted and
lowered herself onto my impelling sword.
I tried to touch her breasts, but in a stern and loud voice, she said, “Not yet! Did you forget
that I am in control?” Vronica kept going, but not for much longer.
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Having no intention to end the passion, she stopped, disengaged riding me, stood
up, and commanded me to get out of the chair. With my boxers and pants at my ankles, she
helped me walk toward the pristine-looking king-sized bed.
Once there, she turned me around, and with her hands clutching my shoulders, she pushed me
and directed me to lie down on my back. Seconds later, she quickly took off his shoes, boxers,
pants, and unbuttoned his shirt. Set to keep on torturing me, she climbed on the bed, stood up
straight, and advanced on that bouncy mattress toward the headboard. Once her feet were level
with my head, a heavily panting Vronica spread both her legs and offered me her pussy. I looked
up and feasting on the arousing panorama, I opened my mouth and with my protruding tongue,
made explicit licking gestures.
As I presumed, Vronica lowered herself on her knees, and with no further ado, sat down on my
face. She held the headboard with one hand while rubbing, pressing, and gyrating her pussy on
my face. “Worship that pussy,” she instructed me in a firm voice!
At the same time, with her free hand reaching behind, Vronica held onto and stroked my fiercely
erect dick. All this could not go on much longer without liberating the swelled carnal tension.
She was on the brink again, and so was I. However, she was craving to have me inside her
dripping wet pussy and finally, lifted the imposed restrictions on me, saying, “Mr. Brandon,
touch me and talk to me, I am yours.”
In a short moment, Vronica stopped bouncing on my face, backed off, and walked backward
two feet down my body. In a squatting posture and with her hands holding onto my thighs, she
casually sat down once more on my skewering manhood. With her body well supported, my
cock captive in her cockpit was all she needed. She revealed, for the second time, her pole
dancing skills.
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The frontal cowgirl position was always a steamy session for them both, especially for him.
With Vronica controlling the pace, I would thrust my shaft up into her love-box each time she
would lower herself on my prodigious harshness.
Moving and twirling with haste, her pussy yo-yoing up and down my shaft was such a sexual
peak for me that I could no longer endure it. Not to mention her bouncing bosoms swinging in
my face always blow me out of my mind, and this time was no different!
Our heightened level of arousal became difficult to defend any longer. Stimulated throughand-through, with heavy breathing, we were moaning, groaning, and grunting in synch.
Vronica opened her mouth and finally uttered her usual, “Please don’t stop.” “Oh, yeah.”
“You are amazing.” “Just stay inside me.” “Fill me up!” “Yes, yes, yes!” “You are so deep.” “I
am coming right now.” And finally, “Here we go, here it is, right now.”
After hearing her typical vocalizations of gratification, my ecstatic cadenced spurt, long overdue,
made me erupt as well.
In a loud roaring voice, I announced my usual “Point of return.” “I am letting it go.” “I am
shooting, I am shooting you up!”
We exploded together, like most of the time during our five-month- long affair.
Vronica, between the short pauses of her orgasmic ripples, tried but could not utter a word.
Moments later, with profoundly broken breathing, she looked deep into my eyes, “Gabi, I will
never,” and after several deep sighs, continued, “I will never forget this night.” Perched on me,
embracing and holding me tight against her bosoms, Vronica ended in a soft voice, “I grew to
love you, Gabi, and I will miss you immensely.”
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Tired, locked in each other’s arms, we kissed and lay lifeless for a few minutes. Just before
falling asleep together for the last time, Vronica asked, “OK, Gabi, that is, Mr. Brandon, was my
role well played? Did you enjoy it?”
“Well, my priestess of love, I have no words except to say it was the most remarkable fuckfest, I have ever taken part in. It will remain etched in my memory forever.”
“I feel the same way, my Gabi.” Minutes later, tired but fully content and appreciative, we fell
asleep in each other’s arms.
The following morning, I got up early and kept busy with last-minute packing of my personal
items, including my tickets, passport, credit cards, wallet, pocket money, and cell phone.
When I was dressed and ready to leave the room, I asked Vronica, in the last moment, not to
put on her minuscule leather thong, but give it to me. She obliged, brushed it well against her
pussy, and handed it over to me. After I took it, I buried my face in it, savoring, for the last time,
her pussy’s delicious and sweet scent. Seconds later, I made it disappear in one of my pockets. In
that moment, I decided I would place it in my new bed, under my pillow.
We had a light breakfast in each other’s company. After continued hugs and kisses, just
before stepping into the taxi that would take me to the airport, Vronica let her emotions show.
She said, “I love you, and I will miss you, “as teardrops ran down her face.
She wanted to accompany me to the airport and stand with me on that final piece of American
soil, but I did not want her to. I did not want to prolong the painful agony of defeat.
Understandable! As a surgeon, I used a knife when it was the case, so to speak, to stop an
unsolvable condition. Cut it and get rid of it as quickly as possible!
Besides, God forbid, if she were to get into an accident on her way back from the airport, I
could never forgive myself.
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Already seated in the taxi, she opened her handbag and handed me an envelope that had a
card inside. She insisted I should open it at the airport. “Call me from the airplane,” were the last
words I heard her say.
“I will,” I responded.
We blew kisses at each other, and I was on my way. The calendar marked May 23, 2010, a
sad, sad day to remember.
Not able to resist the temptation, I opened the card during the drive. It depicted a dog carrying
a basket full of socks and beneath it read: Saying goodbye to you is like washing sweaty socks.
It’s got to be done, but it still stinks!
Inside the card, she wrote the following lines.
Well, baby, the time has finally come when we have to regrettably and sadly say goodbye to
each other. Who knew that five months ago, almost to the day, that our relationship would turn
out the way it did? In just five short months, you have taught me so much, not just about myself
and, of course, sex, but I also had the benefit of learning many life lessons. You entered my life
and filled it with excitement and passion that I have never known before. Our times together
were always magical, fulfilling, and passionate. I am going to miss those moments and you very
much. Thank you for your incredible generosity and for mostly being the amazing, passionate,
kind, and wonderful man you are!
I’m always a phone call away, and we both know that this will not be a final goodbye! I’m
leaving it open-ended and breathlessly wait for your return!
Your girl,
Vronica
Her note brought tears to my eyes.
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After checking my luggage, passport control, security check, and boarding, I found himself
sitting in my business class seat. Shaken-up and with moist eyes, I dialed Vronica’s number one
last time. “I love you; baby and I will miss you very much, please stay in touch with me!” Those
were the last words she heard from me before takeoff.
Fourteen hours later, I landed at Israel’s Ben-Gurion International Airport. A meager 7500
miles away from Vronica, the 31-years younger woman I had fallen in love with.
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CHAPTER 4

In the Promised Land
After an uneventful non-stop, 14-hour flight, I landed in Israel. It was an early hot and humid
afternoon. When I left The Promised Land in 1980, Ben-Gurion International Airport, named
after the founder of modern-day Israel, was a dilapidated structure not worthy of its legendary
name. This time, I refused to believe what my eyes were seeing. An ultra-modern architecturally
captivating structure that was bustling with people, could be easily compared to most
contemporary European or US airports I have ever passed through. I knew from friends about its
complete reconstruction and modernization but seeing the place in person was much more
impressive than hearing it described.
During those long hours in the air, even though I was flying business class, I didn’t manage to
sleep much. Feelings of ambivalence clouded my mind. I was miserable leaving behind the
woman I learned to love, and with no hope of being with her again. Yet, I tried to be confident
that with time, I would create a new life for myself. I would start by creating a welcoming
apartment, making do with the soon to arrive Chinese furniture, which was my late wife’s taste.
At the same time, I intended to renew my old relationships with friends, colleagues, and second
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cousins. I predicted that this challenging, exciting, and fresh chapter of my later years would
keep me preoccupied and balanced for quite some time. Besides, who knew what might happen
down the road. To forecast the future is implausible, yet it could be full of surprises.
I recalled how my chin dropped during the previous year’s preparatory trip when I first visited
the club with its incredible grounds. Much to my liking, it hosted a variety of sporting amenities.
The positive energy I could gain from a membership was the deciding factor in choosing to live
in the neighborhood. A well-equipped gym and the four tennis courts were necessary for a daily
gym-goer and tennis player. For a former competitive swimmer, the two 25meter swimming
pools (one indoor, one outdoor) embodied the crown jewels of the establishment. During that
brief visit, I found out about the existing masters swim team with two professional coaches,
which I considered joining. Modern apartment buildings existed almost everywhere in Tel-Aviv,
with a country club and beautiful housing, walking distance from each other, also located in a
high-end community, is something I considered unprecedented.
Nobody greeted me at the airport. Curious to view my new apartment, I discouraged friends
or family from receiving me at the terminal. I rented a car, with a GPS on board, and proceeded
to my empty, 2-bedroom place. My cousin, who signed the lease in my name, took care that the
bare-bone apartment was livable to some extent, but primitive. It had an inflatable mattress, a
few bed sheets, two pillows, and a light cover. It also hosted two chairs next to the kitchen
counter that the previous owner left behind, and a few cans of soft drinks were stacked in a warm
refrigerator. All to fulfill my immediate and minimal needs. As expected, the apartment owners
had not connected the place to the electric or gas grid, and no phone or Internet was available.
I spent the first few nights at my cousin’s apartment, which was also walking distance from my
place. In the first 48 hours after my arrival, I kept busy by calling the utility companies to make
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my apartment livable. This time around, everybody informed me to expect timely service.
I recalled my frustrations when, after a two-year research fellowship at the U of M in
Minneapolis, I returned to the Promised Land in 1975. Despite priorities to security people and
doctors, I had to wait a full year to have phone service in my newly purchased cottage-style
home. My luck was that in these three decades in my absence, most, if not all, Israeli government
utility businesses had become privatized. Only 72 hours after my arrival, miracle of miracles, my
apartment became livable; the electricity, gas, phone, Internet, were all working and in perfect
conditions.
I kept my US phone number active and in those early 48 hours, my cell phone remained the
only communication modality between me and Vronica. With the Internet connection
established, we exchanged emails, used Skype, and Magic Jack—an Internet-based free phone
system.
On May 26, just two days after my arrival, Vronica sent me the following text message, which
was a first for her:
Hi, baby, I hope the sound alert didn’t wake you up. Do not know why, but I felt compelled to
write you right now as I am missing you today. I have no idea what it is about today that makes it
so difficult. Just wanted you to be sure how much I desire to be in bed with you. How much I
desire to feel your lips on mine. Your body on mine, and, oh, your incredible mouth worshiping
my pussy! Don’t worry about writing too many lines back. All I wanted was for you to read my
note early in the morning so that you can have a promising day!!! Love you, Vronica
The following day, May 27th, I wrote my first email to her:
Baby mine,
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I just woke up and read your text several times. It is my opinion that we both need to keep
going and stay in touch via a long-distance relationship. One day, I will return to visit, and who
knows, you may come here to visit as well. Please note these ‘nebulous and dim ifs’ are
comforting me to some degree. Soaked with you, nobody else would interest me but you. So, I
will keep emailing you, calling you, messaging you, etc. To have my feelings reciprocated is a
treasure for me, and I would want to bask in it and enjoy it as long as possible.
Millions of XOXO,
Gabi.
Her email reply arrived the same day:
Gabi know that the first thing I do when I wake up is turn on my computer. The first site I
used to go to was my Facebook. Now, the first thing I do is look at my emails to check if I have
one from you. I need it; I want it. If THIS is all we have now, let’s not let it go… I don’t want to
change anything. I like what I feel and want to cherish it for as long as possible. I was looking
through your Facebook photos, and there is one pic of you I like a lot. It’s the way I remember
you when you’d welcome me downstairs in the lobby of your hotel. Hand in hand, you took me
up to your room, our love-nest, (“sexodrome” as you called it), for almost two months. Last
night, I used that picture and had one of the best orgasms I’ve ever had by myself in a long time.
You are an incredible guy, in and out of bed. It’s been hard being without you, but as I wrote in
my note the day you departed, it’s not our final chapter. I’m already trying to figure out when I
can visit you and how to do it. It will be done; I promise you that!!! It’s almost 11 P.M. your
time, are you still out with your friends? Love you, Gabi. I will leave everything in your hands if
it’s too much for you to bear. I will deal with whatever choice you make.
Vronica.
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The next day, Saturday, May 29, 2010, at 7:43 A.M. my time, I wrote her the following:
My baby,
Thanks for the note. How I wish to hold you in my arms. Someday I will; I have to. I crave
you. Are you having second thoughts? Should I stop saying these things? Would it help you—
us—in healing the pain of our separation? Am I a fool to love a much younger lady? Maybe, but
I can’t help it. I love you more today than yesterday. The distance does not count. Are you not
tired of all this? Should I just shut up? It will not stop the feelings I have for you but maybe I can
help you by not tormenting and messing with your head. Yes, my heart belongs to you, but I
could try to stop mentioning my feelings every time. Will this ease the separation?
XOXO Gabi.
The ten-hour time difference between Los Angeles and Tel-Aviv was significant, yet it would
not disrupt any form of communication between us. Vronica would usually call me mid-morning
her time, late evening mine, wishing me a good night, and late evening her time, early morning
mine, when she wanted to wish me a good day.
Once I became a member of the country club, her morning calls would catch me just before
going to the gym to swim or play tennis. From the very first day, the club became, as expected,
heaven on earth for me!
My entire life I was an early bird; I almost never slept in, not even on weekends. Every early
morning, I would first go to the gym to warm up, usually followed by 40 to 60 laps in the pool.
Twice a week, I also played tennis with my cousin, sometimes with a coach, but never later than
8 A.M. After 9 A.M., the soaring temperatures combined with the high humidity rates would
make playing tennis very uncomfortable, if not almost impossible, and likely unhealthy too.
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My 2-bedroom apartment was part of a modern architecturally engaging 12 story-building
complexes. The Mediterranean shoreline, with its groomed beaches, was visible from my living
room window, and it was 10 minutes away by bike. I was not just a sex but a sports aficionado
too, so I brought a bike with me. Two large, very tasteful US style shopping malls, housing
several multiplex movie theaters, were just 15 minutes away by car. With everything close-by, I
would seldom venture into Tel-Aviv city proper. The narrow streets of yesteryears could
not accommodate modern traffic; thus, jammed roads and streets were the rules. On top of that,
parking structures were sparse and almost impossible to find. Everybody used sidewalks if they
could locate a free spot. The best alternative was staying put in my self-sufficient suburbia or use
the excellent air-conditioned public bus transportation. It was free for seniors, and I carried a
senior ID card that offered my free rides.
I did not recognize Israel. Not counting the short visit in the previous year when I was
scouring for a proper place to spend the last chapter of my life, I haven’t been back for 30 years.
A modern freeway network crisscrossed the entire country. Without GPS, I was at a complete
loss; driving based on memory failed me all the time. Everything changed, and mostly for the
better. Dozens of restaurants were bustling with patrons late into the night. Luxury hotels,
nightclubs, upscale beaches, and a vibrant cultural life left me flabbergasted. The new in ‘skyscrapers’ style eye-pleasing tall buildings and shopping centers were not different from the ones I
left behind in Los Angeles.
During my thirty years of absence, Israel, a tiny country of New Jersey-size, became a
booming modern Westernized country, a mini US.
The news of my return spread like wildfire, and I became an immediate and instant sensation.
Colleagues, friends, and relatives would invite me for dinners, lunches, even breakfasts, all
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curious to know what made me come back after three decades and my plans for the future.
Everyone, especially the wives, had a list of widowed lady friends they wanted to introduce me
to, but I declined. I informed them that my heart belonged to someone I had to leave behind, a
much, much younger lady I was in love with. None of them believed me; I had to produce
photographic proof of the gorgeous, young, sexy Vronica. After seeing her picture, everybody
considered me crazy, a meshuga, in Hebrew. In unison, they all suggested forgetting her as
quickly as possible, and to get involved with someone more age-appropriate. It was advice I did
not take. As I predicted, however, the initial hoopla around me evaporated in three to four
weeks. I ceased being a novelty.
I was busy with the club and organizing my new apartment. The entire household, my beloved
piano, the furniture, carpets, a bicycle, and my personal items, etc., arrived as scheduled, just
days after my landing. The moment the moving company delivered the container, I worked hard
to put everything together and in its proper place for a decent and tasteful look. It took me three
to four full weeks to make my apartment elegant and quite chic.
Truth be told, remaining in contact with Vronica twice daily is what kept me going. In love, I
craved her, wanted her, dreamed about her, missed her; feelings I would communicate to her
each time we spoke. Vronica encouraged me. “I am here for you, just a phone call away; call me
anytime and never forget I love you too.” Her snail-mail letters, written just days after my
departure, started to arrive at my address in less than ten days. In those letters, Vronica disclosed
her feelings. They were identical in content to the ones penned in her text messages and emails
revealing that she loves me, misses me, and sexually as well.
In her first snail-mail letter, she wrote the following:
My dear Gabi,
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It has been exactly a week. This time last week, I was naked and still asleep in that big, soft,
white bed the last night we spent together. While you were doing some packing, it felt so
comforting as I waited to bring your naked skin and wanting ‘mushroom’ next to me. What
beautiful music did we play together…? How I miss your body on top of mine, your member
plunged so, so deep in me! With every stroke, I perceived your passion, your excitement, and
your strong love. None will ever come close to you and how you made me feel. I miss you very
much!
Love always, your baby,
Vronica.”
In her second snail-mail letter, written a few days later, she sent me an explicit sensual poem
she found on the net.
‘The sun rises on a cool morning,
My body aches for want of yearning,
I want your caress, your touch,
For I need your love, oh, so much.
I love you lover, my friend and desire,
My loins ache for you as though on fire,
My breasts harden at your thought,
Nipples grow sensitive and taut.’
Based on her proof of physical longing, I casually hinted that we should entertain some
thought on different forms of physical gratification. Since I considered phone-sex to be oldfashioned, I suggested the enhanced Skype-sex. Days followed days, but my message went
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unanswered. Notwithstanding her deafening silence on the subject, I kept up the suggestions,
hoping that one day, with a little more cajoling, she would override her silence and give in.
However, I also considered a much deeper, more sinister option as well. Vronica, who was
much more mature and practical than I was, might have concluded that our long-distance
relationship would have to die one day. The logic, out of sight, out of mind, is an axiom to
consider in an unbridgeable long-distance relationship. Any form of sexual activity will only
prolong the inevitable agony of a dire defeat. I put all these negative thoughts aside and
remembered one of the preferred Latin idioms I liked to use. It was, Dum spiro, spero, meaning,
as long I breathe, I hope. The English equivalent would be, if there is a will, there is a way. Not
giving up, I thought outside the box and brainstormed to find a different, gutsy, and chutzpadik
option.
Since I was not successful in getting her to agree to have Skype-sex with me, I decided to
reunite with her in person, even if only for a few days.
Another saying that stipulates that if one’s solution does not prevail; one must submit an
alternative one came into my mind. The original idiom says that, ‘If the Hill (me) could not come
to Muhammad, Muhammad (she) must come to the Hill.’ Not afraid to expose myself to a sure
disappointment, I invited her for a visit. My 74th birthday was to fall on the seventh day of July,
by then, just four weeks away. It would be priceless if she could join me and keep me company
for the occasion. At the same time, she could officiate and cut the dedication ribbon of my newly
finished apartment with all my local friends present. After speaking to my LA travel agency, I
even suggested Friday, July 2nd as the arrival day and promised a round trip business class
ticket.
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Anxious and with trepidation, I sent her an email—a formal invitation detailing my plans that
also included crisscrossing the country with my newly bought Nissan. I suggested flying south to
the port of Eilat on the Red Sea, an Israeli Las Vegas, without gambling but with a remarkable
landscape above and below its waterline.
The visit also included going to Jerusalem. The Biblical City was meaningful to Vronica from
a family point of view. Her father, during WWII, lived and worked in the Old City’s Armenian
Quarter for several years. One of his cousins, a former taxi-driver-turned-travel-agent, promised
to be our professional guide and give us an unforgettable tour of the capital. In addition, I also
contemplated using him to show Vronica the North of the country, visiting the towns of
Caesarea, Haifa, Nazareth, and Kfar Nachum (Capernaum). The latter, a former Biblical fishing
village on the edge of the Sea of Galilee was the site of Jesus Christ’s several miracles. Given the
small size of the country, this would be possible in one single day.
I correctly assumed the insurmountable hurdle she would have to wrestle with in her absence:
who would take care of her two small children? Not sure how I would solve the problem, I
realized the enormous difficulty facing Vronica. To my total surprise, her first response to my
invitation did not contain a definite no. She reminded me of the Spanish idiom, Con paciencia se
gana el cielo, i.e., Slow and steady wins the race. Vronica asked me for more time, and I
remained hopeful, yet I had quite a few sleepless nights.
After days of deliberations with her family, in a very unusual 3 A.M. phone call my time, she
woke me up and announced that her final response is a big YES! Her ex-husband, who was
living with his parents, agreed to take care of their two kids, enabling her to make the journey.
With Skype, she’d be able to see and speak with her children every day. Just a few hours later,
the following jubilant email arrived in my inbox:
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My darling,
Is July 2nd yet? Three weeks from now, I’ll be in the air on my way to my Jew King; funny
how all the Jew Kings are in Israel or were? I can’t wait! I’m not looking forward to the flight
but am looking forward to what awaits me there. Is your bedroom ceiling decorated? I’m going
to be on my back for hours, so I hope it is! I was so excited, took an Ambien, and I am about to
knock out. Let’s speak in the morning, darling.
Love you,
Your Vronica.
P.S. Read my farewell card I wrote several weeks ago. Read it well. In it, I asserted that this
relationship is not over yet, and I was right!
Bewildered and beside myself, I called my friends here and, in the US, telling them the great
news. The gloom-and-doom of the past few weeks dissipated and vanished in the blink of an eye.
Everything became bright and weightless. Happy, I sent her numerous text messages, including,
“Thank you, darling.” “Love you, baby mine.” “Thank you, thank you, thank you!” The next
day, I sent her a long, detailed email. It went as follows:
Well, baby, in exactly three weeks from today on a Friday, I will ready myself to pick you up
at the airport. Your scheduled arrival time is early afternoon. Wow, a dream come true! I can’t
wait to hold you in my arms, passionately kiss you, and make love to you for days in a row.
Regarding the ceiling decoration, I cannot fulfill your desire. My bedroom is not the Sistine
Chapel, and I am not Michelangelo, but I will try to make it up in other ways and will not let you
down! Cradling you in my arms, kissing you, gently touching you all over again and again
should make up for it. I will masturbate and will send my trembling hands and fingers across
your breasts, to the door to your inner depths, and much, much more. Just writing about all this
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to you, I can feel my lethargic loins waking up. My famished mushroom, in the highest state of
readiness, is eager to reacquaint with your secret flower. Wow, I can’t wait. I am in ecstasy, just
imagining the scene. In a different vein, a good friend and colleague (the one who owns the
state-of-the-art surgicenter) and wife are eager to meet you. They requested us for dinner that
Friday evening, the day you will rejoin me. If you’re not too tired, we have an open invitation.
Love you!
Your ‘Jewish King’
I looked forward to being in each other’s arms and she felt the same. Like a little kid, Vronica
started a to count down the days to our reunion. She texted me every day with the remaining
days, the number getting smaller each time.
After she agreed to make the journey and reunite with me, Vronica changed her mind about
the Skype-sex. The visual element added much more authenticity to our long-distance
relationship, which was a novelty for the both of us. We chose a mid-morning her time, late
evenings mine. With her children in kindergarten throughout those early hours of the day, she
would be home alone, with plenty of private time.
Vronica’s 180-degree turnaround put me in a much better frame of mind. My sexual
yearnings were back. My testosterone started flowing in my blood again and oozing through all
my pores. The entire day, I imagined her sexy look, her long black hair, her pretty face, her
smile, and her long smooth neck. Not left out from the imaginary spectacle were her firm
upward-pointing bosoms, her flat abdomen, her shaved love opening, and her clit—the custodian
of her flower. Aroused, and counting the minutes, I waited to gulp her up with my starved eyes
and perverted imagination. I visualized the carnal delights I had not seen in several weeks and
walked the entire day with a hard-on that was difficult to hide.
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A half an hour before her call, I found myself glued to the computer screen. Full of
anticipation, I wanted to get into the best of moods as possible. I recalled where I stored the
memory disc packed with our amateur sex-flicks that we recorded in the hotel I stayed at
before my departure. It was the first time I chose to watch anything recorded. The separation and
my downcast mood suppressed my sexual urges. My loins were flat, cold, and dead. Even
the physiologic morning stiffness that every healthy man has, let me down.
Seated in a wide comfortable, leather chair, I was dressed in an open shirt and loose
underwear, and nothing more. All fired up, I decided to get into the carnal spirit and loaded the
disc. Not knowing the precise time of her call, I chose a scene that came up first.
As I started to follow the clip, I recalled the entire episode. It was a beautiful and warm
springtime day. We planned to meet and have lunch together in a nearby Chinese-Japanese
fusion family restaurant, just walking distance from where I was staying. It was a cozy little
place with good food. Given its proximity, we went to it quite often. After lunch, in normal
conditions, we returned to my room and engaged in carnal activities. Given that the relationship
was FWB, in the little time together, we concentrated on food and fuck delectations. During the
week, at three o’clock, Vronica had to pick up the children from kindergarten. That day,
however, we had to forgo our usual postprandial bedroom games. She had to leave much earlier,
so she told me.
When I came back from an early morning tennis game, I took a shower and didn’t hear the
door. I had just come out of the bathroom, and with a towel on my shoulders and in boxer shorts,
I opened the door and her early presence took me by surprise. We exchanged the usual, “Hi
darling,” to each other, and I then said, “You are early, my darling. I’ll get dressed. Just give me
a minute.” I remember her wiggling a no-no sign with her finger, saying, “Wait, do not get
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dressed. My plans have changed. I have plenty of time!” Vronica informed me that her mother
was picking up her chickens, as she often called her kids. “I also have something new to show
you.” She opened her purse and took out a medium-sized elongated carton box. “Put the camera
on a tripod and angle it so that it points to the bed.” I assumed she had some naughty thoughts in
mind and like a puppy, I followed her commands.
“I am going to undress, and you will start filming me,” she said. “I will sit down on the bed,
so keep the camera rolling, then take a chair, and park yourself in front of me.” With
technicalities accomplished, I turned on the camera as the computer screen displayed a standing
Vronica, leisurely undressing. She opened the buttons of her blouse and dropped it on the floor.
With no bra, she paraded her two exquisite bosoms. Moments after, she extricated herself from
her skirt, exposing her frontal nudity. She wasn’t wearing a G-string. Holding the package in her
right hand, and in her delectable birthday suit, she helped herself and sat down on the edge of the
king-sized bed. At that moment, I left the camera rolling, and in the following segment, I
watched myself facing her, exactly as instructed.
I relived every moment my eyes were following on the computer. Vronica, maintaining
a slow pace, opened the box and pulled out a curved G-spot vibrator. Focused on the video, I
observed that my salutation mode pole was just inches away from her and I reached out, ready to
touch her opening. Vronica, however, in a firm voice, ordered me, “Stay where you are, play
with yourself, and look; it should be a quick deal for me.”
At that exciting moment, her Skype call came in. I had no choice, stopped viewing the tape,
and accepted her call. Exhilarated, both full of smiles, we greeted each other, “Baby mine, wow,
I am so glad to acknowledge you in your new role.”
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Her reply was immediate, “Hi darling, you are right, I am excited to go on this novel
experience with you as well.” Moments later, she pointed to her crotch and said, “I am horny and
ready for you but is your ‘little brother’ hungry to reconnect with me? Show it to me!” she
demanded. I pointed the camera on my loins, and replied, “As you can notice, we are both
ready.”
The connection was exceptional, and the picture and sound were crystal clear. It could not
have been better. Vronica, settled in a large, cozy leather chair, wore an almost open see-through
nightgown, which made her womanly goods visible. “Baby,” I said to her, “I am so ravenous,
please, please, open that robe of yours, hold your boobs up and flaunt them for me.” Content and
playing with my stiff pole, I relished her jugs that I had not seen in three long weeks. Tempted
by the details, I had an additional desire. “Please, baby mine, show me your pussy,’ I implored
her. Without further ado, Vronica elevated her legs, spread them wide apart, and positioned them
on the desk hosting her PC.
Through a well-positioned camera, her face, breasts, crotch, and her skimpy thong-covered pussy
revealed themselves right in my face. So close, yet so far away. Touching, caressing, and kissing
would need to wait a few more weeks. “Please, take off your G-string, place your hands on both
sides of your slit, and pry its lips to the side. I need to see your inlet.” She obliged, no questions
asked. “Wow, what a view, I see your hooded joy-knob, even your pussy’s small lips.”
Feeling greedy, I upped my wants a notch. “Please, touch, rub, and play with your clit.”
Seconds later, with my demand satisfied, I asked her, “Does it feel different when you do it in
my presence?”
“Yes, it is a more intense sensation knowing that someone is watching me,” she replied.
“Please, insert a finger and tell me if you are moist inside.”
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Her reply was instant: “I don’t have to slip in anything; I am dripping wet.“ She touched just
the outside of her opening and showed me her hand. “It is wet, believe me.”
Curious if the image on her screen was satisfactory enough, I queried, “Do you see me well, do
you see what I am doing?”
“I see quite well, darling, you play with your ‘little buddy’ that looks very hard; I wish I could
be there, drop to my knees, and take him in.” Seconds later, she addressed me again, “Gabi,” she
said, “Hold your cock by its base with just two fingers and shake it up and down. It was your
way as you ‘hammered’ my clit and mouth.” Then she continued, “Wow, what an alive pole you
have; in just a few weeks, I will have him inside me,” and pointed to her face and crotch.
“It’s difficult to wait,” I replied.
A well-prepared Vronica poured her personal lubricant on her boobs. Glued to the screen, my
eyes witnessed the oleaginous fluid meandering down her abdomen as it reached her crotch.
After she caressed her ripe, firm breasts, Vronica rested her right hand on her pussy. Seconds
later, she started to tease her clit and its soft, pink, velvety surroundings. Excited, in a sexy voice,
she addressed me, “Darling, here is my honey-pot, soon, quite soon, it will be all yours again to
finger and put your mouth on. Oh, your mouth, your tongue, how I miss them.” With my visible
privates, she remarked, “It seems to me that your cock is ready to take his place in my cockpit.”
“Yes, darling, ready and how!” To prove the point, I grabbed my manhood, squeezed its shaft,
and exposed a few drops of my clear, sticky, prostatic fluid. “Watch,” I said to her, “My Royal
Highness has tears of joy for you!”
I continued in slow motion to polish my cane, and Vronica did the same with her pearl, her
pleasure-knob. She started panting and pleading, “Oh my God, oh my God,” sometimes just
uttering ineligible sounds of pleasure, grunting and moaning.
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In the heat of the excitement, from-time-to-time, with no need to cajole her, she would
introduce a well-oiled finger and played with her inner cove. Like so many times beforehand, she
showed me her wet finger and told me, “In a few weeks, it will be your lollipop!”
Ready and willing to see more of me, she said, “Baby, stroke your dick harder and let me hear
it too.” With no delay, I did as she asked. Excited by the visual and auditory effect, she leaned
further back in her seat for additional comfort, while fingering herself even harder. Her increased
respiratory rate, her panting, her repetitive, verbose expression of pleasure was loud enough to
elevate my level of arousal. Close to her climax, Vronica asked me to tilt the camera to have a
much closer view of my hands handling my dick. Vivid verbal exchanges accompanied the
mutual hand-job activities, “Don’t stop, don’t stop.” “Harder.” “I wish to lick and suck your
dick.” “Give it to me, baby.” And me, “See my big meat?” “This one is for you, take it!”
Almost horizontal in her chair, with the intensified sexual tension, visible waves of pleasure
rattled her body. A short time later, she articulated the words I was so eager to hear, “Explosion,
baby.” “I am going to come right now.” “Here it comes.” “In your face” “It’s all yours.” “Come
with me.”
Listening to her, I could no longer hold back anymore. I stood up, and inches away from my
computer’s camera, I let myself go. She had to hear my explosive voice, “Me too, baby, the point
of no return is here.” “I am coming, coming hard, so hard.” My creamy white load was
splattered all over my place. Delighted by what she just witnessed, Vronica told me, “Baby, in
three weeks you will unload on me and in me!”
Exhausted, I fell back in my chair. Silence came down on us. Neither of us could utter a word
as we both appreciated the welcomed pleasure after a heavenly mutual sexual release. With, “I
love you, baby,” “I love you too.” “See you later,” “See you soon,” our first gratifying Skype-
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sexting encounter was over. We waved goodbye to each other and my computer screen went
dark. It was late in Tel-Aviv. Exhausted, I was ready for bed. It was lunchtime in LA, and I
imagined she would have to pick up her kids from kindergarten.
The ensuing day, before heading to the gym, I got an email from her that said:
My baby,
That was awesome... I love Skype-sex! It was lovely to watch your face and watch you explode
for me. Face to face, it’s a different ball game! I miss you so much, I wanted to see you again,
‘download’ one more for you. I tried to Skype you, but you did not hear my call; you must have
been fast asleep. I can’t wait to do it again. I’m getting wet just thinking about it!
Your girl,
Vronica
Moments before leaving the apartment, I wrote her a long letter.
Baby mine,
Thank you for your upbeat note, I reciprocate your feelings. I slept like a baby, but I am
up and ready to go to the gym. Last night, your presence was so vivid on Skype, it seemed you
were with me in my apartment. You will in a few weeks. I have a story for you. A long-time ago,
several decades ago, I saw a very sexy scene in a film. A jailed male received a visit from his
girlfriend. They both sat facing each other and were separated by a glass window. To hear each
other, they had to hold a phone in their hands. Since he hadn’t seen a naked woman for some
time, he asked her to show him her breasts. She opened her blouse, and pushed them against the
glass, right into his face. He couldn’t help himself and unable to resist his urges, took out his
erect dick and started masturbating until he released himself in front of her. What happened
yesterday to us was much, much more erotic. I have seen you naked—your body, boobs, and
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pussy are an incredible treat. In our case, you were releasing yourself too, and that boiled my
brains from desire. I can’t wait for our next encounter. Baby, I want you and only you. Nobody
could ever take your place. Nobody. Have a good sleep and imagine me touching you, caressing
you, kissing you, nibbling on your lips, nipples, and muff. If I were in a public place right now, I
would not be able to get up; my hardened shaft is bursting under my swimsuit. I wish I could
show it to you. I imagine you would want to either mouth it, since you are an incredible headgiving artist, or stroke it. Or maybe place it in your opening, perching, and riding it cowgirlstyle. Wow, see how “carnal desires” take hold of me? It’s all for you, baby. Love you so much,
darling. My heart is bursting out of my chest, not to mention that my mushroom is waiting for
you know what!
LUVM,
Gabi
P.S. Darling, one day less in our ‘alone-sleeps’ count.’
Days followed nights, and nights followed days. Similar to the Times Square New Year’s Eve
countdown, we were calculating how many more alone sleeps remained until we were reunited
in each other arms.
Busy in our own right, we remained in contact daily through text messages, emails, and
Skype-sex, at least twice a week. Blessed with a high sexual drive, from time to time, she
would suggest squeezing in an extra session, which I was always happy to accommodate.
Her arrival was slowly winding down, while our excitement went in the opposite direction, up
and through the roof. At five leftover sleeps, Vronica suggested refraining from Skype-sexting to
maintain a high carnal tension for when we were reunited. Since pussy power always prevails, I
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had no choice and agreed. My desire for Vronica, regardless of my mature age, was always
elevated, rain or shine. She was my ‘organic’ Viagra.
Too excited, I stayed up the night before her arrival. However, I used the time to imagine
different scenarios we could enact. I was dreaming of an unforgettable bedroomgame experience to last, at least for me, a lifetime.
Minutes before takeoff, seated in a business class private cubicle, Vronica sent me a short text
message. “Tomorrow, I will be in your arms, and you in mine.” The appended picture portrayed
a sexy woman in a very revealing risqué top, nipples visible, holding a glass of champagne in her
hand. “Are you and your Royal Highness ready for me and my love-box? See you soon and love
you.”
“Yes, darling, we both are ready, and I love you too. Have a safe flight,” I texted bac
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CHAPTER 5

Her Visit
The day before her arrival, I hired a cleaning company to tidy my entire apartment and make it
immaculate. I wanted to please Vronica, a well-groomed, neat woman, who was coming to share
my life and roof for almost two weeks. Fresh linens and sheets decked my adjustable king size
bed I had shipped over from my LA home. A well-stocked refrigerator awaited her; Champagne
included. The trash containers were emptied, the bathroom, including the shower enclosure, was
stockpiled with a brand new unopened bottle of shampoo, hair conditioner, and scented bars of
soap, stood spotless and shining.
A small bouquet of colorful flowers, a box of truffle chocolate, and a welcome card stood
atop a small end table, positioned several feet in front of the main door to ensure they are what
she sees first upon entering the apartment. Everything was ready to transform my bachelor pad
into a genuine love-nest.
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This would be a novelty for the both of us. True, we spent hours in each other’s company,
including one entire night of passion in my hotel room, before leaving Los Angeles. However,
none of that would measure up to a living together experience. The next coming twelve days
under the same roof would represent a different reality for the both of us. I did and intended to do
everything possible to make it pass without headaches.
The night before her arrival, and my last time by myself, I was restless and tense but full of
excitement. As expected, I tossed and turned during the night, and got up much earlier than
usual.
I’ve been involved in sports all my life, so I’ve learned that physical activity has a muchdesired calming effect on me, which comes as no surprise given the science around the positive
effects of physical activity in releasing endorphins.
By six o’clock in the morning, I was at the gym, and by eight, I completed my usual daily 40
laps (1000 meters) around the pool. Being a former competitive swimmer, swimming was my
preferred physical activity by far.
After a warm shower and a light breakfast at the Club’s cafeteria, I returned home, made the
bed, and checked with El-Al Airlines—a very short and clever name meaning to and above. Her
flight was scheduled to arrive on time, landing at 3 P.M. It was Friday, July 2nd, only five days
away from my 74th birthday.
Obsessed with punctuality, I drove to the airport but first stopped to buy an additional bouquet
of flowers and refuel and wash my newly0purchased small Nisan. Traffic was light that early
afternoon, and I arrived at the airport much earlier than planned. I parked my car, entered the
terminal, and sat in front of a huge arrival board. To make time go faster, I read the newspaper
and indulged in a cup of coffee and a small Danish.
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I glanced up on that enormous panel from time to time, and at one point, realized her plane
has just landed! I took into account that the plane’s taxiing to the gate, disembarking, passport
control, luggage retrieval, and customs would take up to an extra hour. Eager to see her, that
hour seemed like days to me.
I was right; it took her almost that amount of time. Just as before, during these seven monthsold relationships, I pinched myself to make sure this wasn’t just a rosy fiction.
With a dozen red and white roses in my hand, I positioned myself to see her emerging from
the custom’s section of the terminal, which was closed to the public. Out of the blue, I spotted
her—tall and sexy—walking amidst the swarm of passengers, streaming into the common
waiting area. There was my girl, my love, my Vronica!
Dressed in the outfit from the photo she had sent me from the airplane, she wore a sleeveless
top with daring cleavage, leaving little to the imagination. She was pulling a large, heavylooking brown leather suitcase, and holding a beige handbag that I recognized. It was the same
one she had on her arm the day we met, just over six months earlier. But the suitcase was
familiar too. Less than a week before departing, an anxious Vronica showed it to me on Skype.
She packed it full by then.
In fitting jeans, round silver earrings, very light makeup, and wrists ornate with silver
bracelets she accomplished what she always intended: looking sexy and fabulous.
I called out, “Vronica! Vronica!” several times and waved in her direction. With so many
people shouting names around me, it took her some time to spot me. She made eye contact with
me, smiled, dropped her handbag for a second to wave back at me, and blew me a kiss.
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As she approached me, I did not believe what my moistened eyes saw. Just a few weeks ago, I
thought I would never see her again in person, but miracle of miracles, here she was in front of
me, a tangible distance away.
When we finally faced each other, she let go of her luggage and handbag, and grabbed my
hands, flowers and all. After measuring up to ensure we were the original players, we hugged
each other for a few seconds.
Amid this dreamlike moment, savoring her sweet, light, feminine perfume—the only one she
ever used—our lips met in a long, passionate kiss. Locked in each other arms, standing still in
the same place, we slowed down the flow of awed onlookers, as we looked more like father and
daughter. Yet, we displayed a lover’s behavior and in public too, leaving many passersby with
unanswered questions.
“Welcome to Israel, my love; this is a dream come true, and I may need time to believe it,” I
said to her.
She replied, “Gabi darling, do you remember the farewell card I gave you a few weeks ago,
the one you read in the taxi on your way to the airport?”
The episode as well-etched in my mind, and it enabled me to cut her off and reply, “Yes, I
remember, darling, I remember it verbatim. Like a sorcerer, you wrote that we both knew it was
not our final goodbye! You said you were leaving it open-ended! How right you were. Here you
are, my enchantress, and I am ecstatic to have you!”
Vronica did not remember much about the fourteen-hour direct flight from LA, except to say
it was uneventful. Since she was not a good flyer, she had a drink before take-off, took a
tranquilizer, and must have fallen asleep soon after. As a result, she missed out on the gourmet
meals and all the additional frills a business class passenger would have access to.
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She woke up minutes before landing and had just a little time to go to the bathroom to freshen
up.
I pulled her luggage and headed for the parking lot. Similar to the first day we met at that
sports diner, once we were outside the terminal, she had to sit down and light a cigarette. The
over the night nicotine deprivation demanded its dues. Luckily, she required a maximum of three
cigarettes a day, and never an entire one, and always used a mint-scented spray to refresh her
mouth and breath.
After just a few puffs, we finally arrived at my washed and indoor pine-tree fragranced car. I
opened the passenger door for her, put the luggage in the trunk, and we were ready to roll. The
would-be 30-minute drive in regular traffic took much longer; we hit the rush hour of the early
evening traffic.
For several minutes, we immersed ourselves in small talk, including distinct subjects of
common interests. Being the dirty old man, I was, and on top of it, feeling horny, I could
not keep my eyes off her breasts and nipples that were noticeable through the top she was
wearing. She sensed my longing for her and without hesitation, asked me in a slow and soft
voice, “Baby, how is your little Jewish twin brother doing?” Without waiting for my reply, a
second later, she said, “Let me see, he must crave me.” Vronica’s left-hand dove into my crotch
and grabbed my already hard pole. She sensed my awakened goods, yet I spoke first, “Oh, as you
must have witnessed, a thrilled Royal Highness has to love you, my darling. It has been quite a
long time without the real thing!”
It had been almost six long weeks since we touched each other.
Vronica retracted her hands and asked, “Are you curious to see how excited my pussy is to see
you?”
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Moments later, without thinking twice, I took my right hand off the wheel and placed it on her
crotch. It was a clear invitation to dance, and not being able to hold back, I started patting her
crotch through her tight jeans. “Let me help you,” she cooed. In a flash, Vronica dropped her
pants to below her knees, giving me the opportunity to realize how moist she was down there.
“Baby, no thong?” I asked.
“I took it off on the airplane, and on purpose. I knew you could not keep your fingers away
too long without petting my purring kitten.”
With my eyes on the road and operating my vehicle with a single hand, I started fingering her.
Open to my perverted temptations, I licked off my soggy fingers or touched her mouth.
Inconsiderate to passing cars, Vronica, inspired by the naughty traits she also possessed,
leaned back as much as her seat permitted. Her next move echoed what she frequently did in LA.
After we would dine out, on the drive home, she would place her legs up on the dashboard. It
was a clear encouragement for me to play with her wet pearl, finger-probe her opening until
waves of ecstasy rattled her to the core.
This time, disregarding the full daylight, she did the same. Aroused, body shivering, she raced
over the edge, exploding loud into her familiar expression, “Oh my God, oh my God.” “I am
going to come now.” “Don’t stop, I am coming; here it is.” “What an explosion!”
After recollecting herself, she said, “Wow, that was quick. I must have been very horny.”
She remained horizontal and speechless for quite some time and dozed off for a while. Fifteen
minutes later, I brought her back to reality; we arrived at the destination.
Once in the apartment, whilst Vronica was busy reading the welcoming card, I opened the
chocolate box, and retrieved a chilled bottle of excellent French Champagne.
After we had each consumed at least one truffle, with the glasses in our hands, I showed her my
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cozy 2-bedroom bachelor pad. Decorated in my late wife’s taste, the apartment adorned mostly
Chinese furniture, comprising several armoires, dressers, nightstands, dining tables, chairs, and
even carpets.
A professional grand piano and wall art added a tasteful flair to my sunny residence.
The second smaller bedroom had a futon I bought in LA to accommodate, just in case, an
overnight guest. The room, however, served mainly as an office. There were several photos of
Vronica and I on the walls. Even my mouse pads had her face pictured on them.
By the time we ended the tour in the master bedroom, our Champaign glasses were empty.
With no further talk, we embraced, and after engaging in a long sensual kiss, I started to
slowly undress her and dropped item after item on the bedroom floor. First, her cleaved top came
off, followed by her jeans, and finally, her always frontally clasped black silky bra. Facing each
other, with Vronica stripped naked, I could not resist the exposed temptations her womanly
goods offered much longer. Not taking my eyes off her and drooling, I took her bosoms in my
shaking hands and buried my face between them. After kissing and suckling on her nipples, I felt
an urge to acknowledge and reacquaint with her blooming flower, down there. As I was holding
onto her buttocks, I bent down and this time, wedged my face into her warm, moistened loins. I
could not get enough and would stay there for an indefinite time.
Vronica, however, pulled me up and asked me to undress. Well-aroused, I was quick, and my
shoes, shirt, summer pants, and boxers all came off at lightning speed. My erect mushroom was a
testimony of my heightened level of motivation. With eyes feasting on each other, driven by
ungovernable longings and seeking each other’s touch, we finally jumped on my enticing kingsized bed.
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Mesmerized for minutes, I stroked her face, followed by soft kisses on her cheeks and
forehead.
“I can’t believe that you are here with me, I just can’t believe it,” I told her. Yes, we had
Skype-mediated sex, but this was different, much different, it was the real thing, skin-to-skin.
Famished sexually, but eager to go easy on my fierce awakened desires, my hands fondled and
caressed her warm body all over. I started from her soft flat abdomen up to her bouncy firm
bosoms and hardened nipples, then glided down toward the delicate skin between her thighs. Full
of passion, my fingers concentrated and touched her wet love opening and her little joy-buzzer.
At the same time, Vronica was busy stroking my erect pole, as she would always do,
regardless of the positions we used. She loved to grab, hold, and rub my cock. Hungry for each
other, the exchanged hugs and fiery kisses motivated both of us to keep going and have a long
make-out session. Just before proceeding to dive into each other, Vronica disengaged, stood up,
rushed to her handbag, and returned with a container of a scented personal lubricant. She
warmed it up in the microwave for 25 seconds, then gave it to me, and said, “I have not
forgotten; you know what I like, go for it.” I knew the routine; we spoiled each other with it.
What a sexy difference oiled skin makes!
With a recumbent Vronica, me on my feet beside her, I applied a fair amount of that lube on
my hands, her crotch, abdomen, and breasts. Ready to give her an overall well-deserved rubdown, I began massaging each individual finger, and from there, up the hands, arms, and
shoulders. Once I was done with the task, I mirrored the moves on her lower extremities, starting
from the toes up, and ended, as expected, in her crotch. After reaching the target I gently played
with her opening for some time. Unable to brush off my temptations, I had to enter her moist
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inlet. First, I started with one, later with two fingers, both curled upward to rub her G-spot, and
finger-fucked her.
The second hand, after gently caressing her breast and pinching the nipples, would finally end
up resting on her clit. Roused by the double-manual action, she acknowledged her pleasure
loudly, “Don’t stop, Gabi, don’t stop.” “Show me how hungry you are for me.” “I am so wet for
you.” “ Harder, please”
The mix between her pleasure-strained facial expressions and her loud vocalizations reflective
of a heightened level of passion, was erotic food for my eyes and music to my ears.
After the appetizing hand-job, she implored me, “Gabi, go down on me,” and “Give me your
mouth,” followed by, “Worship that pussy, it’s all yours.” “Make it up for the lost time.”
Happy to accommodate, I joined her in bed and positioned myself next to her. I lay down on
my right side, however, in a reverse fashion. My head would be level with her crotch, and my
loin level with her head—a typical sixty-nine position. After asking her to spread her legs, her
Inner Sanctum and its precious gatekeeper, her joy-buzzer, was right in my face.
While holding onto her, my mouth latched onto her opening. I enjoyed the smooth, buttery,
bewildering texture, and started working her pussy with my lips and tongue.
The moment Vronica felt comfortable, she reached out with her hand, grab my erected dick,
stroked it, and even mouthed it as I Aussie-Frenched her.
Like in LA, I began eating, licking, and sucking her pussy in the same way I would an icecream cone. Lovers for a full five months, I figured out how to service and meet her carnal
needs.
With my lips locked on her opening, I played her love-knob, its sensitive underbelly, by
flipping the tip of my tongue up and down and side-to-side.
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I disengaged just for a few seconds to take a deep breath, and she would encourage me,
“Please, don’t stop, don’t stop.” I missed it for too.” “Just keep going.”
I adored the girl and relished sharing her expressions of pleasure, an ultimate turn-on for me.
Therefore, I did not mind staying down there for as long as she desired.
Aware how I revered her pussy, she elevated her head and watched my mouth and tongue in
action from time to time. At the same time, she never stopped encouraging me, “Show me how
hungry you are for me, it’s all yours, Gabi.” “Yeah, worship that pussy.”
Prepared to use all the impressive routines from my down-under carte de jour, I paid utmost
attention to her love button using suckling moves babies do during breastfeeding. There was no
doubt I belonged to the pussy-centric world. These are men who worship the most precious real
estate a woman has between her legs—the Mystery Shrine with its Confession Booth.
In a short time, with my face still in her crotch, tsunami waves of ecstasy rocked her entire body.
Rapid, shallow breathing accompanied ecstatic swells of ineligible moaning and groaning. Her
mixture of “Oh my God.” “Here it is.” “I am coming in your mouth.” “It’s so strong.” “Don’t
stop, please don’t stop,” signaled that her big ‘O’ just ended. With an over sensitive clit, she
begged me to cease and disengage. Relieved, she told me, “Gabi, you are fucking great! How I
missed that mouth of yours!” Recovered from a state of nirvana, she told me, “I am not done
with you, baby. Let me see, show me how you play with yourself.”
I stood up, touched my stiffened Royal Highness, and started to gently stroke my little Royal
brother. Aroused, almost on the verge, I did not want to jump off the cliff, at least not yet.
As she watched me, she said, “OK, darling, I need that fat cock of yours, fill me up and fuck
me hard.”
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Vronica turned around and came close to the edge of the bed. On her elbows and knees, she
offered me her pussy from the rear, the treasured doggy-style, erotic position we both revered
and frequently performed.
Thrilled, I remained standing, and with my rod risen, I penetrated her wet and oily pussy with
ease. I held onto her shoulders, love handles, or hair as I rhythmically rammed my dick into her
slit. Attentive to what was happening, I witnessed my thick shaft wandering in and out of her
Hole of Holes, a visual that drove me out of my mind.
Hunched over her, and reaching from below for extra pleasure, I grabbed and fondled her firm
bosoms at the same time.
Here and there, I slapped her butt cheeks, just the way she liked it. Sometimes, with my dick
well anchored in her pussy, I could smack them both, wither one at a time or together.
With laborious breathing, I mumbled to her, “Enjoy my hard cock, baby,” and seconds later,
“It’s all yours.”
She responded with, “Fuck me hard, Gabi, I missed that Jewish cock of yours.” Don’t
abandon me now, I want you to come with me.” It was difficult, yet I disregarded her invitation
to climax together and kept hammering her and let her ride the wave of ecstasy alone. She
lowered herself on her face, elevated her rear end, while at the same time, she clutched the
bedsheets with both her hands. This time. she let out a long shriek while engulfed in releasing
her pleasure sensations. Exhausted, she remained still as we disengaged.
I climbed on the bed and lay flat on my back. “Baby, I want you ride my cock in the reversed
‘cowgirl’ fashion.”
It was one among my many preferred sex positions. My almost six-inch pulsating flagpole
was pointing toward the ceiling. A recovered Vronica, facing away, squatting, grabbed my dick,
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and guided it into her moist inlet. With her face pointing to my feet and holding onto my shins,
she started bouncing up down my stiff rod. At the same time, she moved her pelvis forward and
back for better contact between her clit and my wood. She controlled everything—motion, pace,
and sensations, and for a change, I was more or less a relegate passive but pleasured participant.
Watching my cock appearing and disappearing from her love hole, able to grip her boobs
from behind, was all I could take. I finally arrived at the edge of the precipice. The jump into
abyss became inevitable. I was thrusting my pelvis upward, while she lowered herself on my
shaft. I covered my entire face with my two hands to savor the moment of my extreme
gratification.
“Yes, the point of no return.” “Oh my God,” “Don’t you stop.” A loud and long grunt
followed, sounding like a lion’s roar. “It’s so strong.” “It’s so strong,” were my last rational
words. Through it all, she encouraged me, “Let it go, baby.” “It is your turn.” “Give it to me.”
“Come into my pussy.”
Backed by my PC muscles and my rhythmic ejaculatory spasms, I had no choice but yield and
release the accumulated erotic tension. A sizeable spurt ended up into her much accommodating
pussy.
With toes curled, spooning, caressing, kissing, and cradling her in my arms, and with my eyes
closed, we lay quiet as a well-deserved peacefulness and satisfaction descended upon us.
Separated for the past six weeks, we had satiated our lusting wants, at least for the moment.
This first carnal session would serve as an aperitif for an intense, insane, twelve-day romantic
honeymoon. A real Sex-Woodstock. Satisfied with only the best, I had to be beholden to
her. Vronica, a true sex goddess, enabled me to become, in that later stage of my life, a real
bedroom wunderkind.
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During her Israeli stay, I showed her essential tourist attractions of Tel-Aviv and Old Jaffa,
including the adjacent Mediterranean coastline.
Guided by one of my cousins, a professional tour guide, we visited Jerusalem, including the
Old City and the Armenian Quarter. That was the place where Vronica’s father, as a WWII
refugee, had lived and worked for years before immigrating to the US.
Amidst Jerusalem’s other attractions, we stopped by the Wailing Wall, the only remnant wall of
the Second Jewish Temple destroyed by the Romans. My cousin walked us through
Christianity’s central interests, such as Via Dolorosa and the Church of Holy Sepulcher.
A full-day trip, also guided by my cousin, took us to the North of the country. The first stop
was Caesarea’s ancient Roman amphitheater, which was now used for concerts and shows. Next,
we proceeded to Haifa’s Mt. Carmel, rising almost 1800-feet (525m) above sea level and
offering an exquisite view of the entire bay. The magnificent panorama included the Baha’i Faith
World Central Temple with its beautiful gardens. Some 19 terraces of geometric flowerbeds
climb up to the golden-domed Baha’i Shrine.
The trip ended with a short visit to Nazareth’s Basilica of Annunciation and Lake Kinneret (Sea
of Galilee), the place of Jesus’ several miracles.
On another day, we flew to Eilat, a trendy beach resort 225 miles (357 km) south of Tel Aviv,
located on the shores of the Red Sea.
Eilat, known as the Key West of Israel, is also famous for soaring summer temperatures well
over 110 degrees F (43 C) with low, low humidity. As in Las Vegas or Palm Springs, it feels like
facing a window air-conditioner’s out-draft. Boiling hot!
During our stay in the city, the daytime temperature rose even higher to 114 F (45 C) and
dropped to 91 F (33 C) at night.
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We had breakfast in bed, relaxed poolside, and took a kayaking tour in the bay. In the
afternoon, on a glass-bottom boat, we paid a visit to a coral reef. The Red Sea’s high-water
salinity and temperature created a variety of rare, colorful, and exotic fish not seen in other parts
of the world.
For the evening, we made a reservation at one of Eilat’s most recommended and unique
dining places, the Red Sea Star, which was submerged 16 feet (5m) below sea level. In reality,
an underwater restaurant and observatory.
Before getting dressed for the occasion, Vronica asked me to open a gift-wrapped box she
purchased in LA, days before her visit. “Darling, this is, besides me, a small gift I got for your
birthday. I will wear it tonight, and I am sure we will both enjoy it.” The little case contained a
lightweight, remote-controlled, small vibrator wrapped in cute, sexy panties. Positioned in the
right place, the little buzzer would provide direct contact with her joy-knob.
As we were looking forward to an exciting outing, she put the novelty on for the muchexpected underwater dining experience. She did not wait to wear it until my birthday. I liked her
suggestion, given that I had other plans in mind for my anniversary. It was a fantasy that required
a glass shower enclosure, which I had in my apartment.
With the remote button in my pocket, I set myself up as the master of the evening’s
forthcoming events.
On our way to the unique eatery, we took a limo. Seated side by side on the back seat, the
mischievous guy I was, I began turning on the little buzzer in increments of a few seconds. After
just a brief trial run, Vronica’s showed a heightened level of arousal. Forced to hold back her
usual verbal expressions of pleasure, Vronica, holding onto one of my thighs, could not sit still.
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She moved to the right and to the left non-stop, prompting the driver to turn around a few times
and ask, “Madame, is everything is OK?”
I enjoyed how sensitive that little gadget was.
The submerged restaurant was half-full. It was the middle of the week and the early hours of
the evening. In that part of the world, like in Europe, people dine much, much later, usually
around 8:30 or 9 P.M.
Our table was next to a rounded, thick see-through glass wall, and we could not get enough of
observing the fascinating underwater landscape. It was full of curious, colorful small and large
fish, swimming all around the establishment.
On a table in front of us, a hand-holding young couple consumed their food; the girl was quite
good-looking, we both agreed. They had to be tourists as they spoke English.
On the opposite side of that air-bubble underwater observatory, a modest number of patrons
were talking and eating.
Vronica drank her Vodka on the rocks with a splash of soda quickly. When I expected that the
alcohol had marinated her brain cells enough, I proceeded with our contrived plan. I tried to look
as natural as possible, and I took out the minuscule remote control from my pocket, placed it on
the table, and concealed it between my fingers.
In bursts of short seconds, I pressed the activating button, while paying utmost attention to her
body and facial reactions.
Compared to Vronica’s bedroom demeanor, this was much different. Since we were in public,
she had to be subdued, and at this early stage of arousal, nobody paid her any attention.
However, as she started to perceive the heat, her facial expressions changed, and she had to try
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hard to remain silent. From time-to-time, however, she would emit a noise suggesting an
exhaling sound after holding her breath.
At a certain point, notwithstanding a guaranteed public embarrassment for the both of us, I
applied an unrelenting finger pressure on the clicker. Her face became red, her breathing became
rapid, loud, and shallow, and she could not sit still, gyrating her pelvis in every possible
direction. She looked around to see if anybody was paying attention to what was happening,
grabbed my hand, and in a whispering yet authoritative voice begged me, “Please stop. That
young girl won’t take her eyes off me. Please, think about what you are doing. Otherwise, I will
have to let it go here and now. I can’t hold it anymore.”
Curious and eager to play out the role, I played deaf and ignored her request.
Stimulated to the limit, she had no choice but give into the inevitable. By that time, holding onto
the table, it was too late to consider possible consequences like shame, humiliation, and
embarrassment. As she faced the inevitable, she decided she couldn’t care less anymore. What
will be will be! With heavy and rapid breathing, she let out three explosive ineligible shrieks.
Vronica, immune to consider what the rest of the patrons might have witnessed, threw both of
her hands up in the air and uttered, “Wow, the best come I ever had.”
Calm and unceremonious, as though nothing had happened, she resumed consuming her
somewhat cooled fishplate. Between bites, she addressed me in appreciation for the exquisite
culinary and eccentric sexual experience, “Darling, what a delicious meal. Thank you for
everything; it was an original experience and was exactly what I expected it to be!”
Vronica sensed that the girl seated across from us might not have fully understood what she
witnessed. Vronica introduced herself, and expressing no remorse, explained that what she
assumed to have happen, happened. To make things crystal clear, she further explained that good
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food could evoke a culinarygasm but never a sexual one, never! In good humor, “Therefore, my
dear, tell your boyfriend not to flag down the waiter. There is no good reason to order my fish
dish.” They both laughed and Vronica, pointing her finger at me, decided to make it clear. “This
twisted-minded friend of mine was activating a remote-controlled vibrator embedded in my
panties, which I got him for his 74th birthday.” And further, “I hope this explains everything you
witnessed.”
After a short pause, she added, “Young lady, you should try it someday, it’s much fun!”
Pointing again to her date, she ended the chat, saying, “Please know, this man is always game
and always astounding; hope your guy is too!”
Back at the hotel late that evening, a surprise was waiting for us. There was a small but
delicious-looking chocolate mousse cake, a long stem red rose, and an official envelope on the
coffee table.
The note inside the enveloped expressed the administration’s sincere apologies and regrets for
the two-hour delay in delivering our room the day before. The delay forced us to spend those
hours in a five-star hotel lobby. We couldn’t have a drink either; it was much too early in the day
for the lounge to be open.
Tired but satiated, the cake remained untouched until the next day. After a good night’s sleep,
we had our breakfast in bed, and spent a few hours of the morning poolside. It was our departure
day from Eilat. Back in our room, a last-minute lunchtime farewell lovemaking session ended in
a hybrid climax, one culinary and one sexual. Me, again the master of ceremony, I cooked up a
plan that would turn the delicious-looking gateau into an eccentric sex toy. After lathering the
administration’s entire sweet edible gratuity all over our bodies, including our private parts, we
satisfied our lusting needs with a very sweet soixante-neuf, or sixty-nine.
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We showered, dressed, and when we were ready to leave the room, we realized that our
insane cake mediated sex-orgy ended in trashing the pristine looking king-sized bed.
On the morning of my birthday, we killed a few hours again at the pool, enjoying the
refreshing pristine waters, the morning sun, and a glass of white wine. I took the opportunity to
familiarize Vronica with the draft of my shower enclosure fantasy, which would leave room for
improvisations on her part.
Since I was at ease with Vronica for quite a long time by now, I knew I would not have any
problems persuading her to come along. She was always game and would fall for my carnal
ideas, be it in style, pace, or venue.
After listening to my scenario, she agreed that playing out the script would be fun and erotic for
both of us and that it would not be too challenging for her to enact. She even informed me that
she had previously performed several elements of the fantasy, however, only on herself.
Back at my apartment, I guided her into the bathroom. With both of us still in our bathing
suits, she volunteered to help remove my Speedo. It exposed the front of my lower body, not in
the best of shapes for sexual activity. The cold water wrinkled my scrotum, and my balls
retracted and were almost invisible. My little bro was in the same shabby state; wet, soft, small,
shrunk, and limp.
A sexual sorcerer, Vronica took my flaccid pole in her magic hands. After several gentle up
and down strokes and a short blowjob, my Royal Highness swelled and rose from the dead. It
amazed me how quickly my sex-priestess, Vronica, blew life into my dormant crotch.
She then grabbed the only existing bathroom stool and positioned it facing the shower
enclosure some four to five feet from its glass door. After removing the belts of the two hanging
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bathrobes, she commanded me to sit. Vronica casually tied my hands to the chair’s back support
and my ankles to the chair’s front legs.
Not being able to stand up, reach out, or touch myself, she relegated me to be a passive
spectator and watch my fantasy unfold before my eyes.
Still in her bikini, Vronica got into the shower and closed the glass door behind her. She
adjusted the water temperature to her liking and in slow, teasing moves started removing her
bikini top, exposing her two appetizing, tight breasts. After soaping up her entire upper body, she
played with both of them, pushing them together, and lifting them up, and tongue-swiping her
nipples.
Coquettishly, she bent her upper body forward and down to expose her hanging round jugs
straight in my face and swung them from side to side and up and down.
Watching her, my hardened rod got further engorged and red with several visible dilated veins
alongside its shaft. With my legs and hands tied, I could not get out of the misery I placed myself
in. I tried to bend my head down and reach my cock with my mouth. In my very young age, it
was an effortless task, but in my old age and with a rigid spine, all my efforts failed me.
With the tantalizing breast show over, it was the bikini bottoms’ turn to come off. Vronica
gently and slowly soaped herself up but this time, paying undivided attention to her crotch.
With her legs spread apart, using her two hands, she pried open her pinkish pussy, exposing it
to me while nuzzling her lathered-up clit. She knew that masturbating in front of me would
torment me, so to emphasize the effect, she called out to me, “Darling, are you enjoying the
show so far? Would you want to join me? How much would you pay to let you in and take you
out of the agony you put yourself in?”
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I correctly surmised what would come next. After playing with her love-knob, already
moaning, groaning, and grunting, she started finger-fucking herself and from time to time, she
liked off her pussy juices. Not skipping the occasion, she addressed me again, “Would you like
to suck on my fingers?” and, “I know you well, Gabi, you dirty, old man, you would!”
“Yes, I would. Come out and apply it to my lips,” I replied.
“No chance, I am not done with you,” she said.
The scene made me wild and wilder. My dick, full of blood, was pulsating, while the sticky,
clear fluid started oozing and accumulating on top of my mushroom’s head. It was evidence of
my high level of arousal, yet no help could come my way to discharge it!
“Please have mercy on me!” I begged her.
“Not yet, darling, I have one more surprise for you.”
“Baby, please help, I can’t take it anymore, it’s agony.”
“Just keep watching, I will make it exciting for the both of us. Take it as a birthday gift, my
darling!”
To spice up the show, she changed the showerhead’s water streaming options, creating a
single pulsating one. With the douche in her right hand, her two left fingers pried her slit open,
and she then pointed the jet straight on her opening, with her clit getting most of the attention.
Up and down, side to side, close and far movements assured a complete stimulation of her lovebud. It was a mind-boggling torture show that I had to endure with no immediate relief in sight.
Watching me struggle to touch my erect cock, she arrived at an arousal level that surpassed
any possibility to prevent the inevitable deliverance. Panting, moaning, and groaning, she
announced her usual, “Oh my God, here we go again, baby.” “Here it is.” “I am coming, I am
coming.” “What a release, I will never forget this.” “All for you, my darling!” As ripples of
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pleasure ran through her body, she became weak, her knees buckled under her, and the
showerhead slipped out of her hand. For several seconds, exhausted and with her head bent
down, she leaned against the shower wall to recollect herself.
With my hands and legs still tied, I tried, with no success, to stand up. Slowly, to prolong my
torture, she finally emerged from the shower enclosure but left the water running. I hoped she
would drop to her knees and finish me off with a master-class blowjob. But no! She had another
scenario in her repertoire.
After untying my legs and hands, Vronica commanded me to stand up, not touch her or
myself, and join her in the shower. With a bottle of liquid shampoo in her hand, she positioned
herself behind my back and lowered herself into a squatting position. After she poured a large
amount of soap on my hammer, she reached out between my legs and with a well frothy, lathered
hand, started playing with my dick. It was an unexpected move of hers I never experienced, and
it took her only seconds to finish me off. Holding my head in my hands, “Point of no return.”
“Baby, so strong, so strong, don’t stop,” was all I could let out of my mouth as I watched my
cock’s rhythmic spurting load splatter all over. She stood up and I turned around, and we
finished my fantasy with a passionate kiss as she wished me a happy birthday—possibly the
most gleeful one I ever had.
The evening found us in an upscale Tel-Aviv restaurant. Vronica disclosed that while she was
performing, she fantasized staging her act in front of a crowd of lecherous man standing in front
of a closed, see-through glass shower booth. Vronica convinced herself that the group must have
likened her salacious water act to watching a pole dancer in a gentleman’s strip club.
She kept fantasizing that all of them would succumb to her sexual charms and acts. In no
time, not one of them could continue watching her without extinguishing their flaming carnal
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desires weighed in their crotch. Vronica imagined that, one by one, they would unzip their pants,
reach inside, remove and brandish her their stiffened meat. Seconds later, taking matters into
their own hands, most of them would start jerking off and let go of their milky load in front of
her and all over. She also informed me that this make-believe scene seemed to propel her to
towering levels of arousal that hastened her well-deserved climax.
The following morning, one day before her departure, and this time, sure we would never see
each other, I thought of a unique, practical present for her. It was payback for that remotecontrolled buzzer she introduced into our sex life. It was a special and practical gift she could use
in times of need and in the memory of the good old times we had together. After Vronica had
consented to the idea, I went to a nearby sex shop and picked up the do-it-yourself kit that could
generate a complete replica of my stiffened Willy.
The original package contained a thin-walled tube-shaped receptacle at least two inches in
diameter at one end, two plastic bags of powder, and a single slim battery-operated vibrator.
The instructions were clear. First, I had to bring myself to full and sustainable erection. To
help, Vronica undressed teasingly and slowly as a stripper would, while I began playing with
myself to get my dick up and hard. To encourage me, she exposed her bosoms and pussy in my
face, and stroked and licked my cock. Her tricks, as always, worked. Once my erection was full,
ready, and steady, Vronica finished mixing the first bag of powder in a big glass of warm water.
She poured the entire soft creamy mixture into the supplied tube-shaped repository. Once erect, I
placed my pole into the receptacle, making sure that the insertion of my little brother was
complete, from head to base. I had two minutes to do so before the liquid solidified. Once the
fluid hardened, the directions called for me to remove His Majesty, leaving behind an exact mold
of my hardened Royal Highness. With this task accomplished, Vronica mixed the contents of the
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second bag also with warm water and poured it in the mold my pole left behind.
The supplied narrow vibrator would find its place in the middle of the mixture and the entire
work of art was left to cure overnight.
The following morning, her last day, she peeled off the receptacle and the first layer of the
solidified mixture, unveiling an identical size and shape vibrating clone of my penetrator.
Curious, she tried it in front of me, of course, and it worked miracles in a very short time. Once
she was back home, should nostalgic times remind her of me, 7500 miles away, the vibrating
replica of my cock could come in handy.
On midnight on July 12, 2010, almost twelve days after her arrival, our insane fuck-fest
honeymoon had to come to a second and this time, final crashing halt. On that gloomy,
depressing, dark, hot, and humid Tel-Aviv evening, we engaged in a last lustful flesh-to-flesh
encounter. We played out a fantasy of hers, with me on my back as she sat down on my face
while she mouthed my cock in the same time. The vision ended in a mind-boggling tandem
release. We remained in bed for a while, kissing, and in each other’s arms.
I drove her to the airport and accompanied her to the ticketing counter. With task
accomplished and after numerous hugs, smooches, and tears, she proceeded to the terminal. All
that remained for me was to watch her drift further and further away until she became one with
the ocean of streaming travelers.
Fifteen hours later, Vronica would hug and kiss her two chickens.
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CHAPTER 6

A Daring Decision
It was well past midnight when I made it home. Lost, miserable, and hopeless, I sat down on the
living room sofa. Hunched over and with my head supported in my hands, I could not remember
the last time I tasted the saltiness of my tears meandering down my face. Her presence was
everywhere—in the living room, in the bedroom, all around. The apartment was barren
and lifeless without her. I could see her sitting and watching TV with me, or in front of the
computer and Skyping with her two children. I could hear and see her brushing her teeth,
showering, getting dressed or undressed. The reality, however, was different and bitter. She was
nowhere and gone forever. Mentally and physically drained and tired, I entered the bedroom and
fully clothed, I crashed on the sheets only to realize I was alone there too. Vronica’s sleeping
side, to my right, was empty. She was not there to touch, kiss, and wish good night the way we
did for the last two weeks. As I lay still, I sensed that the surrounding walls were closing in on
me, whilst reverberating her voice, her laugh, and her vocalization of bliss during our
lovemaking. I could not take it, so I stood up and laid down on the living room couch instead.
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The early morning sunlight woke me up. Thirsty, I opened the refrigerator looking for a soft
drink. Three hand-written notes on the back side of the door read, “Good night, my
love.” “Thank you for being a wonderful and fantastic lover.” “I will miss you!”
This was just the tip of the iceberg. In the following days, I would stumble on similar hidden
reminders of her, all over the place—in the kitchen cabinets, bathroom, piano, and in the famous
shower enclosure.
“I love you. Your Armenian princess.” “You made me a very happy woman.” “I (a designed
heart in the middle of the sticker) my man.”
The last one I found said, “Nothing has changed! You are still as amazing as ever.”
The first night that I slept in my bedroom I discovered a silky bra soaked in the light perfume
she wore under the pillow. This item, with the thong I brought from LA, was the only personal
object that reminded me of her.
I was alone and with no support system. My best friend remained in LA, and my local friends,
while acknowledging her exotic look, did not agreed with our age-unbalanced relationship. Some
considered it inappropriate, stressing that this attractive woman smelled of trouble, and that I
should thank God she was finally out of my life. “Drop her from your mind, and get a life, get a
new life, Gabi,” was their advice.
The computer became my solace. Just hours after her departure, the early morning of
Tuesday, July 13, 2010, with her still in the air, I wrote her my first email:
Hi, my baby,
I am in a deep slump following your departure. It caught up with me just hours after our
farewell when I came to realize that you vanished from my life forever.
I doubt I will ever return to the US, but if I will, I will never live there. I also realized that a
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repeat visit here is not just far-fetched but an insane and impossible thought. As they say, DOA,
or dead on arrival. In lack of any sensible solution, the sentiment is, and will be for some time,
equivalent to a sharp knife plunged into my heart. The only stable yet cruel solution I came up
with is to give myself time to heal my shattered heart as I grew to love you, soul and body. For
this to happen, and as self-mutilating as it may sound, I suggest an almost total stop of any form
of relationship between us. You, as an emotionally intelligent woman, should understand without
me having to go into details. (How it hurts writing all this!)
The four weeks leading up to visit gave me wings and filled me with endless energy and hope,
giving me a reason to breathe, to live. The almost two weeks of togetherness and the insane, wild
honeymoon we had was ecstasy that catapulted me into the peaks of the Olympus Mountains.
However, everyone knows that falling off the cliff is unpleasant and painful. Yesterday, with
your departure, everything came crashing down and what a crash it was, and is, and will be for
some time to come.
I had never been in love with such intensity in my 74 years as I am right now with you. I
realize, however, that this is not healthy for the both of us, for me more than for you. Being
decades older, the loss in ending a relationship is much more significant and much more difficult
to absorb. In my humble opinion, at least.
No, I do not regret a thing. Meeting you was the highlight of my life, and so it will stay for as
long I can take air into my lungs.
I do not know how difficult it is for you, but I am comforted that you have your life and the
responsibilities as a mother, which you take very seriously. You also have your youth, and a
large group of family and friends. You can also elevate your mood with a little 420—that in the
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short turn—could be quite helpful. I lack all this, and the only person who could comfort me
beside you lives in LA, and like you, is 7500 miles away.
No, baby, this is not a goodbye letter. I still want to keep up some communication with you,
but far less intensive as before. Permit me to sort things out and let the memories fade into the
back of my mind, enabling my pain to lift slowly and dissipate for which time is essential.
I hope, as you are still in the air, you have a safe flight and that you will arrive home more or
less rested. Give a hug and a big kiss to your kids for me, as they must have missed their mommy
while I enjoyed every second spent with you. I was selfish and I am guilty in coaxing you to come
to these shores and be with me for my 74th birthday. It was heaven!
I will love you for the rest of my life. Thank you for being here and giving me the best time of
my life, not to mention the most fabulous birthday present ever: YOU. Your presence here was
priceless. I hope you share my feelings and don’t regret spending time with me.
XOXO and with endless love,
Your one and only,
Gabi
Her answer arrived ten hours later:
Baby,
I have just returned home, and despite being ecstatic seeing, hugging, and kissing my
children, I have a heavy heart. After reading your email, it makes me so sad to know how you are
feeling. I wish there was something I could do to ease your pain. I don’t want you to hurt, and
when I think about you hurting, it makes me hurt.
What we had/have is so special... no one is ever going to change that, no one and nothing—
not miles, not people. I will always be here for you, for whatever reason you may need me, and I
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never want to say goodbye, please! There is one thing I can do for you, and that is to back off a
bit, as you have suggested, although not being involved in your life is difficult; I realize it is even
more difficult otherwise.
Gabi, I love you, you are a gentleman like I’ve never known, and you have filled me with such
love like I’ve never known. I can assure you that for as long as I live, you will remain in my
heart!!!
It will be hard not calling you as much as I’d like, but I will refrain from doing so. Let’s heal
a bit, and when we’ve recovered, it’ll be much easier to be just friends. But know this, you are on
my mind and in my heart as I told you at the falafel stand. Just because I haven’t called or
spoken to you does not mean you are not on my mind... you will always be!!!
Thank you again for such a wonderful honeymoon... it was my best ever as well!
XOXO
Your girl,
Vronica
Despite how lovesick I felt, my suggestions to keep up only a friendly relationship didn’t
seem right. As days followed days, I concluded that I had no choice but to make a bold decision
and look for a compromising solution to fix the separation. The void I sensed this time around
was much more profound than when I left LA and her behind, just two months before.
After days of reflection, I decided that I did not want to go on with my life without her. It was
imperative to find a practical solution she could accept and live with it.
The thought she should rejoin me here in Israel, with her two chickens, was, of course, obsolete,
unthinkable, foolish, and irrational.
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Packing up, leaving Israel, and showing up in LA unannounced and without her consent
would not be acceptable wither. It would make her furious. Vronica, the strong-willed person she
was, would never agree with any arrangements forced down her throat, love or no love. I realized
that any solution, if there would be one, had to accommodate and satisfy her, and it had to be
sanctioned by her.
I understood too that with two children, motherhood was her foremost obligation. Besides, I
was not sure how deep her feelings were to share and allocate a part of her life with me, someone
31 years her senior.
After days of brainstorming, I came up with a plan and suggested a much more palatable
solution for Vronica to consider.
My email informed her that I would like to return and be with her for just a few weeks, and
only as an open trial period. During that time, she would decide if she could accommodate her
motherly and family obligations with a committed relationship with me.
My email also suggested that should everything work out well, I would dismantle my TelAviv apartment and return to Los Angeles and rent an apartment close to her. I made it clear that
I had no intentions of living together!
In case, however, the trial would fail for whatever reasons, I made a solemn promise that I
would pack up and leave. Yes, with my tail between my legs (like a humiliated dog), I would
leave and return to Israel.
In one additional comment, I forewarned her that I planned stay in the same hotel I lived for
almost two months, before saying my final goodbye to her.
She wrote back the following day on July 18, less than one week after her return:
Baby,
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I fear the many ‘what ifs’ coming our way... what if I can’t balance my family life and you?
What if what I can give you may not be enough for you? What kind of relationship is that for
you? I love you very much, but what if I can’t commit long-term? There are so many ‘what ifs’
that I’m scared out of my mind, and the pressure is already building. When you said that you
wanted to patch up your broken relationships with your children, that eases things a bit. I’m
thrilled to hear you have those intentions. You are their father, and I’m sure they miss having
you in their lives as you do too. This news is enough for me to want you to come and resume your
life in LA with them and with me.
What started out as a casual relationship has escalated to so much more—more than I ever
planned or wanted—and I am quite terrified at how it may end? I want you in my life for many
years to come. I want us to be very good friends and lean on each other. Yet, I think your feelings
may be way too deep and I need to ask myself if I can handle that? On the other hand, why let go
of something that makes you and I feel so wonderful, as you are a kind and loving gentleman
who deserves so much.
Your girl,
Vronica
Overjoyed, rejuvenated, and hopeful that we would both work to make our relationship work,
I recalled, again, an old Latin idiom I cherished, Dum spiro, spero, or, As long I breathe, I hope.
After additional clarifying exchanges, she agreed with my plan but asked me to give her the
time to spend summer vacation with her children. That meant I would have to wait a few
additional weeks and return to join her only at the end of August when the kindergarten doors
opened. Let’s suppose things will work out for us, you will need my help to find a permanent and
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convenient place for yourself, for us. That may take time and I do not want to shortchange my
kids. This is what she wrote in one of her emails.
I, of course, agreed, although it was my intention to get back sooner, but I had no choice. She
was the boss, and I respected that her children would always come before me. Always!
We resumed the same routine we had before her visit for my 74th birthday; we talked twice a
day, exchanged text messages, emails, and had plenty of Skype-sex. This time, I would use the
scented lubricant she left behind for her pleasure and mine. We also re-started counting
how many more alone sleeps we had left to ride out until we were reunited again, this time back
in LA.
The summer passed slowly for me.
I stayed busy with my daily sporting routine. In the early mornings, it was the gym and swim,
sometimes tennis too. I mostly played with my cousin, and occasionally with a pro to improve
my stroke, but I never mastered it to my liking.
I took time, especially late in the evenings, to bike along the Mediterranean shoreline, which
was not an easy task as the high humidity was tough to overcome. Leaving my AC cooled
apartment and reaching the hot and humid parking lot where my bike was stored would fog up
my glasses in seconds.
To make the time pass, I spent more time playing the piano and I got together with family,
colleagues, and friends for lunches or dinners. I also took the time to visit a childhood
acquaintance who lived with his wife in Budapest. We both were born in the same East European
city, had an identical ethnic background and family values, and spoke the same maternal
language. We were never friends, but we knew of each other. During our teenage years, the fouryear age difference between us was a wide gap to bridge. However, when we were both
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septuagenarians, our friendship blossomed. He was an internationally recognized scientist and a
university professor. One day, I contacted him via email, without much hope of getting an
answer. His overwhelming reply was a two-hour-long nostalgic phone conversation about the
city, the high school we shared, and the people we both knew, but who were no longer alive. The
rest, as they say, is history.
I spent several days with them before my return to the US. Being the optimist, I was, I
purchased a one-way, non-stop airline ticket.
Days before my departure, I filled three big suitcases to the rim with summer and warmer
outfits. It was a safeguard measure in case fall and the winter months would still find me in LA. I
wasn’t sure how long the trial period would last. It would totally depend on Vronica, whom I had
empowered to be the decision-maker and gave my promise that I would obey her decision.
A few nights before my departure, I met several of my close friends for a farewell dinner.
Most of them were ready to bet that in no time, embarrassed too, I would be back, and that my
romantic, utopian voyage would fail.
I flew out of Tel-Aviv at midnight on Monday, August 28th. Fifteen hours later, early morning
the following day, I was standing on American soil again, which I left behind just three months
earlier almost to the day.
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CHAPTER 7

Reunited in the City of Angels
A few days before my upcoming return to Los Angeles, Vronica proposed that we abstain from
Skype-enabled physical release again. Her reasoning, like before her visit for my birthday, was
to heighten the level of passion when we were reunited again. “I want us to be hungry for each
other. We should discharge our lust and desires when we will meet skin-to-skin,” she informed
me several times when I tried to change her mind. Not having a better alternative, I surrendered
to her wishes, as I had previously.
The evening before my midnight flight, I needed to blow off steam and share my worries.
Together with a good friend from the old country, we took a long scenic bike ride along the hot
and humid Mediterranean shoreline. Excited and happy, but as a guarded optimist, I still felt a
mild degree of apprehension as I was not sure what fate had in store for me—victory or
demeaning defeat.
After miles of pedaling, we had a cold drink in a trendy coffee shop and enjoyed a pleasant
conversation. He was the only one among my group of friends who was confident that the
reunion would find its place under the sun and blossom. Before parting ways, for all possible
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future intensions, I entrusted him with a copy of my apartment keys since I was leaving for an
indefinite period.
Drenched in sweat, I returned to my cool apartment, stored my bike, and took a shower. To
keep my thoughts at bay, I played some classical piano pieces, trying to guess how long my
favorite musical instrument would remain silent.
As a business class ticketholder, I had some perks. To avoid the lengthy baggage, security,
and check-in at the airport, a representative from the airline came to my home two days before
my scheduled departure. He examined the content, sealed it, and picked up my three big pieces
of luggage. A light overnighter was all that remained for me to carry on myself.
Two hours before takeoff, a taxicab took me to the airport. After passport and personal
security control, I proceeded straight to the business lounge close to the gate. Minutes before my
midnight non-stop flight back to Los Angeles, Vronica and I communicated for a few brief
seconds. She wished me a safe flight and reminded me that a last single and lonely sleep
remained in our countdown until we were joined again in each other’s arms.
I remained cautiously confident that this unique attempt of reunification (a utopian even
quixotic dream, as some friends of mine called it) would succeed and work itself out. Vronica
remained more skeptical than me, querying to what extent an intense renewed relationship would
affect her motherly chores. I was aware that if a compromise was not possible, I would have to
say goodbye and return to Tel–Aviv. However, the thought that I had tried my best would be
comforting. I read the Irish poet, William F. O’Brien’s, lines:
Some say risk nothing, try only for the sure thing,
Others say nothing gambled nothing gained,
Go all out for your dream.
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Life can be lived either way, but for me,
I’d rather try and fail, than never try at all, you see.
We had worked out the much-awaited encounter for the early hours of the afternoon, on the
day of my arrival. It was the most convenient time for Vronica to find a solution for her two
children.
Reclined in comfort in my business class cot, with a glass of Merlot at my hand’s reach, I
could not sleep most of the night, so I listened to classical music. My airplane was on schedule
and I landed Sunday, August 29th, in the early hours of the morning; the sun was just coming up.
Moments later, in line for passport control, my cell phone rang. It was Vronica greeting me with
a big, “My baby, welcome back, darling, I count the minutes to see you, hug you, kiss you, and
make love to you. As you can presume, I am quite horny, famished for you and your little
brother!” I did not reply on the spot, as I sensed that she wanted to continue, which she did.
“Baby, I am sorry that I was hard on you these last few weeks. Please understand; considering
my primary duties, I perceived a deep responsibility to permit you to bridge the distance that
separated us. I have seen your place. You created a beautiful environment for yourself that you
had no time to enjoy. Yet, I am proud of my previous clairvoyant intuition jotted on the bottom
of my farewell card. You remember the one I handed you just seconds before departing to catch
your flight that would tear us apart.” She was right, I did. Vronica further informed me that as
soon her children woke up, she would take them out to breakfast, their typical Sunday morning
routine. After dropping them off at their grandparents’, she would join me but not before
returning home to change into a sexy and revealing outfit. “You will much appreciate it,” she
concluded. “Traffic depending, I should be at your place by 1:00-1:30 P.M.,” she said.
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I rented a mid-sized car and proceeded straight to the hotel. Just out from the airport, I turned
on my favorite, the one-and-only LA-based classical music radio station, KUSC.
The ride on the northbound empty 405 Fwy to my destination was a piece of cake. It was rather
odd; I felt as though I had never left the place, and the three-month long absence from LA
vanished in seconds.
Midway, my cellphone interrupted my wandering thoughts. It had the specific tone assigned
to messages arriving from Vronica. It was an unexpected selfie. She stood in front of her
bathroom mirror, in a silk, see-through nightgown loosely concealing her bosoms. At the bottom
of the photo, she added two lines “All yours in just a few hours,” and “Don’t forget to bring your
mouth, oh, your mouth!”
By 8 A.M., I arrived at my destination. The entire staff, who remembered me from my
previous stay, greeted me in style.
Weeks beforehand, I booked a mini-suite at the end of the hallway, far from the elevators and
heavy human traffic. It was an old preference of Vronica’s dictated by her vociferous climax.
I unpacked and placed the personal lubricant she left behind on the nightstand.
After I organized the closet and the bathroom, I changed into my tennis outfit. Once my
departure day was etched in stone, i.e., on my ticket, I called two of my friends, who were also
my tennis partners. They all agreed to meet me at our usual tennis club at 10 A.M., just a few
hours after my landing. Happy to see me, they bombarded me with numerous questions, and I
had no choice but to explain my plans and the reasons behind them. On the court and while
playing tennis, the same perception that I had never left LA, took over me again. Living in LA
for 30 years is a great chunk of time, no question. That little New Jersey-sized Israel was my
home for a little over half that time—17-years.
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The three of us were ready to hit some balls, and we played a special form of doubles. The
single and better player hit into the larger doubles court with the two players. They, however, hit
into the narrower single player court. That was not me! The rotation of players was always an
option. At the end of the game, my friends congratulated me for playing a better game. No
wonder, I spent enough time with my cousin, a much better player, not to mention the pro. It was
time and money well spent.
On my way back to the hotel, I made one quick stop and picked up a dozen mixed-color roses
with a vase. I placed the flowers, with the box of Israeli chocolate truffles I brought with me, on
the room’s only table.
I left the room’s door open, took a well-deserved shower, shaved, and used Vronica’s muchpreferred eau de cologne. I put on fresh speedo type underwear, like always, to highlight my
bulge. I put on beige summery pants and a light color short-sleeve shirt, which I left unbuttoned
on purpose. Tired, I sat down in a comfy armchair. I had laceless white shoes and no socks on
my feet. It was the way I always dressed this time of year. It was a style I borrowed from Don
Johnson’s Miami Vice looks, a popular show from a few decades earlier. With the remote in my
hands, I surfed the channels to make time pass quicker.
A knock on the door brought me back to reality. Vronica was on time, as usual.
“Come in; the door is open,” I said in a loud voice to override the TV. In seconds the angelic,
busty, hot-blooded, sexy lass was standing in front of me in full grandeur. Like many times
beforehand, this time too, it was difficult to separate illusion from reality.
Dressed in a light, silky, partially opened blouse and no bra, it exposed the contour of her
shapely and tempting bosoms. A tight-fitting short, black skirt, ending just above her knee
revealed her smooth thighs and her round and perfect booty.
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Shoulder length dark black hair, tanned face, light makeup, thick juicy lips, and a beautiful
smile revealed her well aligned gorgeous white teeth; it was she, my Vronica. No, she did not
forget, her feet adorned a moderately high stiletto shoe, her CFM foot-ware, that she used to
blow heat in my head and loins. Blessed with such an amount of noticeable sensuality, no man
would need encouragement to hit on her.
“My baby,” she said as she extended her arms toward me, “Welcome back, darling. I missed
you, I missed you, and how!”
She was a knockout! I remained speechless for a few seconds, precisely as eight months ago
when I first spotted her entering that shoddy looking sports diner. I finally stood up and echoed
her, “I missed you too, baby mine!” We fell into each other’s arms, savoring the contact with
every inch of our bodies. I am sure she felt my stiff pole against her tummy, but she didn’t say.
I kissed her hands, palms, forehead, eyes, face, cheeks, and ended with a long French kiss. It
revealed how ravenous we were for each other, despite all the Skype-sex we had. This was
different; it was the real thing, flesh facing flesh.
“Wow, what beautiful flowers, and a box of chocolates, thank you, darling,” she said.
“Most welcome, darling. It’s all for you to take home.”
With a glass of Champagne, courtesy of the hotel management, we sat down for a few
minutes on the living room love seat. As I touched her exposed thighs, I told her about my last
days in Tel–Aviv filled with exciting anticipation of seeing her again, and about my uneventful
sleepless flight. Vronica briefed me about the exciting summer activities she and her chickens
had together.
Hand in hand and kissing, while further exchanging personal notes, we could not stop
devouring and patting each other all over. I glided my hands up under her skirt and blouse, while
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she held onto my visible bulge or thighs. After a short time, we both realized it was much too
challenging to continue to resist the lusting energy we sensed for each other. After smooching a
bit more (OMG it was so good!) Vronica finally stood up and took charge of the situation and
commanded me to remain seated.
“No hands please. Just pay attention to me,” were her two firm voiced demands. She
undressed provocatively, while her body moved, reminding me of a belly dancer in a striptease
role. First, she unbuttoned her blouse, but she left it on her shoulders and completely open. Oh,
her beautiful breasts were again at my arms reach. With my mouth watering and hands
trembling, I could feed on her with my eyes and mind only.
In no time, Vronica unbuttoned and dropped her skirt to her ankles. Nothing covered her secrets.
Carefully, with one leg at the time, she stepped out of the circle her dress had created around her
feet. In her high stiletto shoes, a naked, sexy, attractive Vronica stood only a few feet in front of
me, and I couldn’t touch her. It was an agonizing situation as by then, well aroused, my hard-on
was distinctly expanding the front of my pants.
Suddenly, Vronica elevated and rested her left leg on the couch to my right side and over by
body, positioning her crotch right in front of my face. What followed blew my mind. After she
dipped two of her fingers into my mouth, a leisurely Vronica started battering her muffin, and in
my face. With digits drenched in her pussy sap, she ordered me, “Open your mouth, you hungry
man, and open it wide!” Like so many times beforehand, she basted her nectar on my lips and
tongue. After repeating the move several times, she pressed her face into mine, leading to a juicy
and sensual kiss.
Well-aroused, my multiple attempts to engage my hands and touch her leg, crotch, or love
opening, were repudiated, but not for long. She kept playing with herself for a while, knowing
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that the act drove me crazy. She must have gotten excited as suddenly, I heard her saying, “I
want your mouth on me.” “I missed it more than anything else, and I want it now.” I slid forward
in that settee, and I had no problems to level my face with her crotch. As she suggested, I
grabbed her derriere and went to work. Her pussy was dripping wet. I used all the available
scenarios in my master textbook describing the technique of the Aussie-French, go-down kiss. I
suckled and vacuumed her clit, and with a swirling tongue, I battered her entire opening. Seconds
later, I concentrated on her individual pussy lips and in all possible directions, side to side and up
and down, which drove her crazy. Already stimulated, I must have aroused her to a full
endurable capacity as her discharge came quick and without the usual crescendo warning
sentences she usually used. This time, all she could utter were three sentences, “That’s it, here it
is.” “I am coming in your mouth,” and “Take it.” Holding onto me, exhausted, her foot came off
the couch, and she buckled on her knees for some well-deserved recuperation time.
Then, she finally elevated her head, made eye contact with me, and said, “You are the best,
nobody could ever come close to you.” For me, the act of going-down on her was a pleasurable
feast, a mix of physical and mental incentive.
Sensing that it was my turn, I instructed her not to move. I pointed to the surge in the front of
my pants that mirrored a towering pole raised to its highest state of enthusiasm. “He is waiting
for you, ready to jump into action,” I said to her, “Watch me!”
To prove to her what was happening behind the screens, I unbuckled my belt, opened the zip,
and dropped my pants to the floor. Still encased in my briefs, I flashed Vronica my significant
loin forces in their full vigor, exposing my little brother’s full state of passion. My eyes, which
were fixated on her perky breasts, flat stomach, and the visible love box, made me dizzy from
yearning. Aware of my stare on her privets, she remarked, “I had my wax in your honor just two
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days ago.” I ignored her statement and told her, “Darling, stay as you are, it is my turn to be on
the receiving end.”
Vronica understood my allusion and she remained on her knees. Seconds later, she pulled
down my boxer shorts. As expected, my exposed frontal nudity was alive and well, and made her
proclaim, “Oh, very, very nice. I will give you such a blow job, I will finish him and you in no
time. Watch”
“OK, darling, but please get the oil, it is on the night table.” She was back in no time, resumed
her place in front of me, and poured a nice amount of that scented personal lubricant on my cock.
What a difference it made. In most of the porn films, the girl sputters saliva on the penis, an
awful-looking habit, at least to me.
Vronica took her left hand, and the first thing she did was squeeze my shaft. It did not surprise
me, or her, to see that a drop of pre-cum clear fluid was already glistening on top of my
mushroom’s congested head. The more she squeezed, the more it accumulated. In truth, I
felt horny and she sensed it too. “Be gentle,” I remarked, “I do not want to jump the gun that
early in the game.”
After she polished the droplets, she leaned forward and glued her wet, fluffy lips against
mine.
What followed was a blend of mouthing, tonguing, and gently stroking my wood with her
encircled fingers or full palm. She was working hard to suck it all in and buff my cock, like it
was on fire, and my spurt the only thing she would have to put it out.
With her free right-hand alternating, she cupped my balls or petted her clit. I rewarded her
enjoyment by putting my fingers in her hair. This also helped her ride my shaft and its knob up
and down. Whenever she could, she made eye contact with me, which I found to be an arousing
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view. It felt as though I was being caressed by a seasoned expert with a magical mouth and with
dozens of tiny hands.
It was clear; Vronica enjoyed giving head, and so did I.
In less than five minutes, by then with an arched back, I came to realize that I could no longer
endure the level of arousal she brought about in me. I had to let it out and discharge it. “Baby, I
am at the edge of my cliff, no way back, I have to jump,” I announced. Loud like an injured
animal, I could only say, “Here it is, take it, it is all yours,” and I let it go in her mouth.
We stood up, kissed, and hugged for a significant length of time. “Let’s have lunch and come
back for another carnal round, under the sheets, this time. We should christen that pristinelooking bed of mine too.”
“You have a deal,” she said.
Before heading out to the nearby Chinese-Japanese fusion restaurant, two short reflections
flashed through my mind, What a promising start,” and “Ad astra”, or, To the stars.
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CHAPTER 8

Sic Itur ad Astra
The days chased each other and passed without any trouble. I did everything possible not to
interfere in Vronica’s motherly duties. It was she who decided when we saw each other and for
how long. As things progressed, less than three weeks of togetherness was plenty of time for
Vronica to conclude that I could start looking for a suitable place. My preference of living on the
boulevard, however, limited my choices. On a third attempt, I found Shangri-La.
It was a two-year-old property, built on commanding standards, and it was designed for
condominiums. For unknown reasons, to me at least, the developers changed course and the
place became a high-end rental. They showed me the last available 2-bedroom corner apartment.
It included a nice balcony from where I could see the office building that hosted my practice for
the last 24 years. In addition, the place was just shy of a mile from the home I sold six
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months beforehand, part of my original retirement plan. Much to my liking, I was back in my old
neighborhood, which was comforting.
The place, as expected, came with everything a rental property should have; a refrigerator,
microwave, oven, dishwasher, and a washer and dryer. However, the moment the leasing officer
and I entered the premises, it seemed as though we had invaded a place that belonged to
someone. It was a completely furnished unit. There were rugs on the floor, books on
the shelves, art on the walls, towels hanging in the two full bathrooms, and even a few shirts and
a hat hung in the two walk-in closets. The master bedroom had a king-sized bed ready to
accommodate a tired person, with a duvet, comforter, sheets, and pillows.
“Do we have permission from the dweller to enter the unit, or we are trespassing?” I asked. A
surprised and even annoyed leasing agent replied in a split second, saying, “No, God forbid, no!
This is our model studio. We show interested renters what an apartment could look like.”
Satisfied, he continued, “Please note, we have used the services of an interior decorator and the
furniture you see is not from an everyday store!” Correct, that would be obvious even to a blind
person. After a short reprieve, the agent continued, “We have rented most of the units; this one is
now ready for immediate occupancy.”
I loved the pad the moment I saw it. It was exquisite! When I enquired, about the furnishing, I
got three options. “We can take everything out, we can lease it, or sell it to you; your choice,” he
said to me.
It was not an easy decision. I had that beautiful Chinese furniture in my Tel-Aviv apartment.
True, it needed to come back to the US first. Like many times in my life, when I wanted
something badly, my surgeon character came through.
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Gabi, I would tell myself, you want instant gratification, take out your knife and cut through
the process, and do not look back for a moment. After I got an acceptable price for everything, I
was ready to sign the lease, but not before calling Vronica.
“Baby, I found something unique, and you wouldn’t believe, it’s furnished too in the highest
of standards. I want you here ASAP, can you do it, please?” I absolutely wanted her approval.
She had to like it. The place would be a quasi-second home for her where she might spend some
time. Yes, being a man of words, and for the sake of peace, I wouldn’t decide anything without
her blessing.
Vronica arrived an hour later, embraced the place the minute she saw it, and I signed the lease
on the spot. It was September 15th, less than three weeks since I stepped on American soil again.
The following day, I said goodbye to my hotel room and moved in. Why wait?
Not wanting to separate from her again—not even for a week or two—I decided not to return
to Israel and decided to close shop. With my good friend on the phone, I had him walk from
room to room as I guided him about what would come back and what would stay. I decided to
keep some wall art, home decorating items, my piano, two computers, my bike, oriental rugs,
surgical tools, and my personal items. The rest would stay behind. Truth be told; I never learned
what happened to the rest of my household. I couldn’t care either way. One thing I do know is
that another close friend bought my car.
My expensive Israeli escapade ended in just three months and a few days. I called it fate and
stopped wavering! There was no point in second-guessing, what if… Good or bad, I had never
done that in my life! Cut and be done.
Vronica helped me purchase the needed kitchenware and other little things that I needed for
my apartment. To further enrich the quality of my life, I needed my own car. Days after signing
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the lease on the apartment, together with Vronica, we visited a nearby BMW dealership, and I
bought a two-year-old small two-seater convertible. By the end of November, when my shipped
items arrived, I was also back to playing the piano.
With my daily sporting activities, my friends and tennis partners, my gorgeous apartment, and
Vronica, life could not be sweeter. Unfortunately, nothing changed in my relationships with my
children, and I stopped obsessing over the issue. It was a moot point, and forever! C’est la vie,
as they say.
With her kids in kindergarten, we would meet several times a week, mainly in the mornings.
Vronica drove herself to an existing huge recreational park next to my place. It came with a
bike and jogging path. While she walked/jogged the 5 miles around the grounds, I biked it twice.
With the one single mile that separated my apartment and the path, I would bike 12 miles almost
daily.
With sporting activities behind our backs, Vronica would drive to my place. She had her own
parking card, keys to the residence, and her own designated full bathroom. By the time I pedaled
home, she had her shower and would wait for me adorned in a skimpy, sexy outfit. This was the
case two to three times a week, and occasionally on the weekends too when her kids visited their
father.
In the domain of carnal delights, my place morphed back into a permanent sexodrome that
would serve us for years to come. I had all the props needed to enhance our carnal wants. It
included blinders, handcuffs, restraints, chokers, nipple clips, a chinstrap, vibration butt plug,
skimpy outfits, and G-spot and clitoral vibrators. Much later add-ons were a massage table and
two clitoral mind-blowing stimulators, the vacuum type and the sound wave type. The bed,
massage table, leather-upholstered tea table, kitchen counter, inflatable mattress, and other
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miscellaneous soft and hard props, were all part of our repertoire. I made sure that sexual
dullness would never be an issue in our inglorious relationship.
Less than two years after my return, I realized I missed my practice. I was a published
physician in the American Surgical literature, which was not an easy feat for a non-universitybased surgeon. Other colleagues quoted my name and work in their articles or books. Besides,
my mind was clear, my hands did not shake, and I missed the patients and the attention I would
get. With decades of practice, I knew what I was doing, and the results were much appreciated
by my patients.
It took me only a few seconds to surmise that I needed to leave retirement behind and reopen
my practice.
To my advantage, I never gave away my unique surgical instruments, an ultrasound
diagnostic apparatus included. These items crossed continents, like me, twice. I took them with
me to Israel as I had toyed with the idea to practice there too.
Two unexpected, lucky fortuities paved my way. My old office building, visible from my
residence’s balcony, had an empty unit, so I took it, no questions asked. Second, the AT&T
phone company informed me when I enquired about a line, that my old business number, which I
had for 24 years, was available.
Many of my previous patients, who were unaware of my two-year long retirement, found me
with ease. The only difference between then and now was that my office was no longer on the 5th
floor but on the 12th floor (the penthouse floor), with a much nicer view.
I needed an office manager/nurse to help me out in the front and back office where I was
performing my non-invasive surgeries. Vronica, a surgical RN by trade, was a single mom and
her livelihood was necessary. The job became hers and still is! By then, after she took her
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children to school, she would go to a nearby gym, shower at my place, and come to the office.
We would start seeing patients usually around 10:30-11:00. Being the dirty, old man, I was, and
with her approval, I installed a monitor camera aimed at my living room.
Since it was connected to my cell phone by voice and image, I could and would, from time to
time, observe her undress after she got out of the shower. Aware of being viewed, Vronica, at her
own initiative, would warm up the scented personal lubricant and sometimes, would use her
fingers or a vibrator or both, and would play with herself. Cognizant that I was watching her, not
to mention my cajoling words, she would climax quickly, and so would I, in my office.
After many years, however, the routine changed. Vronica started to attend a fitness
center next to her home, as did I next to mine, and would shower at home. However, we were not
willing to give up the zest in our sex life. On occasion, like in the first three months into our
relationship, we took up using the hydraulic table at my office.
During the years, we traveled to a few places. Her duties as a mother prevented us to take too
many long trips, but we visited Hawaii, Cabo San Lucas, the Bahamas, and Nevada’s Las Vegas.
In our beautiful California, we visited Temecula, the Napa Valley, Ojai, Irvine, and several
times, our favorite, Laguna Beach. The latter we would just visit during the summer when the
Pageant of the Masters, a more than unique show, is staged.
We also went to movies, shows, concerts, and the opera, and visited exquisite restaurants,
including the three Michelin Star restaurant, The French Laundry, in Napa Valley.
Time impacted me, but not in a serious manner. I had to stop playing tennis because of a bad
knee, but I never abandoned my daily gym routine, the swimming, and biking on the weekends.
As the years piled up, my friends, aware of my relationship with a much younger
woman, asked me frequently if I was a blue pill chewer. My answer so far has not changed.
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“Yes, I am taking it, however, in its cleanest organic possible form. It also starting with a V; but
it is Vronica and not Viagra!”
My office functioned well. All my patients (not aware of our relationship) adored Vronica,
who was an exceptional front office person, on top of being an outstanding surgical assistant.
Almost all Yelp reviews I received mentioned her name and only in superlatives. I wanted to be
busier, but the results were great and that was what counted.
When my heart brought me back to the US to rejoin Vronica, the hefty age difference between
us rested heavily on my chest. I hoped for the best, yet not even I could have imagined that our
relationship would last a decade. It was and is proper to assume that I could never represent an
ideal future for her. Vronica is a gorgeous, young woman in her prime, ready to re-tie the knot
again with an age-appropriate man, and not me.
I am cognizant that to keep a woman content and wanting to stay in a relationship, especially
if the two do not share children together, is not easy. Women today live their lives like men until
they tie the knot; lovers follow lovers. To keep a long-term relationship alive, major
compromises and approaches are paramount. This was and still is especially true in the
inglorious relationship Vronica and I still have—the relationship that started when I was 73 and
she was 41.
First, love to your woman; show your love daily. Be observant and acknowledge the smallest
change in her, whether it’s a new haircut, new lipstick, or new clothes, compliment her. If one
lets routine set in, and someone else pays her a compliment that she needs, with time, that could
lead to disaster. A man should be a gentleman; open that car or home door for your woman and
help her put on a coat. Be honest and generous and give her space. A man should not control her
time but offer her room. Vronica still goes out with her girlfriends on many occasions, and with
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my blessing. When it comes to sex, the man must be an unselfish lover. Her sexual needs should
always be a priority. Given that most women climax by clitoral stimulation, foreplay should
become main play. The number of women who can climax vaginally has reduced, and up to 80%
of these women are faking it at least half the time. As such, penetrative sex should be the last
item on the a la carte menu, and it should serve mainly the man.
I followed all the above rules instinctively but also by reading about the subject. While time
validated my approach, even to this day, I still ask myself why Vronica chose me. I do not
possess all the answers. However, mature men have experience and we appreciate a younger
woman with much more intensity and depth. We will make love to a woman rather than having
sex with her, which makes a big difference!
In my specific case, I take good care of myself, and I am in great shape. I do not smoke or use
drugs, and I do not look my age. True, since she works for me, I offer her financial security.
These are my humble conclusions, and time validated all that. It is also true that I may have been
lucky too.
Before ending, however, I will add to two more topics that also support our longevity. Not
living together was, and still is, a most important peg that made our union go the distance. We
have a decade old courtship, dating type of relationship. It is what couples have before getting
married, and the sparks fly web they meet and go out for a planned date. Yes, anticipation is an
aphrodisiac. Fortunately, by not living together, we have not lost the spark.
Lastly, we are well-matched sexually, and have been from the very first day. My carnal
creativeness would be difficult to replicate in couples living together for years.
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This is especially true in conjugal twosomes with children, and the multitude of problems
associated with those circumstances. Having been married twice, I know this from personal
experience. I wrote the following email in 2018:
Vronica dear,
I am dreaming of having a passionate Father’s Day, and I am convinced you, as always, will
cooperate with my desires as I do with yours. I expect you to arrive in a long, one-piece outfit
and nothing underneath—no panties, no thongs, and, of course, no bra. We will play everything
out over a few sessions with ingrained recovery times.
The first part should unfold before going for lunch at our preferred lakeside restaurant, the
Boccaccio, where I reserved a table for two.
Once we are at my place, for starters, I will take the initiative and disrobe your one-piece
outfit, exposing your petal smooth skin and hourglass body. Both seated, we will enjoy a glass of
wine, while I will feast my eyes on your peaks and valleys. Do not fret; I will not leave you out of
the cycle of pleasures, as my heightened state of arousal should be visible to you. All you have to
do, like so many previous times, is glance at my growing bulge in my crotch, pointing to a very
promising condition within. If by any chance your arousal levels should hit a high note, reach
out, touch, and even expose my stiffness or ask me, and I will flash it for you. What do you do
with my Highness (touch, stroke, lick, or mouth) and for how long, the choice is yours. I have no
rules!
As I follow up with my menu, I plan to further arouse you by going down on you and giving
you a long, delicious, down-under tongue-bath. You know that options and sites for such activity
could be multiple. This time, however, I will invite you to roost on the edge of the kitchen
counter. You will need to support your body on your two elbows. This position will enable you to
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watch my lips and tongue performing miracles on your love opening. To enhance your
sensations, I will wear the chinstrap with that attached little soft pony.
Still fully dressed, with my erect dick inside or out, depending what you decided moments
before, I will sit on a barstool, my face level with your privates. With your legs resting on my two
shoulders, I will continue feasting on your pussy while the little pony titillates the inside of your
opening. At the same time, my hands will hold onto your buttocks, caress your breasts, or pinch
your nipples. My full mouth mastery should enable you to release the intense sexual tension in
two, back-to-back, climaxes. My dear, all this will not leave me out of the game. Having the soft,
moist structures of your pussy in my mouth is ecstasy for me.
I expect to hear your usual and loud vocalization of bliss: “Worship that pussy.” “Don’t
stop.” “Oh my God, I am coming,” to be an overwhelming ode to my ears. Your expected facial
expression, a blend of bliss and agony, and your tensed body should drive me very close to my
point of no return. But no, I will not jump the gun; I will reserve this one for the afternoon
session, on the inflatable mattress waiting for us on the floor.
The next session should start following our festive brunch. Back home, and after a few more
sips of wine, I will ask you to change in front of me into the newly purchased outfits waiting for
you. The facemask, the red decorative sleek choker around your neck, the nipple clips, and the
latex mini skirt should offer a show to-die-for. Next, I will place handcuffs on your wrists and
fasten them to a bondage set hanging from your neck. It should deny you touching yourself or
me. Yes, finally, it will be torture, torture, torture time, and I expect to extract another big ‘O’
from you.
Still fully dressed, in front of a seated you, I will teasingly use finger, oral, and vibrating
stimulation on your joy knob and honey pot. I foresee the ‘Promised Land’ to descend on you, a
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sensation of heaven on earth encountered, as you told me countless times, only moments before
your impending release.
At this profoundly tense moment, I plan to disengage and leave you hanging up in the air.
With hands tied, you cannot finish yourself; you will be at my mercy. Since I know you well
enough, I assume you will plead, pray, and ask for leniency from the only one capable of helping
you. That is, I, and only I, and I promise to remain insensitive to your plight for the moment.
At last, at this stage of our afternoon 'sexcapade’, I will slowly take off my clothes. I know
myself well; I expect my ‘Royal Highness’ to be ready for action. To further torment you, I shall
flaunt my dick before your eyes, yet you can’t touch, lick, or mouth it, as your lewd cravings
would demand. Don’t I know you? To add fuel to the fire, I will re-engage and touch and play
with my ‘prodigious stiffness’ for some time. This is a spectacle that should drive you further
insane, aching to bring your agony to a much-desired happy-ending.
To pile up additional moments of ecstasy, with you still seated, I will lift your right foot up on
the counter to secure a place for my ‘Mr. Ambassador’ between your thighs. With trembling
fingers, I will touch, and pry open your ‘sweet cherry’s lips. Dead on the mark, my ‘wood-stiff
cock’ should have no problem in finding his way deep into your much inviting ‘cockpit’.
By then, intense urges of gratification provoked by my rhythmical thrusts will pave-the-way
for a well-synchronized mutual release. Yes, I am looking forward to feeling your tight pleasuregirth encircling my ‘pole’, together with your supreme visible highest level of arousal,
However, since I have planned to end our sex-games on the floor, out of sheer necessity, this
time, I will come to your rescue; with shackles off, torture times will be over. Controlled by my
blazing loins, in no time, I will lie on my back on that inflated mattress.
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With the front of my body alive, I expect you will not need guidance. I know your patterns, you
will straddle me, and your hands will guide my ‘manhood’ back into your expectant ‘love
opening’, which will be a scorching furnace by then.
This frontal cowgirl position enables me watching you riding up and down my shaft and
seeing your swinging bosoms before my mouth and eyes. As you well know, this is one of my
favorite sex positions, from where there is no way back for me. This time too, I predict, that after
a few extra seconds of ‘pole- riding’, my ecstatic cadenced spurt will intersect with your crisis of
pleasure. Like on so many occasions in past years, it will no longer be possible to endure such
intense levels of erotic stimulation without simultaneously discharging them. With affectionate
kisses and expressions of endearment, resting in each other’s arms, our Father’s Day erotic
pleasures should come to a successful end.
See you soon,
Gabi’
Vronica’s response was quick. “Well, what an elaborate plan, darling. I will go along, of
course, and try to be there before 1 P.M.”
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CHAPTER 9 - EPILOGUE

Another Fateful Day in December
It was almost 3 P.M. on a pleasant and sunny afternoon; the calendar marked December 20th.
Known to be a foppish guy, good impressions never escaped my mind. For our anniversary, just
half-an-hour away, I shaved and chose my best black suit, a long-sleeve shirt adorned with a
silver necktie. For added impact, my breast pocket displayed a little square of the same material
and tone. Well-shined black shoes capped a classy-looking elegance. Not forgetting the James
Bond-ish look of years way back, I had my dark aviator type sunglasses on my face as well.
Before leaving my residence, exactly as I did a decade before, to the day and hour, I glanced
one more time in the mirror and appreciated what I saw. Despite the added years, I still looked
quite presentable. Well, at least I thought so.
Alongside all these external embellishments, precisely like then, I intended to surprise, even
compel admiration in my lady, decennium or not.
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Well ahead the stipulated time, with seven fresh roses in my hand, I entered the same shoddy
looking diner of yesteryear.
Waiting for my date, and facing the entrance, I sat down in the darkest corner at the back of
the establishment. The place was empty of patrons. It was much too early on a Friday afternoon.
Since I had no interest to spend much time in that shabby-looking place, I only asked for a glass
of water.
Seconds after 3:00 P.M., exactly like ten years beforehand, the same tall, elegant, blackhaired, dark-skinned, drop-dead gorgeous, exotic-looking, sexy lass entered the facility. She
looked around and spotted me right away. In a few seconds, like those many years ago, she stood
in front of me ready to introduce herself. I could gage that she was a stunning woman, just like
when I saw her for the first time, with my heart racing in my throat. Not a single thing changed,
except time, and a great deal of it!
In a most casual manner, she extended her right hand in my direction and in a soft, calm
voice, she said, “I am Vronica, that is Vronica without the ‘e’.” A few second later, “Correct me,
Sir, but if I am right, we met here exactly a decade ago, you remember, don’t you?”
“Yes, I do, my darling,” I said. With moist eyes, I stood up, hugged her, and kissed her hand,
exactly as I did back then.
On this occasion, however, my gesture did not take her by surprise. Vronica had ten years
under her belt to get used to my habits of chivalry!
Yes, the calendar correctly marked December 20th, but a Friday, and not Sunday; and the year
was not 2009, but a decade later, 2019! Our improbable love affair outlasted the two most
insurmountable barriers we faced, the unchanged 31-year age difference and time, and lots of it.
An entire decennary!
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“I can’t believe all this, but who would, tell me who on this Earth would? The same time to
the minute, the same place 10-years later, incredible! Please pinch me”, I told her, “I need to set
apart this dream from reality.”
In a whispering voice, I wished her a happy anniversary and I offered her the seven red roses.
“Happy Anniversary to you too, my darling,” she replied.
“Vronica, I do not want to spend much time in this place, I made plans for us.”
“OK, but before we go anyplace, please follow me,” she said, and in the same breath, “I need
to kiss you outside in the backyard, exactly as I did the day our lives intersected! Nothing
changed, darling. I am still attracted to you as I was when we first met.”
I followed her out the back door. The dilapidated pieces of furniture did not exist anymore, so
we consummated a passionate kiss standing, and what a juicy French one too!
“OK, darling, a room full of flowers, at the end of a long hallway and far from the elevator, is
waiting for us at our legendary hotel where everything started. For much later in the evening, I
made a dinner reservation at Maude, in Beverly Hills, an exquisite restaurant. We should enjoy
it, we have been there but a long, long time ago.”
“You have a deal,” she replied.
We got into our cars and headed straight to Embassy Suites, where we discovered the
magic we still share.
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MY STORY-2020
I was born in Eastern Europe, and lived in Los Angeles for
the last forty years. I am a practicing physician and a
widower since 2008. At no time in my life, I sensed having
belletristic inclinations. To pen sentences on paper or a
computer screen was never my cup of tea in none of the six
languages I speak! This time, however, seemed different.
Making use of a sexplicit website, at a ‘young’ age of 73,
by the luck of the draw, my life intersected with an
amazing, drop-dead-gorgeous, carnality oozing woman. A
single mother of two kindergarten-age children, Vronica
(42) an ‘e’-less Veronica), was a 31- springs younger and a
gorgeous lass. The calendar chronicled December 20,
2009!
I am a published author in the American surgical literature, yet to write a coherent and
readable short novel for the public implied a fresh new approach. My mother tongue and
schooling were not in English; besides, I had to master to overcome the many constraints writers
face to assure a higher quality narrative. Among them, Stephen King’s ‘The road to hell is paved
with adverbs.’ Why is that so, I do not understand to this day? But since Stephen King said it, it
is the Bible! Or, the baroque writer Baltasar Gracian’s, ‘A synonym is a word you use when you
can’t spell the original one.’ Luckily, I had the Internet that made this rule easy.
There many other hurdles, such as episodes of lack of confidence, and the typical writer’s
block. Yes, the entire process turned out to be challenging and time-consuming, but I have no
regrets. With all the roadblocks I had to face, in retrospect, it has been a journey of love and fun.
Editing, editing, and re-editing were endless and draining, more than even lettering. After almost
three years of gestation, the book, like a newborn baby, finally arrived to see the light and the
world. Yes, my one-time writer’s calling is over! (I wanted to write ‘finally” over, but ‘finally’ is
an adverb, so I dropped it.)
When I scribble these sentences, Vronica and I just celebrated a decennium together
(December, 2019). No years, - ten plus by the time I scrible these lines to be precise, - and no
three decades of age-gap, succeeded in separating us. “Amor Omnia Vincit” as Virgil, the
Roman poet wrote. (“Love conquers all.”) We never joined in holy matrimony, and we do not
live under the same roof, at least not every night. Yes, this could be at least one of the possible
rationales for our lastingness.
The narrative describes our unique lust-morphed-romantic relationship that, by some rigid
criteria, could be tagged inglorious. Yet it proves, however, that genuine love and lust has no age
limits.
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Her original Fairwell letter (chapter 3)

Additional details: www.agelesslustthebook.com
The film version proposal: www.agelessthefilm.com
Dear reader, if you enjoyed this book, I'd be very grateful if you'd post a
short review on Amazon. Your support really does make a difference, and I
read all the reviews personally. Thank you.
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